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1965

stoianka Druzhinikha na Enisee
Y cniseiJ. Kratkie Soobshcluniia

of
HIll''''''''

(1961-1962) at the northernmost
site on the
Yenisei, 100 km north of Krasnoyarsk. Although the finds correspond in general
to the familiar Yenisei pattern, the author feels that there are typological grounds
for considering it the oldest known site on the Yenisei. (Parallels are seen with
Ust'-Kanskaia.)
Krasnyi IAR~a new palaeolithic site on the Angara. Arctic Anthropology 3,
I: 122-128. Madison.
excavations. Late Palaeolithic;
analogies
with
Urals.

ANnREEV, G.
1964

Kratkie SoobshValentin [Investigations
97: 98-103. Moscow.
of 1961 fieldwork in the
Maritime
Territory: the discovery of new sites and excavations in the Valentin-Peresheek
site (544 sq. m uncovered) which precede the Shell Mound culture; the presence
of local metallurgy (copper or bronze) was established at the site, but farming
was not substantiated. (At least some of the picks and grinding stones had been
used in preparing ore.)
1965 Priaslitsa s poberezh'ia Primor'ia [Spindle whorls from the coast of the Maritime Territory]. Materialy i Issledovaniia po Arkheologii SSSR I30: 186-19°.
Moscow.
classification of the considerable
a hitherto
during the past dozen
evidence which has
/1nr:ne,~jm'zz
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University of Wisconsin.
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margin of
Yenisei
Geologii Geofiziki
Novosibirsk.
Stratigraphy of the area around the Yenisei-Podkamennaia 'I'unguska confluence, based upon 1957-1961 fieldwork.
ARUTIUNOV, S. A., M. G. 1.EVIN, and D. A. SERGEEV
1964 Ancient cemeteries of the Chukchi Peninsula. Antic Anthropolog] 2, I: 143- I
Madison.
Preliminary report of 1957-1960 excavations at Uelen and the first season at

Ekven.
HARUMI, and CHESTER S. CHARD
1964 A prehistoric maritime culture of the Okhotsk Sea. American Antiquity 30, I:
1-18. Salt Lake City.
Summarizes information available
Japanese sources
Okhotsk culture of Sakhalin and Hokkaido and discusses its
and relation~
ships.
CHARD, CHESTER S., and BARBARA PFORR MERES
1964 The Alaskan situla ware:
east asiatic transplant to the New World?
lvIcmorias
Congreso Internacional de Americanistas I,
1-16.
City.
Similarity of this ware (alien to Alaska) to the Okhotsk pottery of Sakhalin
and vicinity suggests a possible source.
CHARD, CHESTER S., and WILLIAM WORKMAN
1965 Soviet archaeological radiocarbon dates: II. Arcti.' Anthropology 3, I: 146-15°.
Madison.
J jsts all available dates since previous report, including Siberia (p. 150).

period i

istoriia

lThe ~atcrnary period and its historyJ. Moscow.
Includes papers by K. K. Flerov on the origin of Canadian fauna in connection with the history of the Rering land bridge; E. 1. Ravskii on relations between
glaciation
pluvial
in northern Asia; N.
Kind on absolute chronol~
ogy of the main stages of the last glacial and postglacial periods in Siberia: S. M.
Tseitlin on subdivisions of the last glacial period in Siberia; V. A. Zubakov on
pleistocene deposits of the upper Yenisei Valley.
CHLENOVA,
L.
1964 Tagarskii
na r. Izykchul' [A Tagar kurgan on the Izykchul'
Kratkie Soobshcheniia Instituta Arkheologii 102: II9-126. Moscow.
Describes 1962 excavation of a kurgan in one of the most northerly Tagar
cemeteries.
1965

DAVYDOVA,

1960

V.
Novye dannye ob Ivolginskom gorodishche [New data on the Ivolga fortified
settlement]. Trudy, Buriatskii Kompleksnyi Nauchno-Issledovatel'skii Institut 3:
143~16S. Ulan-Ude.
Describes 1958 fieldwork at this
site
confirmed the estimated
date of the second century B.C.-first century A.D. and the presence of Chinese
inhabitants among the population.

Asian Perspectives, x, I967
A. P.
I96Sa New data on the archaeology of the middle Amur. Arctic Anthropology 3,

DEREVIANKO,

I:

136-I41. Madison.
the Novopetrovka
SerInitial notice of 1961-1963 fieldwork at sites
Iron Age. (Novopetrovka has subsequently
geevka neolithic complexes and
been found not to be Mesolithic, as stated.) This work is superseded by the
following publications:
Novopetrovskaia kul'tura na Srednem Amure [The Novopetrovka culture on
: II4-I23. Moscow.
the middle Amur]. Sovetskaia Arklzeologiia
Fuller description of one of the two earlier neolithic cultures in the region,
characterized by blade technology and various archaic traits. Originally classified
as Mesolithic, but now known to include
of very primitive appearance,
in the
Far East. Sites
which
author feels may be the oldest yet
are pit-house settlements. Blade arrowheads are conspicuous. The industry is
considered very similar to Tadusha and is the probable source for the Daurian
culture of Transbaikal.
Drevnie
Amura
cultures of the
Amurl Leningrad. (Abstract of candidate's dissertation, Novosibirsk State University.)
Survey of premetal stages based upon 1961-1965 fieldwork, with discussion
of chronology and cultural relationships.

A.
Keramika pozdnetagarskikh kurganov Krasnoiarskogo raiona [Pottery from
late Tagar kurgans of the Krasnoyarsk district]. Sovetskaia Arkheologiia 1964,
2: 205-210. Moscow.
Analysis of pottery indicates
components entering
this distinctive
variant of Tagar culture, which is seen as the result of the mixture of incoming
Tagar groups from Minusinsk with local tribes ca. 200 B.C.
1965a Bol'shaia Boiarskaia pisanitsa [The Bol'shaia Boiarskaia petroglyph]. S01)etskaia
Arkheologiia 1965, 3' I24-142. Moscow.
Description and discussion of petroglyph in Minusinsk district, dated to
transition from Tagar to Tashtyk periods. Although evidently executed for
cult purposes, it is considered to realistically depict the life of the time.
o kul'turnykh sviaziakh tagarskikh plemen
links the Tagar tribes].
Materialy i /ssledovatJiia po Arklu:ologii SSSR 130: 240-242. Moscow.
Minusinsk petroglyphs show similarity of Tagar art with that of the Altai
peoples and suggest direct cultural links between the Yenisei and the Near
East in
Scythian

N. N.
1958 Bronzovyi vek Zabaikal'ia [The Bronze Age of Transbaikal]. Ulan-Ude.

DIKOV,

Comprehensive survey and discussion of all available information.
The Stone Age of Kamchatka
the Chukchi Peninsula
the light
new
Anthropology 3, I: 10-25. Madison.
archaeological data.
Summarizes results of author's fieldwork 1956-1963, with particular reference
to the stratified Ushki site on the Kamchatka River-one of the most important
discoveries
date
Siberia.
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T. M.

New data on
Arctic
characteristics the Kanchalan
3, :
1
9 -97.
Describes materials from further excavations at this site near the mouth of
the Anadyr.
EVTIUKHOVA, 1. A., and N. N. TEREKHOVA
1965 Plitochnye mogily Konduiskoi doliny [Slab graves of the Kondui Valley]. Materialy hsledovaniia po Arkheologii SSSR
244-248, Moseow,
1957-1958 fieldwork on Early Iron Age remains in Chita province.
GAL'TSEV-BEZIUK, S. D.
o socdinenii Sakhalina materikom i o. Khokkaido chetvertichnoe vremia [On
the links between Sakhalin and the continent and Hokkaido in Qpaternary
times]. Izvestiia, Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Seriia Geograficheskaia 1964, I:
56-6L Moscow
Concludes, on basis of faunal evidence, that Sakhalin was not connected with
the mainland during the Lower and Middle Pleistocene, but that a connection
existed during the Zyrianka and Sartan
(Early and Final Wiirm)
owing to eustatic fluctuations.
GAVRlLOVA,

A. A.

Mogily pozdnikh kochevnikov gory Sukhanikhi
Enisee [Burials the late
nomads at Mount Sukhanikhi on the Yenisei]. Sovetskaia Arkheologiia 1964,
2: 164-170. Moscow.
A I960 find. Such post-tenth oentury
burials are little known,
1965 Mogil'nik Kudyrge kak istochnik po istorii Altaiskikh plemen [The Kudyrgc
cemetery as a source for the history of the Altai tribes]. Moscow-Leningrad.
briefly
Definitive
on famous site excavated in I924-1925 but
described hitherto. The main part of the sitc is ascribed to Turks of the sixthseventh centuries A.D. There are also five graves from the Mongol period.
GOKHl\1AJ"., 1. L
1960 Antropologicheskaia kharakteristika cherepov iz Ivolginskogo gorodishcha
[Anthropological characteristics of the crania from the I volga fortified settlement). Trudy, Buriatskii Kompleksnyi Nauchno-lssledollatel'skii lmtitut 3.
16~I73, Ulan-Ude.
Describes three adult crania of the Hun period.
GOLu1'lEVA, L.
and E. RAVSKII
1964 0 klimaticheskikh fazakh vremeni zyrianskogo oledeniia Vostochnoi Sibiri
[Climatic phases during the Zyrianka glaciation of Eastern Siberia]. Biulleten',
Komissiia po lzucheniiu Chetverticlmogo Per/oda 29: 132-148. Moscow.
A reconstruction of the climate and vegetation of the Early Wiirm in the
Baikal region.
GRIAZNOV,

1965

M.
Raboty Krasnoiarskoi ekspeditsii [Work of the Krasnoyarsk expedition]. Kratkie
Soobshcheniia Instituta Arkheologii 100: 62-'71. Moscow.
resume of the most significant achievements of the 1960-1963 salvage
work in the Krasnoyarsk reservoir area (the greater part of which lies in the
Minusinsk Basin). A large number of sites were investigated, dating from the
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X,

Upper Palaeolithic the eighteenth century
extensively excavated.
GRIGOR'EVA, G.

V.

1967
and

number of

were

r

Novaia 1"","VJl1U'''''><,,'''''hl stoianka Kokorevo VI na r. Enisei A new palaeolithic
site, Kokorevo VI,
the YeniseiJ. Kratkie Soobshcheniia lnstituta Arkheologii
101: 64-68.
Summary report of 1961-1962 excavation. Closest analogies are with Afontova Gora.
GRISHIN, IU. S.
1965 Stoianka Budalan v Vostochnom Zabaikal'e [The Budalan site in eastern Transbaikal]. Materialy i Issledovaniia po Arkheologii SSSR 130: 68-72. Moscow.
Located near
in the Onon River Valley. Culturally very similar to
Shilka
GURINA, N. N.
1964 Raboty neoliticheskogo otriada Krasnoiarskoi ekspeditsii [Work of the neolithic
section of the Krasnoyarsk expedition]. Kratkie Soobshchcniia Instituta Arkheologli . 88-97. Moscow.
Preliminary report of 1961-1962 excavations at the stratified Biriusa site
(Palaeolithic to Bronze Age) 30 km above Krasnoyarsk, originally investigated
in the I920S. An additional 184 sq. m were uncovered. The neolithic complex
is for
most part comparable the Serovo stage of the Baikal Neolithic.
Istoriia i kul'tura nal'odov sevet'o-vostoka SSSR
1964 [History and culture of the peoples of the northeastern part of the USSR]. Trudy,
Severo-Vostochnyi KompleksnJri Nauchno-Issledovatel'skii Institut8. Magadan.
all been translated
Collection of papers> those on archaeological subjects
into English. See Dikov 1965, Dikova 1965, Semenov 1965.

Istoriia Tuvy
1964 [History of Tuva]. 2 vols. Moscow.
Vol. I, pp. 18-197, deals with
prehistory of Tuva
in the case later
periods, utilizes archaeological materials to supplement historical sources.

JETTMAR, KARL
1964 Die Frahen SteppenvOlker. Holle Verlag, Baden-Baden.
"Kunst
Welt,
is the
work to
on the
A
in the
Eurasiatic animal
over its entire geographical range, with discussion of
development and sociocultural context. Richly illustrated; many color plates.
KAZANTSEV, A. I., and P. P. Khoroshikh
Starinnye Buriatskie pogrebeniia
Buriat burials on
ostrove Ol'khon
Ol'khon Island].
But'iatskii Komplekm)'i Nauclmo-Issledovatel'skii Institut 10: 179-188. Ulan-Ude.
Describes five burials excavated in 1958 on this island in Lake Baikal.
KHLOBYSTIN, L. P.
Mnogosloinoe
Ulan-Khada na
[The stratified settlement of
Ulan-Khada on Lake Baikal]. Kratkie Soobshcheniia Instituta Arkheologii 97:
25-32. Moscow.
A
ofPelri's data in
light of the author's own recent investigations
at this famous site. Concludes
Petri's
are
confirmed: in
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modern terms, the site spans preceramic Neolithic to Iron Age. The stratigraphy
also confirms Okladnikov's sequence of Neolithic stages in
Baikal region
large part.
1964b 0 drevnem kul'te nerpy na Baikale [An ancient seal cult on Lake Baikal]. Kratkie
Soobshcheniia lnstituta Arkheologil 101: 35-37.
Description and interpretation of a new find-a stone object with carving of
a seal-ascribed to the first millennium B.C.
Drcmcishie pamiatniki Baikala The oldest sites
Lake Baikal]. /vlaterialy
Issledovaniia po Arkheologii SSSR 131: 252-279. Moscow.
Describes two sites found in 1963 on the northwest shore: Ludarskaia III
(considered similar to Vcrkholenskaia
and Ludarskaia (early
compared culturally with Ust'-Belaia levels VI-IV). Other preceramie sites of
the Baikal region are discussed, and a chronological sequence is proposedprimarily on typological ground5~with two main stages: Epipalaeolithic
Ludarskaia type; and preceramic Neolithic as exemplified in the lowest level at
Ulan-Khada.
KHOROSI UKH,

1960 Naskal'nye risunki na poberezh'e ozera Baikal [Petroglyphs 011 the shore of Lake
Baikal]. Etnograficheskii Sbornik I: 45-58. Ulan-Ude.
description and illustrations of
discovered in
years
by the author on the west shore of Lake Baikal at Mt. Sakhiurte and Aia Bay.
KISELEV,

S. V.
Bronzovyi vek SSSR

Bronze Age

the USSR

Materialy i Issledovaniia

po Arkheologii SSSR 130: 17-60. Moscow.
A posthumous survey article by the leading authority. Siberia is discussed
briefly on pp. 57-60.
KISELEV, S. V., et al.
1965 Drevnemongol'skie goroaa (Ancient Mongolian cities]. Moscow.
'I'hree
are dealt with' the oldest cities (Khirkhira and
by Kiselev and L. R. Kyzlasov (pp. 23-II9); Kara Korum by various authors
(pp. 123-322); and the fourteenth century palace at Kondue by Kiselev (remainder of volume). Definitive reports of extensive postwar Soviet fieldwork.
KONOVALOV,

1962

P. B.

K voprosu 0 diunnykh stoiankakh Zabaikal'ia (Contribution to the problem of
the dune sites of TranshaikalJ. Kratkie
Burzatskii Komp1eks1l.yi

N auchno-Issledovate/' skii Institut (S eriia Istoriko-Pilologicheskaia) 4: 84-9 I.
Ulan-Ude.
report 1960 survey in Zaigraevo district: neolithic and iron age sites
and remains from blowouts.

Korrelatsiia antropogenovykh otlozhenii severnoi Evrazii
[Correlation pleistocene deposits in northern Eurasia]. Moscow.
Includes papers by V. I. Gromov et al. on correlation of pleistocene deposits
in northern Eurasia; M. N. Alekseev et al. on principles of pleistocene geochronology in eastern Siberia;
Giterman et
on periglacial vegetation
Siberia; A. R. Geptner et al. on correlation of upper pleistocene deposits in
Kamchatka and Chukotka.

Asian Perspectives, x, 1967
KOZYREVA,

R. V.

1964 Neoliticheskoe poselenie Starodubskoe II na o. Sakhaline [The neolithic
settlement ofStarodubskoe II on Sakhalin]. In Arkheologiia i Etnografiia Da!'nego
Vostoka,
49-72. Novosibirsk.
what
archaeologists consider to be
Report
the 1955 excavations
the oldest known site in southern Sakhalin.
1965 K istorii kul'tury rakovinnykh kuch na o. Sakhaline [Culture history of the shell
heap
on Sakhalin). Materia(y Iss!earnJaniia po Arkheologii SSSR 131:
280-296. Moscow.
Based primarily on 1954-1955 excavations at Susuya and Verkhniaia Sannosava in southwestern Sakhalin and analysis of local museum collections
(especially those from
Nevel'skaia site).
has been previously pu blished;
two sites are described here
the first
All
materials from the
Sakhalin sites with shell heaps are considered to represent a single tradition with
two chronological stages: early (Susuya, followed by Nevel'skaia), and late
(Verkhniaia Sannosava, Rorei). The latter was replaced by the Ainu. Similarities
and relationships between these
and those of the mainland and Hokkaido are
discussed. Beginning with the Nevel'skaia site, Sakhalin is very similar to the
Okhotsk culture of Hokkaido.
KVZLASOV,

L. R.

o naznaehenii drevnetiurkskikh izvaianii izobrazhaiushchikh liudei

purpose of the ancient Turkish figures depicting persons]. Sovetskaia Arkheologiia
1964,2: 27-39. Moscow.
Concludes that all such figures depict dead heroes and were associated with
commemorative rites.
1964b Kurgany Tuvintsev [Tuvinian kurgans]. Moscow Universitct, Vestllik (Seriia
9: Istoriia) 19,5: 82--<)1. Moscow.
Classification, summary description, and analysis of the known burial mounds
of the ancestors of
modern Tuvinians.
to the sixteenth-nineteenth
centuries.
1965a Novyi pamiatnik Eniseiskoi pis'mennosti [A new monument of the Yenisei
script]. Sovetskaia Etnografiia 1965,2: I04-II3. Moscow .
.Descrihes a new
found in
on the upper Yenisei Tuva. Attributed
to the ancient Khakass (early tenth century).
1965h 0 datirovke pamiatnikov Eniseikoi pis'mennosti [Dating of the monuments with
Yenisei script]. Sovetskaia Arkheologiia 1965, 3: 38-49. Moscow.
Supplements the author's previous work on the subject with new data from Tuva.
Kratkaia istoriia arkhcologicheskogo izucheniia Tuvy [A brief history of the
archaeological study of Tuva]. Moscow Universitet, Vestnik (Seriia 9: Istoriia)
20, 3: 52-'7°. Moscow.
Historical sketch
previous work in the area, fully documented,
Drevneishic orudiia gornogo dela
Altae
oldest
equipment in
the Altai]. Materialy i Issledovaniia po Arkheologii SSSR 130: 165-168. Moscow.
Reports 1955 finds in Ust'-Kansk area of ancient copper mining activity with
equipment that includes items
Afanasievo
No
remams
this
period
previously been knowl1.
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R., and
. LEVASHEVA
Sergei Vladimirovich Kiselev (Sergei Vladimirovich Kiselev). Materialy i
Issledovaniia po Arkheologii SSSR 130: 7-16.
Obituary
one of
outstanding Russian archaeologists
modern
Altai and .Mongolia. Hibliography
his
especially known for his work in
published works appended.

V. E.
Drevneishie pamiatniki kul'tury
[The oldest remains of culture in
Mongolia]. Priroda 1964, 94-98. Moscow.
Brief popular account of 196o-I963 discoveries of the Soviet-Mongolian Expedition.
Neolithic settlements
lower reaches of the Ussuri River. Arctic
pology 3, I 98-106. Madison.
Report of 1959-1960 survey and surface collection near Kazakevichevo in
a hitherto unstudied region, with discussion of local culture history and relationships.

and
. VOLKOV
Must'erskie
i
neoliticheskie
pamiatniki IUzhnoi Gobi [Mousterian and Neolithic
6
19 4
remains from the south Gobi]. In Arkheologiia i Etnografiia Dal'nego Vostoka,
I47-I89. Novosibirsk.
Comprises complete history of Russian archaeological
in
(pp. 147-162) and of work by Mongolian scholars (pp. 162-168), followed by
a detailed description (no illustrations) of collections of stone artifacts gathered
1959 by geologist
the Chinese frontier'
eastern
Two the
are considered typologically Mousterian (pp. 168-186),
other is
lithic workshop (pp. 186-189). The authors debunk the alleged microlithic
character of the Mongolian Neolithic.

LARICHEV,

LEVASHEVA,

1965

.

P.

Ostatki drevnei orositel'noi sistemy doline r. Abakana [Remains of an
irrigation system in the valley of the Abakan River]. Materialy i Issledovaniia
po Arkheologii SSSR 130: 242-244. Moscow.
Irrigation canals have been the
studied archaeological feature
the
Minusinsk district. Those described
no older than the
century
but a more precise dating is not yet possible.

M. G.
drevnikh Eskimosov
antropologieheskom
anthropological
of
1964
Mosko7Js/we Obs/tcilestvo
Prirody
ancient Eskimos].
262-269. Moscow.
Preliminary data on the human remains from the Uelen and Ekven cemeteries
Bering
English summary.

LEVIN,

G. A.
1964a Novye dannye ob epokhe bronzy V Minusinskoi kotlovine [New data on the
Bronze Age in the Minusinsk Basin]. Kratkie Soobshcheniia Instituta Arkheologii
: 19-23. Moscow.
age finds
the K rasnoyarsk
Summarizes the most im portant

MAKSIMENKOV,

Asum Perspectives, x, 967

3

tion and their significance. Excavations far exceeded in scale anything hitherto
carried out
1964b lvlogil'nik u Dolgogo ozera g. Kansk [A cemetery at Lake Dolgoe in the city
ofKansk]. Voprosy Antropologii 18: 132-134. Moscow.
Describes three neolithic burials uncovered during construction work
a
little-known section of the Yenisei. The four crania recovered are described by
M. M. Gerasimova in an accompanying paper (pp. 135-143).
1965a Okunevskaia kul'tura v IUzhnoi Sibiri [The Okunevo culture in southern
Siberia]. Materialy i Issledovaniia po Arkheologil SSSR 130: 168-174. Moscow.
New data indicate that this culture represents a group of cattle-breeding,
invaders who displaced the Afanasievo
Minusinsk and were
subsequently themselves replaced by invading Andronovo.
1965b Vpusknye mogily okunevskogo etapa v afanas'evskikh kurganakh [Intrusive
burials
the Okunevo stage in Afilllasievo kurgans]. Sovetskaia Arkheologiia
1965,4: 204-21 1. Moscow.
Identification of these burials as intrusive clarifies the inventory of the Afanaslevo
with which they were formerly confused,
confirms the separate
existence of an Okunevo culture.
MANNAI-OOL, M. KH.
I964 ArkheologidleSkie
Tuvy [Archaeological sites
Comprehensive popular booklet.

Tuva]. Kyzyl.

MARKOV, K. K., G. I. LAZUKov, and V. A. NIKOLAEV
I965
tom
Territoriia SSSR [The
period, Vol.
I. Territory of the USSR]. Moscow.
Succinct comprehensive survey and handbook of existing knowledge. Chapters
and 5 Part I
with Siberia.
MEDVEDEV, G. I.
1964 The place of the culture ofVerkholenskaia Gora in the archaeological sequence
the Baikal region. American Antiqui(y 29, 4: 461-466.
Based on reanalysis of the existing collections plus reexamination of the site
itself. On the basis of comparisons with other sites in the area as well as the geologisituation, the author
Verkholenskaia Gora to
Mesolithic.
MICHAEL, HENRY N., ed.

1964 The archaeology

geomorphology

northern Asia' selected ll'orks. Arctic

Institute
North America. Anthropology
the North: Translations from
Russian Sources, 5. Toronto.
Contents' Introduction
C. S.
. Mal'ta by M. M. Gerasimov; Lena
Palaeolithic by A. Okladnikov; Yenisei Neolithic by Okladnikov; Shilka Cave
by Okladnikov; Ang-ang-hsi by V. E. Larichev; survey of Manchurian prehistory
Larichev; Shell Mound culture
G. L Andreev; Kamchatka by
I.
Rudenko; five papers on Udcn by M. G. Levin et al.; plus five papers on geomorphology.

Mrmgol'skii arMeologicheskii sbornik
1962 [Collected papers on Mongolian archaeologyJ. Moscow. See reVIew
VIII, I: 141-147.
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T.
POPOVA, v,
FEDOROV, and E. E. FRABKIN
1964 Arkheologicheskoe sobranie Muzeia antropologii i etnografii [The archaeological
collection of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography]. Sbornik Muzeia
Antropologii Et1lografii ' I 51-168. Leningrad,
Includes useful list
principal collections.

NECHAEVA,

E, A.
Lokal'nye varianty karasukskoi keramiki [Local variants of Karasuk pottery].
/v[aterialy i Isslerlovaniia Arkheologii SSSR 130. I81-186. Moscow.
the Karasuk culture through
An effort distinguish local groups
typology. Identifies two main unrelated complexes, each with several pottery
types, Brief discussion of relationships and their significance.

NOVGORODOVA,

1965

P.

OKLADNIKOV,

1960 Burkhotuiskaia kul'tura zheleznogo veka v iugo-zapadnom Zabaikale [The
Burkhotui culture of the Iron Age in southwestern Transbaikal]. Trudy, BuriatKomplekst~yi Nauchno-hsledovatel'shi lnstitut : r6-30. Ulan·Ude.
Describes group of burials of second-eighth centuries A.D, characterized
peculiar bone points imitating iron ones. The culture differs from the preceding
Hun and succeeding Turk remains in the region.
1961 Kiakhtinskii muzei i ego vklad v arkheologiiu Zabaikal'ia [The Kiakhta Museum
Kiakhtinskii
its contribution to
archaeology of Transbaikal].
lVluzei Krac'vedeniia i Kiakhtinskii Otdel Geograficlteskogo Obshchestva SSSR
18: 19-37. Ulan-Ude,
Historical sketch.
. Vostok svete noveishikh dostizhenii arkheoJogii [The
1964a Sovetskii
Far East in the light of the latest achievements of archaeology]. Voprosy Istorii
39, 1:44-57·~oscow.
Rrief account for the general reader of results of recent work on the Amur and
the Maritime Territory,
lz istorii izucheniia drevneishego proshlogo Primor'ia [History of the study of
the ancient past of the ~aritime Territory]. In Arkheologiia i Etnografiia Dal' nego
Vostoka, pp. 9-48. Novosihirsk.
Historical sketch of
archaeological studies.
Drevnee posdenie na levom beregu r. Gladkoi [An ancient settlement on the left
bank of the Gladkaia River]. In Arkheologiia i Etnografiia Dal'nego Vostoka,
pp. 118-122,
Describes
from
of site
typological
comparative grounds, concludes
it represents a
between
Late Neolithic (Gladkaia I) and Shell ~ound cultures.
1964d Ancient population of Siberia and its culture. In The Peoples of Siberia, M.G .
.evin and
Potapov,
pp.
Chicago.
better
version of this popular account
was
published
in 1956,

1964e The peopling of Siberia and new palaeolithic finds at the Zeia River.
text paper
to Seventh International
pological and Ethnologieal Sciencesl
AP: x, 1967

c

~oscow.

of Anthro-
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Describes very
artifacts found in a seemingly old g"eological context of
unknown age in the Amur Basin.
1964f Pervobytnaia Mongolia [Primitive Mongolia]. Studia Archaeologica 3, 8: 3-23.
Ulan
A
account the Mongolian Palaeolithic.
1965a An ancient settlement in Pkhusun Bay. Arctic Anthropology 3, I: 69-76. Madison.
Report of 1959 excavations on the northern coast of the Maritime Territory,
distinctive neolithic
possibly intrusive from the
uncovermg a new
north.
I965b Palaeolithic finds in the region of Lake Orok-Nor. Arctic Anthropology. 3, 1:

14 2- 145.
See
Russian publication
AP VIII, "18-19"
The Soviet Far East
antiquity: 1m archaeological and historical
of the
Maritime Region of the U.S.S.R. Arctic Institute of North America. Anthropology of the North: Translations from Russian Sources, 6. Toronto.
Translation of Dalel:oe Proshloe Primor' fa (Vladivostok,
a comprehensive
account spanning palaeolithic
medieval
by the Ic:ading
reflecting knowledge as of I959.
1965d Mesoliticheskie nakhodki u sela Razdol'nogo v Primor'e [Mesolithic finds at the
village of Razdol'noe in the Maritime Territory1- Matel"ia~y i IssledD1!aniia po
Arkheolof,ii SSSR
62-64. Moscow.
Describes surface finds during the years 1953-1963 of typologically mesolithic
cores and flakes on an eroded hilltop. Morphologically similar to Tadusha
materials.
Petroglify Sakachi-Aliana [The Sakachi-Alian petro glyphsl Voprosy Istorii

Sovetskogo Dal'nego Vostoka (Tezisy Dokladov na Plmarnom Zasedanii IV
Dal'nevostochnoi Nauchnoi Konferentsii po Voprosam Istorii, Arkheologii, Etnografii i Antropologii) r' r 5-21. Vladivostok.
Discussion and
of petroglyphs on
bank
Amur below Malyshevskoe, first noted by Laufer. Author considers oldest Olles to be neolithic.
OKLADNIKOV, A. P., and V. E. LARICHEV
Otkrytiia sibirskikh arkheologov [Discoveries of Siherian archaeologists].
VestnikAt!atlemii
SSSR
71-78. Moscow.
Brief summary of field work carried out in 1961-1963 by archaeologists of the
Siberian Division of the Academy of Sciences: Angara, Altai, Transbaikal,
Amur,Maritime

Osnovnye problemy izucheniia clzctvcrtichnogu periotla
1965 [Basic problems in the study of the Qyaternary period]. Moscow.
Selected papers of a conference held in September, 1964, at Novosibirsk.
Includes A. Onishchcnko on
in northeastern
S. A, Strelkov
et al. on
problem of quatermry glaciations Siberia;
Khvorostova on
glaciation of the Indigirka-Kolyma area; R. E. Giterman and L. V. Golubeva
on pleistocene vegetation history of east-central Siberia; E. I. Ravskii and S. M.
Tseitlin
geological periodization of the Siherian palaeolithic sites.
English
translation the lalter was
in Arctic Anthropology 5, 1].
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PSHENITSYNA, M. N.
1964 Novyi tip pamiatnikov III-II vv. do n.e. na Enisee [A new type of site of the
third-second centuries B.C. on the Yenisei]. Kratkie Soobshcheniia Instituta Arkhealagii 102: 127-134. Moscow.
I96°-1962 excavations
cemetery the third transitional stage
Report
of Tagar culture (Tesinsk stage), previously not too well known.
RAVSKII, E. 1., et al.
1964 Antropogemmye otlozhmiia iuga Vostochnoi Sibiri rPleistocene deposits in the
southern
of Eastern Siberia].
Geologieheskii
105. Moscow.
Covers the Sayan Mountains and Transbaikal. Detailed description of
stratigraphy with discussion of history of flora and fauna.
RAVSKII, E.
and S, M. TSEITLlN
1965 Geologiia eniseiskogo
[Geology of the Yenisei Palaeolithic]. In
grafiia i Periodizatsiia Palcolita Vostoclmoi i Tsemral'noi Evropoi, pp. 200-228.
Moscow.
A detailed restudy of the Yenisei sites from the viewpoint of geological age
based on 196I~1962 field studies of
pleistocene deposits
the area.
secles the long-accepted views of V. I. Gromov.
REZANOV,

1964

1. A.
.
Voprosy noveishei tektoniki severo-vostoka SSSR [Problems of recent tectonics
the northeastern
Moscow,
Covers the northern Okhotsk coast, Aldan
and Indigirka-Kolyma region. Includes discussion of glaciation and pleistocene stratigraphy as well as
tectonic and seismic phenomena.

RIZHSKII,

1965 Izglubiny

[From
depths
ages]. Irkutsk.
Popular account of Trans baikal prehistory told in terms of archaeological discoveries.

ROKHLIN,

G.

1965 Bolezni drevtlikh liudei [Diseases of ancient men]'1\1oscow-Leningrad.
Based on evidence of pathology and injury in bones recovered from prehistoric
burials. Siberia receives very limited coverage: Minusinsk Basin (Neolithic to
fourteenth century
pp. 180-189, Transbaikal (second millennium B.C.
tenth century A.D.),
199; Altai (second millennium B.C.
tenth
A.D.), pp. 190-191; Tuva (fifth century B.C. to nineteenth century A.D.), pp. 191-

193·
SWIANKA,
19 65

F.
Tashtykskie pogrebeniia mogil'nika ilarsuchikha
[Tashtyk burials
the
Barsuchika IV cemetery]. Sovetskaia Arkheologiia 1965,4: 220-222. Moscow.
Describes burials excavated in recent years at this site in the Khakass Autonomous
showing differences burial

SEMENOV,

19 65 The ancient culture of the Koryak National District. Arctic Anthropology 3,
1: l07-II5. Madison.

Report
Gulf.

survey work on the

of northern Kamchatka and Penzhina
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E.V.
voprosu datirovke srednevekovykh pamiatnikov Primor'ia
to the problem of dating the medieval sites of the Maritime Territory]. Trudy,
Buriatskii Kompleksnyi Nauchno-Issledovatel'skii Institut 3: 174-193. Ulan-Ude.
classification of decorated roof ti.1cs of the P'o-hai and Jurchen periods
its application to the dating of medieval remains in the Soviet Far East.
1964 Bokhaiskie pamiatniki Primor'ia [P'o-hai sites in the Maritime Territory]. In
Etnogra:fiia Dal'nt'/1,o
pp, 84-105. Novosibirsk,
Elucidates the characteristic features of P'o-hai fortified settlements, based on
1960 investigations.
TSEITLIN, S,
1964a Sopostavlenie chetvertichnykh otlozhenii lednikovoi i vnelednikovoi zon tsentral'twi
Sibiri [Comparison of quaternary deposits in the glaciated and unglaciated zones
central Siberia]. Trudy,
Institut 100. Moscow.
Detailed study of Lower Tunguska Basin (northern Yenisei Valley) and comparison with stratigraphic schemes for the Yenisei, Angara, and Lena-Viliui
SHAVKUNOV,

H)60

1964b Novey palcoliticheskie mestonakhozhdcniia v dolinc r. Enisci [New palaeolithic
localities in the Yenisei Valley]. Biulleten', Komissiia po Izucheniiu Chetvertichnogo
Perioda 2g' 175-182, Moscow,
On the middle Yenisei between Kokorcvo and Novoselovo. Onc (Novoselovo
I) is a large site with abundant flint finds and mammoth remains. The geological
situation very complicated,
the author thinks the site may date the
stages of the Zyrianka glaciation.
VADETSKAIA, E. B.
1964 Afanas'evskii mogil'nik na rechke Chernovoi [An Afanasievo cemetery on Chernovaia Creek]. Kratku: S oobshdzeniia Imtituta Arkhcologii lor: 116-120. Moscow.
Preliminary report of 1962 excavations in the Chernovaia VI site, Yenisei
1965a Izobrazheniia zveria-bozhestva iz Khakassii [Representations of zoomorphic
deities from the Khakass OblastJ. Materialy i Issledovaniia po Arkheologii SSSR
174-176, Moscow
Discusses dating and significance of such representations on stone in the
Minusinsk area.
Ig65b
stelakh epokhi bronzy v Khakassko-Minusinskoi kotlovine
[Bronze agc stone stelae in the Khakass-Minusinsk BasinJ. S ovetskaia Arkheologiia 1965, 4: 211-219. Moscow.
there has been no agreement on the age
Despite
study of the
cultural provenience of these famous remains. New figured slabs found in an
Okunevo culture cemetery in 1962-1963 throw new light on the problem.
V AI NS!ITEIN,
1964 Drevnii Por-Bazhin [Ancient Por-BazhinJ. Sovetskaia Etl1ograjiJi.t 1964, 6:
103-114. Moscow.
)escribes 1952,
and H)63 fieldwork
fortress and
on
Yenisei headwaters in Tuva thought to be those constructed in A,D. 750 by the
Uigur Kagan Moyun-Chur, conqueror of Central Asia.
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VASIL'EVSKII, R. S.
1964a Ancient Koryak culture. American Antiquity 30,

I: 19-24. Salt 1,ake City.
comparative
excavations of recent years in
to the first millennium A.D.
poselenii Atargan na Okhotskom
[A metal find
i Etnografiia
settlement on the Okhotsk
II4-II7. Novosibirsk.
from ca. 1000
and iron knife fragment,
A.D. Magadan area.
1965a Arkheologicheskie issledovaniia na Okhotskom poberezh'e letom 1964 g.
[Archaeological investigations on the Okhotsk coast in the summer of 1964].
Izvestiia, Sibirskoe Otdelenie, Akademiia Nauk SSSR (Seriia Obshchestvennykh
Nauk) 1965, I: 120-121. Novosibirsk.
Brief summary of fieldwork at ancient Koryak sites in Magadan area.
1965b
kul'tur Okhotskogo poberezh'ia
to the history
of the Okhotsk coasl j.
1965, I:

from Zav'ialova
Levin's unpublished 1930-1931
Ol'skii Island). The materials
from those of
sites in the same area and
much older.
Affinities lie with Late Neolithic cultures of interior Siberia.
VINBERG, N. A., et a1.
1965 Sovetskaia arkheologicheskaia literatura. Bibliografiia. I9I8-I940 [Soviet archaeologicalliterature. A bibliography. 19I8-1940]. Moscow-Leningrad.
Complete bibliography, with author index and index of sites and cultures.
Pp. 248-261 deal with Siberia (331 titles).
VOLKOV, V. V.

19 64

muzeev Mongol'skoi Narodnoi
Bronze celts in
Mongolian Peoples Republic].
Kamennogo i
176-180. Moscow.
known specimens-all
importance
Mongolia.
vcry little is known about thc
Gobi horseman]. Materialy
Arkheologii
SSSR 130: 286--288. Moscow.
Describes a petroglyph at Barun in the eastern Gobi, attributed to the ninth
century A.D.

L. P.
1965 Arkhitektura kurganov chaatasa Grishkin Log [The architecture of the chaatastype kurgans at Grishkin Log]. Materialy i Issledovaniia po Arkheologii SSSR
282-286.
Kyrgyz period investigated
Krasnoyarsk

ZIABLIN,
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BOOK REVIEWS
GRACH,

A.
lzvaianiia Tuvy.
Sovetskaia Arkheologiia.' by

Materialy i
Krasnoiarskogo Kraia.

in I964, I: 355-357; reply
R. Kyzlasov in I965, 4: ."O,~-"U\l.
Arkheologii, Etnografii i Istoni

1964, I: 3491965, 3: 302-

Reviewed by G. A. Maksimenkov, Sovetskaia Arkheologiia 1964, 3: 337-340.
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two-year period-from January
HIS
1965. DurKorean archaeology was
ing this
a result of
'nrl'~pl't the oldest cultures in
discoveries
were made
tributed to the
Palaeolithic Ages. Less
in other areas
To make this report more comprehensive, general background information has been
included, along with certain discoveries made before 1964. Because of the political discord
between north Korea and south Korea, the original reports of north Korean archaeological
discoveries were not available in south Korea, and I had to depend on secondary sources,
such as abridged translations in Japanese periodicals.

PALAEOLITHIC ISSUE

In 1940, Nobuo
University, Tokyo,
that were
discovered at
northeast Korea; he believed
palaeolithic in
(megaceros
date (Naora
two obsidian flakes and
and Cervus).
dismissed by
other authorities
artifacts were not excavated
himself, but
collected by students of other fields several years before the time of the report, and because
the place of collection was stratigraphically disturbed (Fujita 1942), (Umehara 1946). It has
been generally agreed upon, however, that a discovery of palaeolithic artifacts in Korea
certainly was possible; similar finds have occurred in the neighboring Chinese continent
and Japan.
The two new palaeolithic sites reported upon during the two-year period are the Sokchangri site and the Kul-p'o site. (See "Glossary of Anglicized Korean Words Used in Text,"
P·53·)

The Sokchang-ri
" Professor, Department

The Sokchang-ri Site
discovered by Albert Mohr,
f\n:l1aeOIOlrv

and Anthropology, Seoul Natiooal

of Wisconsin,
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and his wife ", L.
in the
of 1964, S6kehang-ri
small
located
the
north bank of the Kum River some 4 mi. to the east of the town of Kongju (see map, Fig. 1).
There, at the foot of a river-eroded, terrace-like formation, the Mohrs picked up about a
dozen chipped-stone implements
flake chips. At the time
the
the
were visiting scholars Yonsei University in
and were conducting field survey 1 or
reconnaissance, on Korean prehistoric sites. However, the Mohrs' plan for excavating the
site did not materialize because of complications with a government agency, and the exthey left Korea. The excavation was
cavation
place in November of that year
conducted
P. K.
of Yon sci University)
three seasons-from November
to May 1966. It is reported that some 10,000 pieces of stone tools and spalls were collected
through the three digs and that the lowest spot of discovery of stone artifacts was 10.20 m
ft. 4
in.] from the surface.
A full
of the excavation
not yet been published and a detailed account the
site and materials is not available, but there is a very brief progress report which was prepared by Sohn following the first season (Sohn 1965). Since the report is very short, I have
translated its full text helow:
Preceramie Culture
Sokchang-ri, Kongju
By Pow-key Sohn
It was Mr. Albert Mohr and his wife L. L Sample, both visiting scholars at
Yonse! University)
picked
four chipped-stone implements
about ten
chipped-stone
which had been washed out
a recent
at the
puddled foot of a river-terrace on the bank of the K umgang. On 20 May 1964, the
Mohrs notified me of their important discovery and proposed that we undertake a
Jomt excavation
site. The History Department ofYonsei University had been
planning an excavation and was looking for suitable
inspected
site with
Mr. Mohr and picked up several stone waste flakes and a blade almost IS em
[6 in.] long. Based on these discoveries, the university decided to excavate the site
and
for the government permit to
II November 1964, almost six months after
date
Iowever,
application, that we were finally able to start the excavation. The digging took
place from II November to 29 November and the results are as follows [see Plate IJ.

5,'trata

Des{:ription

Surface Layer
Layer
Clay Layer II
Gravel (angular) Layer
Layer III
Gravel
Layer
Clay Layer IV

Artifacts

Two sherds of white porcelain of the Yi
Dynasty
1392-I910)

1

Contains
2 m
of burnt
Worked
of porphyry
Hand axes made of quartzite; porphyry
and pebbles; chopping tools made of
porphyry; pebble pestle and other
spalls of porphyry and porphyrite;
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Laycr

(Travel
3
Clay Layer VI

X,

967

also lensing of thin charcoal layer
Pebble
. micro~blades made of
felsite; scrapers made of quartzitehornstone; burin; hand axes; choppers and
chopping tools;
; scrapers-all
made of quartzite

Tools similar to those from Clay Layer
V, but of bigger sizes and made of
quartzite

As seen above, tools made of porphyry and porphyrite (Plate IIa) come from
levels above the charcoal
(in
Layer
and disappear below thc charcoal
layer. Microliths made of felsitic stones are found around the charcoal layer,
whereas quartzite tools increase in number and size at greater depths. (See quartzite
spalls, Plate lIb).
The entire complex seems to be of at least preceramic culture, since no single
sherd was found among the cultural strata. Mr. Sangho Om, chief of the Geological
Section the Geological Service the Republic of
1S
the
that
the site is a developed river terrace.
The stratification of cultural layers at this site provides valuable research
materials. Details
the features
artifacts will bc fully described in future
report with the carbon-dating results which will enable us to set up an absolute
chronology of the strata.
of excavations before we come to
conmay
to conduct a
clusions about the date and nature of the site. The significance of this first excavation
is that we have obtained definite proof that there were prehistoric cultures in Korea
preceding the Neolithic
emphasize the
for extensive surveys and research
in the future for further discoveries of similar sites.
Sohn did not give the exact measurements of eaeh stratum, but from the section
Plate I), Gravel Layer appe:ars to lie below the s11rface some 1.7 [5 ft. in.]; Gravel
Layer 2 about 3 to 4 m [II ft. 2 in.]; and Gravel Layer 3,4 to 5 m [14 ft. 8 in.]. The water
level is 6 m below the surface, and another 4 m of the deposit layer
submerged in
brownish clay is packed
hard, and to
small artifacts, considerable force was
necessary to break up the clay lumps. No organic materials, except tiny crushed charcoal,
stone artifacts
choppers and chopping tools
exist in the entire strata. A majority of
cores, obtained first by
block-onfashioned by few direct flakings on sizable flakes,
block method. Bifaces exist, but the flaking is not applied all around the tool, and the flat
top-end remains with its original cortex.
platform on
Sokchang-ri
is actually a rivcr valley flanked hy two opposing mountain ranges
whose highest peaks reach about 350 m above sea level. The southern reaches are rather
the
slopes accommodating almost no arable or inhabitable space, but houses
at the fi:lOt of the northern reaches. 1'he mountains are not well forested, and quartzite
and porphyritic rocks are exposed on erroded mountain ridges.
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The terrace-like formation beside
water seems to be the result of
landslides
washed out by the water and accumulated on the spot. The strata contain huge amounts of
unabraded stones, but there are almost no river-worn pebbles. The ancient knappers must
come
the open
bank
they
find suitable nodules and cores
effort.
In May I965, following the first season, another cutting was made to the left of the first
cutting. According to Sohn's verbal information, some 700 stone artifacts were recovered
during the excavation. Near the basal
he also came across
is believed to be a
floor" that was scattered with huge amounts
and
around block-anvil
The third excavation took place in May I966, at which time a third pit was dug north of
the first cutting. The vertical pit proved to be very productive; altogether, some 10,000
human-worked pieces
collected. According
Sohn, at
40
of the
the previous
of clearly recognizable shapes. The stone artifacts are similar those
two cuttings, but a considerable number of microliths made of felsite were collected at the
first two clay layers. I had no chance to view the microliths, but Sohn is inclined to attribute
them to the Mesolithic
Several neolithic comb-pottery
were
to have
collected from the sandy surli:lce layer.
To avoid misinformation on the Sokchang-ri cultures, since I have not examined or
studied all of the stone artifacts, I prefer not to make comments or inferences. In general,
however, I believe the stone industry of Sokchang-ri may be divided into two main tradilayers
the lower
a microlith-blade
tradition of the
ping-tool (quartzite) tradition. Sohn seems to assign the upper layers to the Mesolithic and
Upper Palaeolithic Ages and the lower layers to the Middle and Lower Palaeolithic stages;
but it is too early to make any conclusion on typology and the relative depth of the deposit
We
have to
for the
of the
area and
results, which I understand the University of California laboratory currently is computing.
The major problem in this case is the lack of true quaternary geologists in Korea who can
cooperate with archaeologists in palaeolithic studies. Yet, the discovery of the Sokchang-ri
and the excavation
have aroused suffiicent interest among scholars related
for the study of the Palaeolithic Age on the Korean peninsula.
I am grateful to Pow-key Sohn for his permission to use the illustrations in this report and
for other verbal information. I hope to present a more detailed account of the Si5kchang-ri
cultures
the stratification, typological,
technological considerations of
artifacts when Sohn's full report is published. [The Radiocarbon Test Laboratory of Atomic
Energy Research Institute of Korea has just produced a date of 30692±3000 B.P. from
charcoal from Clay Layer IV (July I(69).]
Kul-p'o
Northeast Korea
In the autumn of 1962, at the bottom of a neolithic layer at the village of Sop'ohang near
Kul-p'o, a field team from the Institute of Archaeology and Folklore, Academy of Social
Sciences of North Korea, headed by Yuho To, discovered discoidal hand axe 10
cm[4X3 % I %
madeofrnarble(Fig.
The team had been digging the neolithic layer since the summer of I960, and they were
immediately aware of the significance of the hand axe because of its resemblance to the
palaeolithic implements
neighboring Osinovka in the
province of Maritime.
next
(1963) the group returned to the
and excavated more palaeolithic
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made of shale, quartzite, and pegmatite. Some of the tools were collected at the surface. The
deposit layer is widely distributed and two layers-an earlier one mostly with quartzite tools
and a later one mainly with silicified shale tools-are to be recognized within the palaeolithic
deposits. The team named the whole culture Coulporien (Kul-p'orian) which is accordingly
subdivided into Kul-p'o I and Kul-p'o II.
A brief preliminary report on the site was published by To in 1964 (To 1964) and a Japanese translation was printed in Kokogaku Zasshi ( KZ) [Journal of the Archaeological Society
of Nippon, Tokyo] (To 1965). The present account is based on the Japanese translation.
The Kul-p'o site is located on the slope of a low hill facing a sea-lake. The area underwent
an upheaval ofland during the Early Recent period, and as a result, two terraces are recognized
on the slope. The exact location of the site was not given in the report, but the stratigraphy
begins from the top as follows:

I.
II.
III.
IV.

Surface: 15 cm [6 in.]
Dark-brownish fine sand: 40 cm [15 %in.]
Dark-bluish brown sandy clay: 25 cm [10 in.]
Yellowish-brown clay containing iron dioxide, which suggests a tropical
climate: 6 cm [2 %in.]
V. Dark-yellowish clay containing small pebbles: 40 cm [15 %in.]
VI. Clay containing angular and worn pebbles: 90 cm [2 ft. II %in.]
VII. Thick stratum with clay and pebbles in alternating layers: 1I0 cm (3 ft. 7

Va in.]

Stratum V mainly produced shale implements representing the Kul-p'a II period, and the
marble hand axe that was described above also came from this layer.
Qyartzite tools are from Stratum VI which is assigned to Kul-p'o 1.
Neolithic artifacts are discovered at Strata II and III, and Stratum VII is sterile.
During the summer season of 1963, what is believed to be a knapper's atelier was discovered
in the Kul-p'o I layer. A large block of porphyrite (Diam. 92--95 cm and 35-40 cm thick)
was discovered near what may be a porphyrite hammer stone, and around them were some
50 or more pieces of quartzite spalls. Two groups of porphyrite were also located nearby, and
there was a rectangular enclosure formed by piled-up porphyrite to a height of 15 cm [6 in.].
However, the measurement of the enclosure is not given.

o

Scm
•

Fig. 2

!

,

,

Stone implements from Kul-p'o II, northeast Korea. The marble hand axe discovered in
1960 is second from right.
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Stone tools from the Kul-p'o II (Upper) deposit are mostly made of shale, and except for
one discoidal biface (Fig. 2), others are all irregular flakes and cores. Some have a few secondary chippings on both sides, but in general, unifacially worked flakes are predominant.
Artifacts from Kul-p'o I (Lower) are choppers, chopping tools, and other flake tools
(Fig. 3). As in Kul-p'o II the technique was "unifacial." Pebbles were said to have been
used for choppers, but no illustration is given in KZ (To 1965).
The unifacially worked flake-tool tradition parallels Chinese palaeolithic tools in basic
trends, and in the case of Kul-p'o II, even the material (shale) corresponds to the Ting-ts'un
culture.
The reporter seems to compare Kul-p'o I with Mousterian, but proposes that Kul-p'o
II should fall within the scope of the Middle Palaeolithic cycle; he plainly admits that such
attribution is based on typology alone and that support is yet to come from geology and other
natural sciences. But, despite these facts, the similarities in technique and materials between
the tools of Kul-p'o I and the basal layers of Sokchang-ri call for our attention. I expect that
someday, with more discoveries of similar sites, we may be able to identify various stages of
palaeolithic cultures in Korea and set up a standard sequence seriation and chronologies.

,

o

Fig. 3 Stone implements from Kul-p'o I.

,
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THE NEOLITHIC AGE

Korean Neolithic is represented by the so-called comb-pattern pottery culture. Sites
related to the culture complexes are spread over the lowlands, especially around river reaches
and sea shores.
The Kung-san Culture

In northwestern Korea, the tradition is best demonstrated by the Kung-san culture
(Shin 1964;
4). Kung-san is located
the west coast just north of the mouth of the
Taedong River. Two phases are recognized in the Kung-san culture.
Phase I: Round- or pointed-bottomed pottery with straight-mouthed rims. Surface decorations are of impressed, incised, gouged, scratched
dragged)
short parallel-slanting lines arranged in a horizontally or vertically placed
herringbone pattern. But
zone around the mouth is provided with different
kinds of decoration consisting of tiny imprints grouped into several horizontal
lines.
Among the other tool inventory are polished stone axes with rectangular
or lenticular sections; polished, triangular, stone arrowheads; antler hoes;
saddle querns also are
and perforated sickles made of boars' tusks.
characteristic tools.
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Fig. 4 Comb-pattern potteries from Kung-san, northwest Korea,
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Phasc II: Thc emergence
flat-bottomed pottery with straight-mouthed rilus
as in Phase I shapes. Decoration is also changed into a series of parallel wavy
lines or concentric semicircles-impressed
circles prohably made
reeds or the small long bones of birds.
The tool kit of the Phase II people was basically the same as that of the
Phase people, except that antler hoes are replaced by stone hoes.

The Arnsa-ri Culture
On the central-west coast, the Amsa-ri culture is represented by the Han River combpottery complex (Plate IlIa). The two phases of Kung-san are also recognized in Amsa-ri
potteries. But in Amsa-ri, adze-axes and other cutting tools made of river pebbles are more
dominant than polished implements (Plate IIIb). A large flake was detached from a pebble
flake, as a knife or scraper
by hammer stone and both pieces wefe used as implements:
and the remaining core, as an axe or chopping-tool (after several rough retouches were made
along the edges).
Typical comb-pottery sites have not been found as yet in the southwestern coast. This
may be owing to the sinking ofland in that area which causes the su bmergence of coastal sites.

Tongsam-dong Site
cornb pottery reappears
considerable numbers on the southeastern eoast around
the port of Pusan. Best known among them is the Tongsam-dong site-a seaside shell
mound on Yong-do (Yong Island) just across from the Pusan port.
Tongsarn-dong pottery is basically of the Amsa-ri type, but varieties also exist that resulted
from contacts with northeastern pottery and, possibly, with that of western Japan (Plate
IVa). Spouted vessels and long-neeked
are particularly noteworthy. There
also vessels
without surface decoration, and the ceramic picture of the Tongsam-dong site is quite complicated.
In 1964 Albert Mohr cut a trench into the Tongsam-dong site. Among the artifacts he collected were polished, semilunar stone knife from the comb-pottery layer and sherds that
contained vegetable fibers from the basal layer : both were of particular importance. The
stone knife is derived from the Chinese Lungshan prototype and is one of the characteristic
await Mohr's report for
conclusion, but if
implements of bronze age Korea. vVe
the knife indeed had come from the original comb-pottery stratum, adjustments should be
Jrulde in the future to our present knowledge on horizontal, as well as vertical, relationships
between the neolithic comb pottery and the bronze age plain pottery. I myself had picked
up few semilunar chopping tools made of schist at a comb-pottery shell mound at Shin-do
(Shin Island) off Korea's central-west coast in 1958. These implements should be restudied
from a different angle.
vegetable
in
sherds is not the result of accidental mixing,
was deliberately tempered. Such "fiber pottery" is notable among early Jomon pottery of neolithic
Japan range from 3
D.P.
Carbon-tested dates of the Early J()mon period
to 7290±SoO B.P. (Kamaki 1965, Table of Jomon Chronology). Comb pottery of Korea
is believed to have influenced Sobata pottery of Kyushu, Japan, which is a local variety of
Jomon pottery of the late Early period (Kim 1962). But, if the fiber pottery of Tongsamdong were really a Korean version of its Japanese counterpart, the first wave of influence
have come from Japan prior to Korean influence upon Sobata pottery. This last view

Perspectives,
was personally expressed to me by Teruya Esaka Keio University, Tokyo, in early 1966.
Whatever the case, I am anxious to read Mohr's full report on the excavation.

The Hamgyong Potter)! Group
Comb-pottery sites are dotted along the east coast up to the Ulsan area but, from there they
completely disappear until
up the northeastern coast. The northeastern complex, or the
Hamgyong pottery group (Hamgyong is the provincial name of that area), is characterized by
flat-bottomed pottery with a much diminished decorated zone. The classic herringbone
pattem does exist, but the majority of the Jines are horizontal rolVs of sCnltched, slanting
dots. The clay is collodial and tempered with grit, whereas in the other groups mentioned
is sandy and tempered with mica, soapstone, and sometimes with asbestos.
above the
There are also meander-like designs formed by parallel lines filled with short lines and dots.
Influences ii·om neighboring Maritime in the Soviet Union are obvious. Stone implements
accompanying the Hamgyong group
a combination of polished and chipped varieties.
The polished stone variety includes the spearhead, the flat axe, the elongated, and the leaflike arrowhead; almost all
made of gray slate ..For the chipped varieties, local obsidian
was extensively used to make triangular arrowheads and other microliths, apparently under
the influence of the Manchurian microlithic tradition.

Yiingjin-ri Site
In 1964, new comb-pottery site was discovered about halfway between the Pusan group
of the southeast and the Hamgyong grou p of the northeast. The site is Yongjin-ri, near Chumunjin on the central-east coast; it was also discovered by Mr. Mohr. Two test pits were ex":
cavated, one by Mohr April I964 and the other by Messrs. l-Iyo-jai 1m and Yung-hwa
Chung, then seniors at the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology, Seoul National
University. The site occupies a vast arca that extends from low seaside hill towards the
shore line across a wide sand beach. The deposit layer at the hillside started from around
2 m below the surface-~Mohr's pit-but at the sand shore the deposit layer starts from the
surface with varied depths of 40 to 60cm [IS %in. to 23 Vz in.]~Imand Chung's pit (1m 1966).
The deposit layer at the beach is not stratified, and judging from the report, it seems to
be a "drift"
which originated from
hillside dwelling site. Comb pottery here is
a mixture of the west-coast type and the northeast-Hamgyong type. For instance, the clay
is the colloidal northeastern type and so are the coarsely-executed dotted horizontal rows
that appear on some of the sherds. There are, however, the characteristic slanting-lattice
patterns consisting of single crossing lines that appear on later Amsa-ri pottery of the west
coast. This intermixture of north-bound west-coast culture and south-bound northeastern
culture is very interesting.
A small polished axe made of sandstone pebble was the only polished stone tool, and the
majority ofthe others were scrapers and cutting tools made of quartzite flakes; a few were of
sandstone. Sharp cutting edges were obtained by striking off a large flake from a ridged core
or flake which had flat, natural cleavage
Sometimes,a prepared striking platform was
observed. Such quartzite flakes are the first to be reported from comb-pottery sites. But I
have recently noticed similar quartzite flake tools from the plain-coarse pottery sites in the
west coastal regions (Kim 1966), and they seem to have been handy tools for alI-purpose use.
The relationship of the tools between those of comb pottery and of plain pottery is yet to be
studied.

Plate I Sokchang-ri site, central-west Korea, showing the cutting in 1964.
The floor is Gravel Layer 3 about 4.5 m from the top.

Platellti -Stone implements found at Sokchang-ri site;

Plate lIb Quartzite spalls, Sokchang-ri.

Plate IlIa Comb-pattern pottery (ink rubbing)
from Amsa-ri, central-west Korea.

Plate IIIb Stone implements from Amsa-ri.

PIa te IVa Sherds of com b pottery and other potteries
from Tongsam-dong, southeast Korea.
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Plate IV b Sherds of the plain-coarse
pottery from Ch'onan,
central-west Korea,
showing the small flat bottoms.
The diameter is about 2 % in.

,

Plate Vb Bronze daggers from southeast
Korea. Lengths: 1 I % in.,
9 % in.

Plate Va Stone daggers made of slate
from southwest Korea.
Lengths: 12 Yz in., 1 I Ys in.

~
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Plate VI Rectangular dwelling pit at Togun near
Seoul. Scene of excavation by the
National Museum of Korea in 1965.

Plate Vila Sherds from Kimhae shell mound, southeast Korea:
a, b Kimhae brownish-plain;
c, d Kimhae decorated ;
e,f Silla pottery.
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Plate VIIb Sherds from P'ungnap-ri near Seoul:
a, b P'ungnap-ri brownish-plain;
c P'ungnap-ri soft-decorated;
d, e Kimhae decorated;
f, g Silla;
h, i Black.
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THE BRONZE AND EA'RLY IRON AGE

It has been commonly regarded that no Bronze Age had existed in Korea because bronze
came into
almost simultaneously from the Chinese continent around the
fifth century
In Japan, iron arrived first from
China or Korea around the
century B.C.
Japanese archaeologists used a special term "Kinseki Heiyoki" ("Metal-lithic period")
for the peculiar situation of post-Neolithic Korea and Japan; but the term is also the formal
Japanese term for the Chalcolithic Age and is not accurate for the Korean culture of conthis report.
Korean
started
argue that a
Age did
late 19508,
were the
builders;
Korea (To
They argued
bronze age
that their pottery was plain-coarse (Plate IVb); that their implements were of stone, such
as the polished daggers (Plate Va); that they had axes, adzes, arrowheads, semilunar knives
with one or two perforations, and bronze tools: socketed axes, adzes, arrowheads, chisels,
(Plate
The stone daggers
stone versions of bronze originals. The culture
c1!lture,
seventh century
date is drawn
upper
to Siberian
the Korean
Age.
The argument seems to be theoretically reasonable, and indeed there must have been, in
north Korea at least, a time when only bronze was known prior to the introduction of iron
working. The problem, however, is that the bronze culture content is the same as that which
by north
archaeologists the Iron Age,
dean line
drawn
the two
typological
distributional
until the
developed
of the Kimhac
culture is
The Kimhae
(full Iron
represents
the two or three centuries immediately after the beginning of the Christian era. The typical
bronze age dagger persistently survived deep into the Iron Age-side by side with the iron
sword, the socketed axe, the halberd, and some farming tools.
To hack up the
age claim,
study on
evo1ution of the
axe, the
knife, and
pottery
done.
at the present
of our
we are
assign an
stage, except
belongs to a "metal-lithic" age.
The Kangnung Site

1964).
reported from Kangniing on
coast in
recovered
pit are 3
querns, 4 polished stone daggers,
stone
stone
flat-bottomed
pottery
polished stone arrowheads, 10
vessels, I bronze arrowhead, and I iron awl 9.2 cm [3 10/16 in.J long. The metal objects were
not imported goods. Were it not for the iron piece, the whole find would be readily recognized
as a pure bronze age assemblage. We do not know if the Kangniing find is merely a local phase
full Iron Age
advanced areas, many of the stone
has already
replaced
represents
picture Korea at the
the Late
Age or Early
Age. Whatever
case, all
semilunar
kuives and
stone daggers are not to be simply labeled as pure bronze age artifacts.
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Dolmens

Let us turn to the problem of dolmens. In the P'yongyang area of northwest Korea, dolmens
certainly were replaced or wiped
by Chinese mound tombs shortly after the ('.stablishment
Lolang
in lOS
But
not know what happened in surrounding
regions where native Koreans were not disturbed by the Chinese. The picture in south
Korea is more complicated. A new variety of dolmen evolved from the classic north Korean
type tIlat seems to
been constructed as
as the third century
in remote areas of
south
(Kim
A five-year research project on Korean dolmens by the National Museum of Korea had
been concluded by the end of 1965, and a general report is to be published in 1966. [Ch.
Kim, and M. B. Youn , Hanguk Chisokmyo
(Studies of dolmens in Korea). Seoul, 1967.]
The
is expected to throw
light
problems related to Korean dolmens.
At one excavation by the Museum team at Togun village north of Seoul, in 1965, a large
rectangular pit house 4.7 mX 15.7 m [IS ft. 6 in. X 51 ft. 6 ~ in.] site was discovered below
a northern-type dolmen (Plate VI). The dolmen was constructed above the fill on the apthis unusually large
probably
comparently burned pit house. From the floor
munal use, polished stone daggers, arrowheads, and sherds of plain-coarse pottery were
recovered. Similar hilltop house sites were also excavated in the same year by the National
Museum at nearby Tayul Village.
THE FULL

I RON

AGE

The Kimhae Period
Kimhae is a
town located on
alluvial
at the
of the Naktong
River near Pusan in southeast Korea. A shell mound located at the southern outskirt of the
town was excavated in 1920, and it became the type site for the Kimhae period, or the full
Iron Age (Hamada H)20). The Kimhae period (ca. first-third centuries A.D.) precedes the
historic Three Kingdoms period
fourth-seventh century A.D.).

Kimhae Shell Mound
At Kimhae shell mound, three types of pottery are observed (Plate VII a).
1.
brownish~plain
apparently evolved
the traditional plain-coarse
pottery of the "Metal-lithic" period; but the clay is much refined and is baked harder
than its prototype. The difference in texture is at once clear. The vessel shape also
shows a drastic change: the bottom is rounded, rather than flat, and horn-like prohandles
used extensively.
surface is
plain,
dense, tiny parallel
occur frequently.
style
probably caused by polishing with piece
is similar to that of the Japanese Haji pottery of the early Kofun period. The potter's
wheel was used for the first time in Korea at this stage. The evolution both in throwing
firing achieved by Kimhae potters apparently owing to
Chinese influence
the
colony north Korea.
2. Kimhae decorated pottery is the classic Kimhae pottery to which the term "Kimhae
Pottery" in the narrow sense is applied.
clay
than
brownish-plain, and
baked very hard. The eolor is
light brown also occurs in considerable numbers. The surface is
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decorated with
cord or
pattern, which is produced by
heater method.
In case of the cord pattern, several equidistant horizontal lines are added after the
initial beating or impressing, and the result is something like the Korean straw mat
used
In
stage,
fine cords
strings
were
around
wooden beater
taken ofl~
lines were engraved
on the beater to
a pseudo cord pattern.
3. Silla pottery is the very hard, gray pottery of the Silla period (ca. fourth-seventh
century A.D.). Technically
SiIla pottery is Kimhae
without
surface decoration. At a late
of the Kilnhae
potters eliminated
decoration and put a conical ring foot on the round-bottomed pot. The fully developed
Silla pottery with incised geometrical designs does not appear, however, in the Kimhae
shell mound.
Kimhae
used needles,
arrowheads, and other pointed tools-all made of
animal bones. But their favorite tool was an iron knife, set in a handle made of deer-horn tip.
The people cultivated rice in the delta area that surrounded their low hilltop living site. They
were also
in iron mining and smelting,
their iron
were traded to Japan and
Lolang Chinese in
Korea. Primitive
did exist in neolithic Korea,
the Kimhae people were probably the first to cultivate rice (Kim 1964). Their effective
economy based on rice cultivation and iron mining led to the formation and emergence of kingdams about
third or
fourth century A.D.
To find
the evolution and relationships
several
types
the Kimhae
period and towards the early Three Kingdoms period, I excavated P'ungnap-ri (1964) and
Yangsan shell mound (1965).

P'ungnap-ri

,

The settlement site of the early Paekche period (ca. third-seventh century A.D.) at P'ungnap-ri was located on the northern bank of the Han River, just across from what is now the
Walker Hill Resort in the eastern outskirt of Seoul. There, right on the sand terrace, exists
elongated, rectangular settlement site surrounded by a vegetated
bank with an
overall length of about 4.0 km (2.5 mi.). It is the rampart of an ancient field tort that is said to
have been constructed by the kingdom of Paekche before the capital was moved to Kongju
in A.D. 475. The exact date of the construction is not known, although according to history,
fort existed in the
century
Today, numerous
of the Kim hae decorated
pottery are scattered on the surface, having been washed out by repeated floods.
Ten pits were dug into the northern part of the site. The original dwelling surface lies
some 1-3 m below the present surface, and a thick (1-2 m) deposit layer caused by floods
covers the
floor.
P'ungnap-ri potteries may be classified as five categories
VIIb).
I. P'ungnap-ri brownish-plain
2. P'ungnap-ri soft-decorated
Kimhae decorated
4. Silla
5. Black
The brownish-plain pottery is an advanced type of the traditional plain-coarse pottery, but
still retains the small
bottom
is unique plain
The
and texture
almost identical to the plain-coarse pottery, but it is baked considerably harder than the
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plain,
no surface corrosion
be observed, The
firing method that
in the Kimhae decorated pottery had certainly affected this plain P'ungnap-ri. The P'ungnapri brownish-plain pottery persists from the bottom of the deposit layer to the surface, but it
comprises only a fraction of the
sherds
the site.
is
within the Kimhae decorated pottery
P'ungnap-ri sofHlccorated
category, but it preserves certain earlier features: the clay is soft-baked, tempered with tiny
grit, and the lattice pattern is much coarser or bigger in size than the fully developed Kimhae
of similar ware of southern
pottery. The coarse lattice pattern is almost identical
China.
P'ungnap-ri plain pottery seems to be the original or prototype from which the Kimhae
decorated pottery evolved. It is interesting that one sherd of the P'ungnap-ri soft-decorated
pottery
had been collected at plain-coarse pottery site at Wolsong~ri in southwestern
Korea
1963).
Kimhae decorated pottery frum P'ungnap-ri is exactly the same as that of the Kimhae
shell mound, and it was the predominant type of the five. In the Paekche area, the Kimhae
decorated pottery survived long after its disappearance in the Kimhae and the Silla areas of
southeastern Korea.
Silla pottery, a very hard gray pottery from P'ungnap-ri, is predominantly a plain, undecorated type and differs from the classic Silla pottery of the K yongju area-the capital of
the Old SiUa Dynasty (ca. fourth-seventh century A.D.), which is characterized by incised
wavy
and other geometric
Although only several sherds were collected of the black pottery, they are of particular
interest. Fine clay was used for this rare pottery type, and a general burnishing was applied
to the surface. In one case the burnishing, probably with bone or pebble) was so thoroughly
done that the sherd almost shines
a piece broken obsidian. Somewhat similar pottery
exists in Koguryo ware, in north Korea, but the lustrous black ware, similar in texture to
painted Greek vases, is unique to this site.
The historic Koguryo-Paekche black pottery doubtlessly can be linked with the black
pottery
is found associated
the plain~coarse pottery in certain sites on the western
coast of Korea. The latter in turn is linked to peripheral black pottery of Lunghsan China
that spread out from its center in the Hwang-ho Valley toward southern Manchuria.
The deposit layer in P'ungnap-ri is not an original layer deposited by the inhabitants in
disturbed deposit
by rain
fiood.
five types potdue course of time,
tery are
associated with the
floor,
stratigraphk:al analysis the deposit layer
was basically futile. We may be able to conclude from the excavation that in P'ungnap-ri,
the P'ungnap-ri soft-decorated pottery was introduced, from somewhere, during the last
plain-coarse-pottery
and
the
to a new advanced P'ungnap-ri hrownishplain
and
foreign
itself evolved into Kimhae-decorated. There
also
a black pottery which played a minor role among the five P'ungnap-ri potteries. Emergence
of these pottery types had taken place at least prior to the third century A.D.
The
Shell
The Yangsan shell mound is located on a hilltop on the eastern bank of the Naktong River.
The site is only 47.5 km (30 mi.) northeast of the Kimhae shell mound. Analyses of the
result
excavation are underway, but at
three
were observed. Potteries and
other artif:lcts from
shell
are identical to those from the Kimhae shell mound,
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~been a considerable expansion of archaeological research in Korea in the past five
T H aUGYI

the movement has received relatively little publicity in

West, there has

years. Several local teams are excavating concurrently, and new museum collections
are growing throughout
country.

MUSEUMS

N SEOlTL

The National JVJ.useum. The largest archaeological collections are in the National Museum
in Seoul and its branches in Kyongju and Puyo. The collections in the Kyongju branch
(which may be rehuilt in
near future)
almost entirely Silla perind remains, while
the Puyo collection specializes in remains from the Kingdom of Paekche. The National
Museum conducts its own excavations; the most recent was at a Silla site at Tong Nae in the
outskirts of Pusan.
The Department of Archaeology, Seoul National University, has a long-standing collection
of folk art and archaeology.
Ehn1il Womem' Universit)l has a
collection, primarily art historical
from
the La-Lang period to the Yi Dynasty; there are many fine mirrors and outstanding porcelain
and stoneware in this collection. The students and faculty of Ehwa University, in cooperation with Kyongbook University, excavated Silla mounds in the Kyongju region during the
latter part of July I967. The fieldwork is under the auspices of the Cultural Properties
Commission and is part of a five-year program of salvage archaeology in the Kyongju area
to recover remains threatened by
expansion of KV(lI1gju
K(Jrea University has the largest university museum in the country. The archaeological
collections feature material from the Han River Valley; however, the artifacts are a small
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Assistant professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Hawaii.
Assistant, Department of Archaeology and Anthropology, Seoul National University.
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portion of the total exhibits that are strongly representative of
material culture
painting of the Yi Dynasty. Although the anthropological aspects of museology have received
little attention Korea, where archaeology very strongly associated with art history, this
collection is more ethnological than most others in the country. Plans are underway for the
construction of a state anthropological museum as part of a larger science facility,
Tungguk Uni'versity has built a strung collection of Buddhist art, primarily SiIIa
Koryo, which includes several important bells. This collection, as with many others, has been
five years.
built in the
Yonsei University has a collection of very early artifacts recently excavated by members of
the university under
direction of Sohn Pow-key,

TAEGU AREA

Kyongbook University in Taegu has built as impressive collection of art history and archaeology. Since Kytingju-the center of SiUa remains-is close Taegu, the nmseurn contains
abundant collections from these sites. Neolithic sites in the area have also been investigated.

THE PUSAN AREA

At least two institutions in Pusan
actively engaged in archaeological research:
Tong Ah University is in the process of arranging a large and comprehensive collection
Artifacts from excavations of shell mounds in
from
aspects of Korean
Pusan area are particularly numerous.
Pusan National Uni7Ulrsity possesses a separate museum building which houses paintings,
sculpture, and Silla pottery.

CHEJU ISLAND

The Cheju Museum of Folklore, a private museum Cheju City, contains small collection
of archaeological material that is carefully catalogued, whereas many of the other museums
provide only the most general data concerning provenience, These items proved particularly
useful the short survey conducted the University of Hawaii and Seoul National Museum
in July 1967. The museum also has a collection of roughly fired stoneware that is thought to
Cheju Island, although the precise, locatiou of the kiln site has
have been produced
been found.
is intended to give the reader some indication
the wealth
This incomplete
material and the rapid increase of facilities for the study of archaeology in Korea.
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~same pace

activities in China were carried out during 1964-1965 with the
in previous years. For the
of economy, this paper closely follows
Kwang-chih Chang's previous report (AP VIII, r: 69-'75) in format and uses his
abbreviations for the three institutions that do most of the archaeological research in China.
The institutions are:
IA
Institute of Archaeology, Academia Sinica, Peking. The Institute has a number
of branches
task-force teams in various parts of the country.
teams are
referred to by their official titles, followed by the abbreviation IA. The Institute
of Archaeology edits K'ao-ku (KK) [Archaeology] and K'ao-kll-hsiieh-pao
(KKJIP) [Archaeological journal]. KK is a monthly publication. The year of
publication serves as the volume designation and the numbers I through 12 are
renewed each year. KKHP published eitherasa
as a seminannual.
Both periodicals are published by the Science Press, Peking.
IVPP
Institute of Vertebrate Palaeontology and Palaeoanthropology, Academia
Sinica, Peking, edits Vertebrata Palasiatica (VP), published quarterly by the
Science Press, Peking.
CPAM Commission for the Preservation of Ancient monuments. With slightly varying
names, the commissions are established in most provinces, cities, and counties
and
referre.d to
the abbreviation CPAM fonowed by the location.
The journal, Wen-wu (WW) (Cultural objects), published by the Peking Press,
Peking, also carries large number of archaeological articles.

NEW SITES REPORTED IN

I964-1965

More detailed reports are now available on the Pithecanthropus mandible that was discovered at Ch'en-ehia-wo
Lan-t'ien, Shensi,
November
1964> I: 53-54;
KK 1964,5: 261-262; VP 1964, 2: 1-17; and VP 1964, 3: 301-310). In 1964, a fossil skull
was hrought to light at Kung-wang-ling,
in Lan-t'ien, from geological deposits considered
to be even older than both Peking man and the Lant'ien mandible. Mammalian fossils were
found associated with both the skull and the mandible. Flakes and small chopper-chopping
Lant'ien man were discovered within the same
tools that possibly were made and used
'" Graduate student, Department of Amhropology, Yale University.
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stratum and near the area where the mandible was found. On the surface, near the locality
where the skull W,lS
a
roughly-made, round, disk-like seraper was collected
(WW 1964, 12: 65; WW 1965, 1: 19-23,24-25, 58; VP 1965, I: 123-124).
~'lore than 100 palaeolithic implements were found
the early late pleistocene sandy clay
deposits with sand and gravel interbeddings along Lao-ch'ih-ho-kou in Lan-t'ien; and a
These
have
large point was collected from the middle pleistocene reddish
enlarged the known areas of distribution of palaeolithic cultures in China (VP 1964, 2: 152161 ).
From late pleistocene deposits, palaeolithic remains have been found from Huo-hsien,
Shansi
1965, 4: 399-402), the Sanmen Grlrge area of Western Heman (VP 1964, 2·
162-181), and a cave site at Hsiao-nan-hai near An-yang, Honan (KKHP 1965, 1: 1-27).
More than 2,000 stone tools were collected during the second season of excavations at Shuitung-kou in Ninghsia (VP 1964, I: 73-85). Some chipped stone tools were collected from the
Alashan Desert the north
1965,4: 4I4-41 9). For thefirst time, palaeolithic implements
were excavated in association with mammalian fossils of the so-called Stegodon-Ailuropoda
fauna of South China, at Kuan-yin-tung in Ch'ien-hsi-hsien in Kweiehou (VP 1965, 3.
270-279). Besides a large number of pleistocene mammalian fossils, a tooth of Homo sapiens
and evidences of cultural activities were recognized in caves of Chekiang (VP 1964, 1: 92-94).
Discoveries and excavations of neolithic sites took place throughout the country during
the period under review, and reports covering approximately three hundred sites have been
puhlished, The most important of these neolithic sites are:
Honan: Yangshao, Lungshanoid, and Lungshan sites (KK 1964, I: 13-18,30-35; KK
1964, II: 543-549,590; KK 1965, 5: 21 5-224; KK 1965, 7; 32 6-339; KK 1965, I): 433-439)·
Hopei. Yangshao and Lungshan sites (KK 1965, 4: 205-206; KK 1964,6:316-317).
Shantung: Lungshan sites (KKHP 1964, 2: 57-104; KK 1964, II: 550-552; KK I965,
1: 6-12,39, KK I965, I2: 599-613).
Shensi' Yangshao sites (KK 1965, 9: 440-44 2 , 450).
Kamu. Ch'iehia, Machiayao and Hsintien sites (KK 1964,6: 267-269; KK 1965,7:
321 -3 2 5),
Hupei: (KK 1964,5: 215-219; KK 1965,1: 41-42).
Hunan' (KK 1965, TO: 536-537),
Kiangsu: Ch'inglienkang and Lungshanoid sites (KKHP 1964, 2: 9-56; KKHP 1965,
2: 9-46; KK 1964,1: J9-25, 20-29,18; KK 1964,5: 220-226).
Kiangsi: Lower Yingp'anli sites (KK 1964, 4: 169-175).
Fukien T'anshihshan site (KK I964, : 601-602, 618; KK 1965,2: 49-6I , 79)'
Kwangtung: Geometric sites (KK 1964,7: 323-332, 345; KK 1965,4: 159-165; KK
1965, : 443-44 6).
Szechuan: (KK 1965, 12: 614-618).
Nihghsia: Ch'ichia (KK
, 232-233,
and microlithic sites (KK 1964, . 22723 1,241).
: (KK 1964, 7: 333-34 x),
Inner Mongolia: Yangshao and Lungshan (KK 1965, 10: 487-497) and Hsiachiatien
sites (KK
: 1-5),
Kirin: (KK 1964, I: 6-12).
'fhe most abundant and
data among these new findings are in the North and
the Southeast, especially Honan, Shantung, and Kiangsu. In Honan, new evidence has
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thrown morc light on
problem transitIOn
Yangshao Lungshan (KK 1964,
544-549,590; KK 1965,9: 433-439). In Shantung, the excavation at Hsi-hsia-hou in Ch'li-fu
indicates that the so-called Ta-wen-k'ou culture, a culture variously classified as a late phase
the typical Lungshan, much latcr independcnt culture,
early Lungshan, is fact
culture antedating the typical
culture of this
(KKHP
2:
KK 1965, 12: 599-613).
At the Ta-tun-tzu site in P'i-hsien, Kiangsu (KKHP 1964, 2: 9-56; KKHP I965, 2:
9-47), stratigraphical evidence has established
of culture that
earlier than
IIua-t'ing
but
than the
Ch'ing-Iien-kang
it is known as the
lin phase. Field workers have paid considerable attention to the similarity between the Liulin phase in Kiangsu and the Ta-wen-k'ou phase in Shantung. The occurrence of painted
that it earlier than the
culture
well as stratigraphical evidences
typical
culture
Shantung and the
Lungshanoid culture Kiangsu. IS
evident that there are certain relationships between this type of culture and the Yangshao
culture of North China.
The house uncovered from a neolithic site
Ch'li-kiang
Kwangtung is the
floding of a oeolithic housc in South
after
first discovery from Hsiu-shui in
(KK 1964, 7: 323-33 2, 345)·
In addition to the Hsia-chia-tien culture, a "new" neolithic culture containing microliths
been identified in
Mongolia (KK 1964,
1-5); sites this area have yielded
mcnts of
and Lungshan
types dose association with native types.
Lungshan traits seem to have a wider distribution, reaching as far as the foothills ofTa-ch'ing
Mountain (KK I965, ro: 487-497).
Some J 50 sites found throughout the country during the period under review
tributed to
and Western Chou periods.
publication of the excavation
"royal" tomb number 1002 at Hsi-pei-kang (HPKM J002), near Hou-chia-chuang in Allyang (by Liang Ssu-yung and Kao Ch'li-hslin, Academia Sinica, Taipei, 1965) was the
event of this period. Stratigraphical evidence from the Shang sites and burials at Ta-ssuk'ung-ts'un
An-yang provide an additional
for dating pottery
I964, 8:
384). Beside An-yang, Shang sites and burials were reported from Honan (KK 1964, 9:
435-440; KK 1965, 10: 500-506) and Hupei (KK 1964,8: 420-421). Shang-style bronzes
were unearthed from Honan, Hopei, Shantung, and Anhwei.
In the archaeology of
Western Chou civilization, the
under survey witnessed
the publication of Chiin hsien Hsin-ts' un (by Kuo Pao-chlin, Archaeological Monograph Series
B, No. 13, lA, 1964) that reports graves of the state of Wei in Chiin-hsien, Honan, excavated
hefore World War II. The material itselfis now located at Taipei, but Kuo was able to produce
on the
of notes
photographs.
Archaeological Monograph No. 15, IA (1965)~Ch'ang-an Chang-,,-hia-p'o Hsi-Chou
T'ung-ch'i-ch'iin [Bronzes of Western Chou from Chang-chia-p'o in Ch'ang-anJ-not only
describes the excavation of the storage pits from which Western Chou bronzes were uncovered,
also records these artifacts with photographs,
rubbings, and
Burials
houses of Western Chou were also brought to light at Feng-hsi in Ch'ang-an (KK 1964,
9: 441-447, 474; KK 1965,9: 447-450). Other bronzes of the Western Chou style were
discovered in Shensi (WW 1964, 7: 20-27), Honan (KK 1965,2: 94-96), Shantung (KK
II: 54I-547; KK
I:
39),
(KK
: 369-370), Hunan
I965, 9: 482-483), and Inner Mongolia (KK 1965, I2: 619-621).
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Perhaps the most important result in the archaeology of Eastern Chou is the excavation
(KKIlP 1965, : 83~I06;
city
tombs of Yen-hsia-tu, near I-hsien, in
KKHP 1965, 2: 79-102; KK 1965, II: 548-561, 562-57°). More is now known about the
subdivision of the city, the method of hangt'u building, and the system of burials. Sites and
also uncovered T'ien-chin
£965,: 13-16; KK
graves of the Yen civilization
1965,2: 62-69,96-98).
Important discoveries and excavations of ancient city sites, tombs, and artifacts of Eastern
Chou-Ch'in, Ch'u,
and Shu states-were made in Shensi
1965,: 339-346;
WW 1964, 9: 42-45: WW 1965, 7: 12-17, 19,53-55), Shantung (KK 1965,12: 622-635),
Shansi (KK 1964,3: III-I37), Hupei (KK 1965,8: 377-382), Hunan (KK 1964,2: 1043: I05-II5),Anhwei
1964 , : 498-5°3), Kwangtung
Kiangsu (KK
1964,3: 143-151, 160; 138-r42), Inner Mongolia (KK 1964, I: 36-43, 53, 58; KK 1965,
6: 273-282; WW 1965,2: 44-46), Kirin (KKHP 1964, I: 29-49), and Liaoning (KK 1964,
6: 277-285,286-293).
At the famous site at Shih-chai-shan, in Yunnan, in addition to bronze and iron objects,
some lacquered objects were recovered. Studies have been undertaken to interpret the
"pictographs" on the bronzes
1964,: 41-49,50-51,
WW
5:
Tombs
similar to those of Shih-chai-shan were excavated at T'ai-chi-shan near An-ning, also in
Yunnan (KK 1965,9: 451-458).
of

NEW ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES IN

1964-1965

General
In a paper for the symposium "Movement of the Malayo-Polynesians: 1500 B.C. to A.D.
500" (CA v, 5: 359-406), Chang has attempted to apply the concepts of "horizon" and
"tradition"
South China.
the basis of the archaeological data which
been accumulating in recent years, he formulates five culture horizons and four traditions for the
Prehistoric and Early Historic periods of South China, from the beginning of either agriculture
or ccramics, both, through the I Ian Dynasty.
A review article by Hsia Nai, "Archaeological Discoveries in China in the Last Five Years"
(in Chinese) has a useful bibliography (KK 1964, 10:485-497,5°3).

Palaeolithic Period
The Lant'ien mandible is better preserved than any of the Sinanthropus mandibles and is
said to be
related to the latter,
there appear to
some significant differences
between them as well. This is said to be the first ape-man mandible that has the antemortem
in the M3 (VP 1964, 2: 1-17). For the physical characteristics of the skull from Lan-t'ien, we
have to await further publications.
In the monograph Excavations of Liucheng Gigantopithecus Cave and Exploration of Other
Caves in Kwangsi (IVPP, Series A, NO.7. Peking: Science Press, 1965), the authors report the
result of their research mammalian fossils collected from Kwangsi
present arguments
for the subdivision of the quaternary Stegodon-Ailuropoda fauna of South China into three
segments. Descriptions of some fossil-bearing caves in Kwangsi are given. A few important
cavcs-such the Liucheng Gigantopithceus Cavc of the
Pleistocene
the
kiang-Man Cave, and the Chilingshan-Man Cave-are described in separate sections of the
monograph.

LiJ. China
problems
quaternary geology and
which are closely related
the
archaeology of palaeolithic cultures and the study of fossil men in this part of the world, have
and during 1964received the close attention of modern geologists in China for a long
1965, three symposium volumes appeared: Ti-ssu-chi Ti-chih wen-t'i [Problems of the
quaternary epoch] (Peking: Science Press, 1964); Chung-kuo Ti-ssu-chiping-ch'uan i-ch(yenchilt wen-chi [Symposium
quaternary glacial phenomena] (Peking: Science Press, 1964)
and Chung-kuo ti huang-t'u tui-chi [Loess deposits in China] (Peking: Science Press, 1965).
These volumes not only report
recent field work but also present discussions of general
theoretical significance.
In addition, several articles on geological studies of the cenozoic deposits of Lan-t'ien
(VP 1964, : 134-151),
younger cenozoic deposits
southwestern Shansi (VP I965,
3: 256-269), and the problem of the Sjara-osso-gol series (VP 1964, 2: 99-II8), all have imchronology of the
remains uneovered from these geological
portant bearing OIl
strata and on problems concerning their environmental contexts.
Typologieally,
manufacturing techniques of the palaeolithic implements from the
pleistocene deposits at Lan-t'ien are considered primitive, somewhat similar to the lower
palaeolithic culture of Sinanthropus from Chou-kou-t'ien. On the basis of mammalian fossils,
Middle Palaeolithic Age.
stratigraphy, as well as typology, these arc considered to be of
The large pointed implement collected from the middle pleistocene stratum is said to be
different from the assemblages at Ting-ts'un and Ho-ho Shansi (VP 1964,
The palaeolithic remains from Huo-hsien, Shansi, seem to be comparable with the Tingts'nn finds, the heavy prismatic points from Huo-hsien are similar to those of Ting-ts'un.
The Tingts'un culture projJably has an extensive distribution and may have reached the middle of the Fen Valley (VP 1965, 4). Stratigraphically and typologically, the palaeolithic
Samnen Arca are the Palaeolithic Age, but
all
remains from the
localities in
exhibit pronounced regional characteristics (VP 1964, 2).
of new materials from Shui-tung-kou shows that these again are similar
the
Tingts'un culture. They are probably Late rather than Middle Palaeolithic in typology
(VP I964, I). A comparative study between the palaeolithic implements from Hsiao-nanhai and those from localities I and IS of Chou-kou-t'ien and Sjara-osso-gol shows that some
elements of this Hsiao-nan-hai culture can possibly be traced back to the Choukout'ienian.
The resemblance between the Hsiaonanhai cillture and
culture at Sjara-osso-gol shows
two different regional phases of the same developmental stage (KKHP 1965, I).

Neolithic Period
During the period under survey, new stratigraphical data pertaining to the neolithic
cultures were brought to
but major emphasis was placed upon
Yangshao culture
with reference to its typological and chronological subdivision and the relationship between
or several
the various eulture phases. The Yangshao eulture usually broken down into
phases. There are debates concerning the chronological relationship between the two phases
(Panp'o and Miaotikou) in the two-phase hypothesis. The latest view that
Yangshao
had a center of distribution in southern Shensi and the adjacent regions in southern Shansi,
western Honan, and eastern Kansu. It expanded from this nuclear area, first to the north and
Within the nuclear area
the area
of
the south,
then to the east and the
Shan Hsien and that west of Shan Hsien again exhibit considerable differences. In the eastern
area) the difference between the earlier and the later phases is more pronounced, The Panp'o
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and Miaotikou phases
considered be contemporaneous and are two local varieties, rather
than two developmental stages. Within the entire area of distribution of the Yangshao culture,
had only limited expanse. The
culture phases
the Panp'o and Miaotiknu
other than these two remain to be characterized, and their distribution remains to be studied,
hut it is already clear that it would be inadequate simply to divide the Yangshao into the
Panp'o and Miaotikou phases (KKHP 1965, : 51-82).
According to the interpretation of the burial system and the arrangement of houses, some
archaeologists maintain that
social organization of the Yangshao that of a later stage
the "matriarchal society" on the verge of becoming disintegrated (KKHP 1965, 1: 51-82;

KK

II·

.182-584).

A few other problems in neolithic archaeology are those of the "periodization" of the
Yangshao remains from Mia-ti-kou and San-li-ch'iao, and the characteristics of the remains
the
amount and great variety
from San-li-ch'iao. Both stratigraphieall evidence
artifacts suggest that Yangshao underwent a long development. According to the complexity
of the shapes
decorative designs of pottery, it is possible now to eli vide the first period
has been distinguished further into two sections. But the Yangshao remains from Miao-ti-kou
thought to belong
singJe phase (KKHP 1965) . 49-77; KK 1964,6' 301-305).
The Yangshao remains from San-li-ch'iao are variably attributed either to the Panp'o
phase, to the Miaotikou phase, or to a middle position between these two phases (KKHP

1965, ; KK
The accumulation ofYangshao remains from Hopei has enabled attempts to classify and
date the culture in this province. The Yangshao remains from Hopei have been shown
contain characteristics similar to those from Honan, Shansi, and Shens!, even though regional
features are present. Four types of Yangshao remains can now be recognized from Hopei.
In addition, the Hungshan culture has some Yangshao traits to the south of the Great Wall,
but its relationship to the Yangshao culture in North China remains unclear (KK 1964,9).
In the archaeology the Lungshan culture) an important undertaking the re~examina~
tion of the remains from Ching-chih-chen in Shantung. The differences between the remains
from Ching-chih-chen and the remains from "typical Lungshan culture" are stressed, and
Ching-chih-chen evidently was not of the same culture as Liang-ch 'eng-chen and Ta-ch'engshan. The Lungshan culture from Chien-kou ts'un in Han-tan is much closer to the typical
Lungshan culture of Shantung than those from San-li-ch'iao
1964, 9: 462-467).
The close relationship between the neolithic cultures ofKiangsu, Chekiang, and Shantung
be
has long been noticed
recent years by field workers. Three neolithic cultures
cognized in Kiangsu and Chekiang: (I) the earliest, typical Ch'inglienkang; (2) the Liulin
phase, which closely related to the Paot'oll phase from Shantung; (3)
latcst, typical
Liangchu phase. The culture position of Liulin and the reason for its distribution to the south
ofT'ai Lake remain unknown (KK I964, 9: 468-471),
In Kiangsi and K wangtung, a "m~w" neolithic culture with many chipped-stone tools
(but few ground-stone tools), coarse red or black pottery has been found from beneath the
Geometric pOltery layer (KK Ig65,
517-524).

Bronze-Iron Age
Topical studies of An-yang artifacts include those of bronze artifacts (c. J. Shih, Bulletin
of the Institute of History and Philology, No. 3S: 321-342, Academia Sinica, 1964) and bone
implemcnts (c. R. Lii, BDAA, Nos. 25-26: 33-60). An-yang bronzes are also studied both
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decorative patterns,

a signi11eant result

publication of

Archaeologia Sinica by Li Chi and \Van Chia-pao (n.s., No. I, Taipei: 1964; also see W.
Fairbank and C. P. Wan in Symposium in Honor of Dr. Li Chi on His 70th Birthday, Part I:
275-280, If) 6S)·
Significant studies
archaeology of the Warring States period
those of
weapons and of the systems of measurement. The former study classifies all the known
material brought to light by modern archaeological methods from the field and studies their
origin and distribution 0. T" Chen in BDAA 1(64) 23-24: 12-45). The latter concludes that
standardized during
Warring
period
system
measurement was all

1964, 6 :312-314).
In South China, a typological study of bronze drums from Kwangsi recognizes four typesdated from the Warring States period to the Ch'ing Dynasty in South China (KK 1964, II:
578-588). thorough examination
distribution of all bronze drums discovered from the
ground and recorded in books has
been made (KK 1965, I: 31-39) .
.. This report was written during summer, 1966, when I worked as a research assistant of Professor Kwangchih Chang the Department of Anthropology, Yale
I
thank
Chang
his
assistance
encouragement in its writing.

Ceylon: 1965-1966
DTATI';
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P. DERANIYA

DERANIYAGALA,

P.E.P.

Some

hominoids

Ceylon.
Mines,
and Geology Department
of the Government of India publication. pp.
map, 3
Ceylon's laterite beds and fossils of her extinct proboscideans, rhinoceroses,
and hippopotamus are utilized in dating the stone artifacts that occur with them.
The Ratnapura stone industry and Balangoda culture are defined, and twelve
physical
five cultural
between
sapiens
and
the Vaddas
listed.
Some
problems
cave research
Ceylon. Studies
sjlele%gy
I. British Museum of Natural History. pp. 143-147, map, 1 fig., 1 plate.
Numerous caves and rock-shelters containing important anthropological
and zoological material that were untouched by modern man are now being
converted
dwelling
and unless
action is
they will
be rendered useless for
purposes. The
lists twenty
partially
explored
and rock
The Speleological Society of Ceylon that the author inaugurated about twelve
years ago is now inactive.

D.N. Wadia commemorative

1966a Seventh Congress International des Sciences Prehistoriques et Protohistoriques,
Programme) Praha 1966. 130
See pp. 7,40,
'rhe subdivision of the preof
P. Deraniyagala on p. 40.
the fauna
Journal
Asiatic
(Ceylon
Branch) IX, pt. 2: pp. 165-219.9 figs., 7 plates.
Describes the two Pleistocene climatic phases that played important parts
in faunistic evolution in Ceylon, namely the cool Ratnapura phase and the semiarid
phase.
The distrihution of gem
that had
hippopotamus
in the
province
Sabaragamuva indicates the existence
a lake that
once extended over a distance of 19 mi. by 7 mi. during the Lake phase of Ceylon's Midhistoric
Some

.. Professor emeritus, Department of Anthropology, Vidyodiya University, Ceylon.
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die and Upper Pleistocene. Assays of timber from two gem pits revealed that
the
from Palmadulla had been suhmerged 47,000 years ago while the
Ratnapura had been
ago. The latter
The Homiimpending termination of the
Colobidae,
comprises four families'
and Hominidae. The
one representapo~;ses:ses

Homo sinhaleyus

'"'tJb~'''''

Neanderthal affinities and
balangodensis that at
times displays eleven Neanderthal characters. All three Homos are extinct,
but there is reason for supposing that the Pithecanthropid was a contemporary
of Homo sinhaleyus, who might have been the maker of the artifacts of the
Ratnapura culture, whereas the culture of Homo sapiens balangoderzsis is the
Meso-Neolithic Balangoda culture, for which the term Bandarawelian culture
is a junior synonym and consequently invalid.
GODAKUMBURE,

1965

Ceylon. Ceylon Today
Government Inforpublication. pp. 19-25,
the Archaeological
states that
the first decade of this
had collected
of Ceylon from
in Ceylon, demarcation
the New had not been possible until Deraniyagala in 1940 discovered crudely
flaked stone implements associated with fossils of extinct vertebrates in the
gem sands of the Ratnapura district. Godakumbure states this is the Ratnapura
phase, the younger the Belangoda one, and that the latter name is prior to the
term Bandarawelian culture that was proposed by the Noones at a later date.
He adds that "Deraniyagala's researches now enable the student of human
history to reconstruct the hitherto unknown life of the later prehistoric humans
the same. The
good deal of vividity" and
by Deraniyagala in 1956
dealt with, and he
megalithic dolmen
at Kathiraveli

KENNEDY,

19 65

material from Ceylon, with
island's prehistoric
and contemporary populations. Bulletin of British Museum (Natural History),
Geology (Palaeontological Series) II, 4: 3-213. 9 figs., IS plates, £2.sS.
The fossilized human skeletal remains dug up at Bellan Bandi Palassa and
partly described by P. Deraniyagala in seven papers are correlated with his
other geological, palaeontological, and anthropological discoveries and are analyzed anthropometrically and biochemically. Although the genetic affinity
several millennia
humans had bifurcated from
of this site, Kennedy
popular name of
this extinct race, but Carlton
Halangodans in
of Races (1962) has
the valid
and prehistoric evidence
ccmtinuous cultural tradition
from Late Stone Age times up to the present.
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PIERRE MICHEL VERIN*
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Perspectives (Verin 1964),
has been
under the direction of the
in January
Malgache.
of 1965, however, the
reports
about Madagascar decreased. The bi bliography of this report is arranged by su bjects following
the headings of the text.
With the exception of an adze fragment, apparently neolithic, that P. Block and I found
in the high Betsiboka region (Block and Verin 1966), few discoveries have been made that
date from the remote age of the people of Madagascar. However, some interesting analyses
on Madagascan origins and protocultures appeared recently in articles by Solheim (1965)
and Valette (1965); and Donque has carefully envisioned the geographic possibilities of ancient migrations
(Don que 1965). Molet
the different
methods that
hothersome enigma ofthe
Madagascans.
J. Poirier (1965)
east coast of the island
first region
to be inhabited.
of archaeological research
have appeared
in Madagascar
1965a) or are about to
(V crin 1966b).
Moreover, I with Battistini presented to the Madagascan Geological Week a list of radiocarbon dates of the last Q!Iarternary sphere and of Madagascan protohistory.
One of the most outstanding events of the beginning of the occupation of Madagascar is
evidenced by the "vanishing" of su bfossils and a part of the flora from the strata of that age;
the disappearance represents a crucial problem. Battistini (1965) has distinctly suggested
the state of knowledge of the period and presents a most credible hypothesis. The visit in
March 1966 of P. Martin brought new enlightenment. This C;~.U'lUblL'"
in effect, that
account the eminent role
disappearance
this "disappearance"
of our knowledge
changes undergone by
L'Academic
collection of subfossils that
INCEmy

.. Charge du Departement

d'Al'cheo\ogie de \'Universite de

n.l.dl,,4C.UC;.

Asian Perrpectives,
exhibition prepared
Mahe. The
relics
whose
indicated
in AP VII (Verin 1963), were studied by Battistini and me and reported to the Societe
Prehistorique Fran<;aise (Battistini and Verin 1964a).
Among the ancient sites known up to this time, the "arab" remains of the Rasikajy and the
AntaJaotra cultures
a comprehensive study, and
III process.
recent reonly the
Vohemar was excavated, by
and Vernier
(see also
1962). A
examination
ceramics discovered at Vohemar
are preserved in the collections of the Office de la Recherche scientifique et technique outre-mer
(ORSTOM) at Tsimbazaza shows that a large number of these relics belong to the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Vohemar therefore functioned until a late era, but one still does
was founded.
know at what
for the
Mahilaka,
by L. M
I9I2) and
by C. Poirier around I948,
were places
occupied
anciently enough-from the eleventh century. The collections of ORSTOM that originate
from Mahilaka contain in effect some relics of Persian sgraffiato and of pottery, from
Hadramaout (?), that date from that time.
The sections of Antsoheribory and of Nosy-Manja in
northwest
which
attacked by
Portuguese in
rank among
most prosperous
of the era.
able to visit
sites at the
of 1966 when excavation was
in process.
The remains collected at Nosy-Manja indicate that the site was inhabited between the
fifteenth and the seventeenth centuries; the town was, without a doubt, annihilated by
Sakalava at
of the seventeenth century, as
indicates.
interesting
of the town
they were
described by Poirier (1954).
mausoleums and
Antsoherihory,
groups of
(tombs,
mosques) belong very diverse
periods. According to Guillain, the island was abandoned in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries in favor of Majunga. Relics of pottery and glass that were collected on the surface
are dated from the fifteenth to the nineteenth centuries. Vegetation has caused significant
to the mausoleums since the
of Jully almost
years ago
I898).
Ie XIe siecle ["Madagascar
by Arab authors hefore the
century"],
Mme FaublCe (1963) felicitously clarify a question that is very poorly understood. On the other hand, the chapter that
]. Kirkman (I964) devotes to Madagascar, the Comoros, and to Mozambique in his work
"Monuments de la Cote orientale d'Afrique ["Monuments of the east African coast"] is
inferior
the excellent developments
the ancient
Kenya and
'fanzania.
site of Talaky
discovered
probed in southwest Madagascar.
done
on the Mahafaly coastal plain has been reported in Revue de Geographie (Verin 1965b). More
recently, relics were brought to light by Battistini and me in the point of Sarodrano. It seems
that the inhabitants settled on a series of consecutive establishments made by the natural
of sand
on another.
time the
was invaded
advancement of
mangrove,
people to resettle themselves
inland. The
recent site
III) is
more
than the Vezo
for the
remains of earthenware are still visible today. Radiocarbon datings are awaited for these
sites of Sarodrano, as well as for those of the Tsiebo property near Manombo. A detailed
account will be given in the next AP report.
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livered to substratum, have not, for the moment, presented any ancient artifacts that correspond to these mysterious people of Ngola.
We previously
work carried out in the
(Wrin 1963);
the results
Habin (1965) and Chippaux)
(1965). The
karstic gorges of Manambolo
region that have
thus been
to be those of
burials that the inhabitants
Vazimba
are laid down in canoes
objects, especially
adornments
two sites visited, the
object of an
extensive anthropological study that has provided precious materials in a discipline still
very neglected in Madagascar. The burials are not ancient, but the individuals that they
contain belong to an original ethnic group of which little is known.
Other grotto locations that contain traces of dwellings or of sepulchers were recovered by
members of the Club de Speleologie-particularly by M. and Mme (nee C. Ravelonanosy)
Duflos (1965) in the southwest karstic region, as well as by G. Coquet and J. de Saint-Ours
(1964), in the
of Andrafiabe in Ankara, to the north
RESEARCH

Social Sciences and
I am
work that is able to help
perspectives in
the realm of the social sciences. Exhaustive bibliographies permit one to adhere more and
more to current developments in the most diverse disciplines. Among these bibliographies,
let us cite those established by Valette (1963) for the social sciences and history; the forthcoming volume of Faublee (1964).

Museology, Art, and Technology
Following the exhibition "Sakalava" (1963) and "Poterie malgache" (1964), the DeparteUniversite de Madagascar,
concerning
ment d'Art
1964). This population,
visited by R.
the Zafimaniry
Linton, lives
80 kms to the east of
Many
material culture were
tured traditional
I have described brief1y
the condition
group perpetuated the
aesthetic tradition.
For material reasons, the Musee d'Art et de Civilisation de l'Universite has not yet been
able to display publically the collections acquired, except in the form of temporary expositions.
In 1966, the Centre Albert Camus produced two expositions-one relative to African art
in Madagascar, the other to the manufacturing of ceramics in Imerina. Pieces lent by the
university were shown (Catalogue des Oeuvres d'art etc. 1966),
The Musee
department of Madagascar
initiative of J.
Millot and
is enriched with
collections
brought
from Madagascar during
collections of this
department
reorganized and catalogued
could not be
shown up
publication of a complete
by all Malgachisants.
l'Homme is
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A study on the world distribution of beads, necklaces, and jewelry is about to be published
by W. G. N. van der Sleen. His chapter relating to Madagascan beads will appear in issue
number 2 of
1966).
The gigantic
(lakamena), placed in the
by Hardyman (1966). It
navigation was
of Lake Alaotra.
Knowledge
description of
are still in existence.
will consult
archaisms of
with profit the article that ]. Dez (196Sb) dedicated to the pottery of Soamanandrariny in
Vakinankaratra. Dez also describes (I96Sa) the human figures in the funeral art ofthis region.
Without a doubt, Madagascan funeral art is one of the most interesting manifestations of
Madagascan aesthetics, whether it is at Vakinankaratra, among the Sakalava of the west, or
among the Antanosy-Avaratra in the region of Fort-Dauphin. Of a more general, although
briefer nature, I have summarized the different manifestations of contemporary Madagascan
art in Madagascar tlujourd'll1Ii
1965) and pointed out in
complete
panorama that Mme
gave on the art
Traditional
Madagascan
line of preoccupations of
Razakandraina (1964),
musical folklore of the
(1966),
who has described

Ethnology and Ethnography
A retrospect of ethnology and of other social sciences has been written by Deschamps
(1966) in Civilisation malgache. In a contribution that appeared in Annales des Lettres, Volume
3, Poirier (1964) enumerated the birth rites among the Bezanozano; the article announces
a following monograph (now in preparation) about this tribe.
The traditional Merina society has been made the object of pertinent observations of
Ramasindraibe (1964); his articles appeared in Fokonolona, a monthly magazine of synthesized articles.
revealed (1966) the contents
bidden faly in
The Antaimoro custom
marriage which
by propitiary ceremonies,
who then revealed
about missiological "p'rc,""Pf'I'n,,'c
The ethnology
enlarged in Ottino's
of the tromba.
functions in the Northwest
means of
social control. Hebert, in his article on Sakalava tattoos in the Madagascan culture (I96Se)
observes with precision a custom in the process of regression, which especially brings a
fundamental contribution to the knowledge of artistic motifs to Madagascar, motifs whose
essential significance still escapes us.
In the realm of ancient Madagascan cosmography, Hebert has reassembled a series of
ancient and current documents (196Sa). He shows clearly how the Arab contributions
interpenetrate
old
Madagascan bases. The
of
ancient cosmography of
contribute to the renewal
the cultural
legends of the Southwest,
collected
history. In his
thirty years ago
These tales come from
age of twelve.
as written without
points out the
related to Madagascan folktales
Madagascan
poorly understood, is for the first time summarized by
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J. Millot (1966). In ethnozoology, one must point out the important works of Hebert: one is
about the names of
terminology
Legal
Sciences
on the other.

animals (Hebert 1965b); the other is a description of cattle
(Hebert 1965d).
Departement des
developed in Madagascar with
des Coutumes,
hand, and the research of
daily law and
showed the religious
research in the
Faubh~e
aspects of common
in my preceding
Tanala Ikongo (verin 1965),
report (Verin 1964), also touched on adat.
The establishment of legislation of a new independent nation presents inevitably the
problem of the confrontation of ancient customs with new imperatives, problems clearly
evoked by A. Ramangasoavina (1965), the minister of Justice. In this same perspective, Dez
(1966) evokes the names of persons in the Madagascan tradition, and Hebert (I965c) ascertains
that some ancient customary oaths are going to revive with the new conditions of judiciary
rights of people;
examines the role of customary
harmonize ancient
tendency of family law
The anxiety of
new necessities arising
residence is studied by
Madagascan customs is also
, as H. RahariFokonolona agreements and
shows in regard to
jaona (1965)
the set of laws concerning the tombs. The interdisciplinary research makes necessary the
consultation of two legal fundamental studies for geographers interested in the study of
agrarian structures: one by Dez (1965) on the customary leases in use in the Madagascan
countryside, the other by Balard (1965) on the aquae ducendae rights and its applications to
hydraulic farming. This legislation concerning irrigation is reflected in certain regions of the
island, such as on the uplands, where a high degree of legal organization is perhaps a result
of a Southeast Asian cultural heritage.

Social Geograpky
The structure
Hauts-Plateaux
of geographers
expansIOn

countryside terrain and
by Berg (1964) and Battistini
research social geography
undertaking which is certain]v

the terrain of the
arrival of a team
to permit the
1965).

Sociology
In the first place, in sociology, it is fitting tocite the definition and problems that a survey
of Merina surroundings presents; the su bject is well summarized by R. Razafimphana (1966).
Two monographic enquiries are in process at the Departement des Sciences Humaines;
one is by Poirier about the Bezanozano tribe, already mentioned under Archaeology and
Cultural History (Poirier H)64); the other is by Dez, about the Vakinankaratra (Dez 1965a).
M. Bloch,
University of Cambridge
on the social organization
for eighteen
localities of Fieferana and
According to the first results
during 1965,
composed for ORSTOM
Merina village of
The monograph of Ilafy
relations between
men) and the Mainty
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Lapierre

(1966) on the transformations of rural society as the result of modernization efforts brought
about by public influence; the other is by Ottino (1965) on the social situation of the majority
of peasants of the lower valley of Anony.
Althabe (1966)
written the
surveys
region of
in the land ofBetsimisaraka,
describes realistically the crisis
system Nosy-Be where
evolution
about a certain independence of the woman; she profits from temporary successive unions in which she contracts
and constructs for herself a personal patrimony.
From the point of view of a planner, the questions which the economic development in
by Dez
who prethe
multitude
debated
Rouveyran (1965)
himself in
(the ancient
village
cell) is
adapted to modernization.
problems the socioeconomics of the
South and the Southwest are conceded by Guerin (1964) and Chapuis (1964). Both men
measured the practical difficulties by research in the field.

Madagascar is
of instructiclTl
the Facultc;
remembered in Latitudes the contribution of French historians from Madagascar, and I
have also made a brief summary of the problems of the ancient history of Madagascar in
Rythmes du Monde (verin 1966). The Middles Age of Madagascar, still more poorly underthan from
historical, is
less
stood
the
point of
since the
of an anonymous manuscript
trader who
the eighteenth century. Valettc
who
and edited this manuscript,
insists upon the value of another contribution to Madagascan history, the account ofFranryois
Martin, who was the first to go among the Sihanaka in the seventeenth century. Another
traveller, Robert Drury, represents another essential source of the history of the Madagascan
Southwest in
eighteenth century.
paper is summarized by
the West
almost
ignored, enriched by the
of J. and
S. Chauvicourt (1965) and Ratsimandrava (196S). In a related area, Decary (1964) describes
the ancient administration of gold in Madagascar.
The accounts of Fontvieille (1964) on the interpretations of the name Madagascar in the
of Portuguese
of Pain
the discovery
stem of a
dated),
Hardyman
the canon Ambavatafondro,
bring a
stone in the
of Madagascan history. The
of Ravoajanahary (196S)
on the Merina king Ralambo and his legends reinterpret some documents that originate
principally from the history of kings (Tantaran'ny Andriana) by R. P. Callet. The account
of ancient computation of Madagascan years by Hebert (1966) brings many historians into
on already contested events,
development
knowledge of
history
nineteenth
twentieth
owes much
the director
Archives
Republique
publishes
abundantly inedited or ignored documents. One recent article (Valette 1965b) publishes the
papers of Bojer and Hilsenberg who traversed Imerina in 1822-1823; one notes (196Sa)
the utilization of tanguin (ordeal) in Imerina in 1830; one (I964b) is an important entry in
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the catalogue edited by the Association des Amis du Musee Jean Laborde on the occasion
of an exposition relating to Madagascar under Radama III. It is under the reign ofRadama II
that is fixed
of Ramanenjana, as described
(1964). Finally,
M. Petit
united the methods of
of geographic
attempt in the Bay
analysis to

Language and LinguistIcs
Madagascan
literature is experiencing
since independence which almost coincides with the creation of the Departement de langue et litterature
malgache, directed by S. Rajaona. With his co-workers, R. Rajemisa-Raoelison, C. Ravoajanahary, and L. Andrianarahinjake. Rajaona is establishing anthologies and dictionaries whose
publication will be precious to all Malgachisants.
J. Faublee, who in I965 made a study-tour of southeast Madagascar, is preparing a critical
edition, of Sora-be, that is written in Arabic-Madagascan. He has also given some interesting
insights on
language and its dialects
The dialectology
is equally
themes ofDez, to whom we
first classification
of the dialects
(Dez 1964). This linguist
exposed the Madaborrowings from
(1964-1965); but
"-"""V,",.1 and in cultural history
his article (I965)
on the
to express linguistics,
of archaeology.
I t is a question of a veritable reconstruction of the protoculture, with the aid of facts of the
language. The reconciliations with the Indonesian common people are very numerous in the
realms of slash-and-burn agriculture, food, hunting, fishing, iron works, ceramics, clothing,
habitation, music, navigation, weaving, basket-making, etc. The Arab-Bantu contribution
is very notable in the area of agriculture, breeding, ceramics, clothing, measures, and music.
Among the other linguistic studies, one bears in mind the works of B. DomenichiniRamiaramanana on the evolution of the popular vocabulary of a song; of Poirier (1966) on
heteronyrns
meanings); of L. F.
Toponymy, which
announces
of a large dictionary
tnponyms. Finally,
I<:nglish-speaking
those who
Madagascar, and more
et ai. 1964),
use the Malagasy
the language by direct
the following
editions
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TOM HARRISSON*

INTRODUCTION

in Bornean archaeology
field projects started a
particularly
program at Niah Caves (begun
sites
Delta (begun in 1947);
work may
be necessary in the field and extensive further object analyses arc definitely required,
the ground work is basically ready for full monograph reports;
2. the continuing, extending, and developing of the hitherto smaller and newer programs
for Sabah and Brunei; by the end of 1966, there was a firm base for fuller archaeological field studies in both; the work is to be carried out on lines broadly developed
in Sarawak since 1945 (and with interchangeable field personnel). The object here
is to insure that a thoroughly analyzed approach be applied to the prehistory of west
for collecting
and
maximal emphasis on sound
secondary insistence (at this
approaches
not yet
necessarily even applicable)
however useful
such
elsewhere in Southeast
These 1966
geographically, with the above
as overall
background in
No new data are available
and largest
sector, Indonesian Kalimantan, and there is no direct report of any field activity there. Some
of the largest questions for the areas' archaeology, both the open-site "iron-age" areas and
the earlier "stone-age" caves, are now in urgent need of examination in Kalimantan, since
slow but steady progress has been made in Sabah, Brunei, and Sarawak-which were almost
as "blank" on the archaeological map two decades ago as Kalimantan, is today.
I.

SARAWAK

Open Sites
I began the

*' Senior research
Museum, Kuching, In",ay"a.

excavations of the
of Anthropology, Cornell University,

trade entrepot
curator, Sarawak

Asian Perspectives,
A.D.
in the Sarawak
Delta
years ago
no financial
support. The site is now well known and work was continued with special reference to several
outstanding problems in 1966. Now, basic support for the project is from the Sarawak
government. Groups of volunteers, notably from Bau Government Secondary School, work
two months of complex new
we had the
on the simpler johs; and this year,
on-site
of S. J.
Jr., of
University, (O'Connor was
by a
grant from
David Rockefeller Foundation
New York.)
Additional major help was received from the Lands and Surveys Department through Eric
Lawrence, CB.E., who provided aerial-reconnaissance photograph support to solve some
silting and swamp-formation problems in the older iron-trade sites. The Geological Survey
assistance
answering
difficult problems
ores and
Te-k'un
of Cam bridge University,
particularly
visit and relevant on-site
Chinese
and stone
iron-working)
suggestions
sume of the
material.
The Sarawak River Delta sites have been treated as part of one large-scale system of archaeological deposits. They have been excavated with an exact statigraphy when circumstances
to correlate
lateral and
relationships
aU the main
to, worked
or discarded
principal
H)46---Sungei
Tanjong
Tanjong
Tegok, Buah, Bongkissam, Bukit Maras, and Muara Tebas. It has thus proved possible, with
the application of statistical methods supplementing experienced observation, to trace
(for instance) shifts oftrade focus from the earliest locations (ca. A.D. 700-']50) to the sudden
of the whole area and its
as a habitation area until
times (i.e.,
1350 to 1839),
measure
the size and
of clay crucibles used for ironw",,-l','nn" over the
centuries of
occupation.
New work in 1966 was mainly directed to testing previous ideas on specific points and
refining our understanding of them. For this purpose, we chose small sections of selected
old sites-Jaong, Buah, Bongkissam, Maras-and reexamined them, usually with fine
layering, by
measuring
weight, size,
number) all
and where
with soil
and other
I undertook most of these
help.
iron-work research we received
aid of the
correlations with
Sarawak Museum staff, notably Baji Zaidon (on-site) and Carla Zainie (who reconstructed
the Chinese stonewares back in Kuching). A very full report is now in first draft, though it
will require much further technical work, including new object analyses through Cornell
promised
University and
Museum,
York. The Sarawak government
towards
hope that some the simpler
worked
in the Sarawak River Delta
may be found applicable to fieldwork in other rather "mixed-up" open sites elsewhere in
Asia, from which, in most cases, little really scientific and objective descriptive data have been
produced so far. Even the dreariest-looking iron-slag proves suspectable to disciplined
classification and
and
find that in
two other
this part of
world, the whole
of slag
put aside and
archaeological
(In one
thoughthe presence of slag was
is not even Inentioned in the
published text.) Where slag is present, it is likely to be crucial to explaining the presence of
human beings at that place at that time in the past.
The year 1966 was not, therefore, a year for many "discoveries" in the delta, though a few
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more lovely whole
pieces
recovered. However,
almost
last day
the
"season," during the main fieldwork at Bongkissam (2 mi. downriver from Jaong), part of
a very simple buried stone structure was exposed-the first of its kind found in Borneo. A
layer of roughly shaped and carefully arranged bricks covered a pit of golden sand in which
reliquary deposit
contammg
associated with sorne 140
were embedded a fine
gold objects (including human figures, a snake, an elephant, a tortoise, a sun, and a moon)
and small jewels. The inference was of Tantric Buddhism, and to relate the finds with the
early finds of Qparitch-Wales in Kedah seems not too remote. A special report on this aspect
the treasures has
prepared
O'Connor, who has wide knowledge of
Buddhism
O'Connor 1966). An earlier note has already indicated similar Tantric influence, of about the same period, in the golden keris handle from Balingian now in the
Sarawak Museum (Harrisson 1966a).
Broadly,
main message of the extensive Sarawak River
study
fairly
summed up:
1. Sarawak River Delta sites made a massive iron-age impact on the coastal sector of
southwest Borneo; the impact was not strong until the (mainly late) T'ang Dynasty.
2. There
some Chinese technological affinities (notably the correlated too]s); but
inferences (with Coramondel
and
other flnds have southern
to the early "Persian" settlements of Gujarat, which have already proved important
in eighth-tenth century Java-Sumatra-and later as a first impulse of Islam, mixed
with Indian mysticism).
3. Evidence of the development
working places
over
than 1,000
of what is now swamp-creek, and at Buah reaches to depths of more than 8 ft. of almost
solid slag reject.
4. Everyvvhere, this activity is associated with imported Chinese
we have classified into
objectively identifiable types; at
Kubor, and
Tegok, some of these are Tang, and some are probably pre-T'ang; elsewhere, artifacts are wholly Sung, with a negligible terminal Ming trace.
5. Locally made earthenware is
abundant
includes
type
to prehistoric
contemporary Bajau
Chinese pottery and another that is still continuing
Gypsy") pottery. W. G. Solheim II has already published a full typology of this
material from the Kubor site (Solheim 1965), and on that basis I have extended the
over a
field.
6. Glass beads are
common, and over
percent
are
monochrome,
of types already familiar from the Malayan west coast and elsewhere; an earlier
series of analyses published in Man have now been supplemented by much more
detailed tests
Corning Glass (see "New
of Excavated Prehistoric
Glass from Borneo" in this volume). No
of"punty caps" or
signs
working have been recognised, and glass in non-bead form is rare in the delta.
It is clear that this was a major trade entrepot for over six centuries that probably linked the
"Indian"
and the "Chinese"
No indications of the existence
such
appear on
numerous scholarly
reconstructed from purely textual sources)
which ignore southwest Borneo over this period. The discrepancies are too serious to be
ignored any longer. Either the textual scholars are wrong, or we have completely misunderstood the
data.
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The

Caves

In view of our heavy delta "summer-session" commitment and other work to be described,
the 1966 program at Niah was largely concentrated upon the removal of a large series of stoneage burials left in situ (some since 1954); we
postponed the work
we could obtain
and well-documented material
outside assistance on
scale and of the quality that this
clearly deserved, in terms of physical anthropology as well as prehistory. After several
failures, mainly owing to the lack of physical anthropologists available to tackle the work,
a considerable part
task was completed the summer 1966
Sheilagh
of
the University
aided her husband Richard
. the
worked general
coordination with Barbara Harrisson, who is responsible for the ethnology and artifactual
associations of all the Niah neolithic burial material. This work, here in Sarawak and back
in the
States
over
skeletons
now on
from the Sarawak government)
was made possible
grant from the National Science Foundation, Washington,
Now that this previously "left in" skeletal material has been properly cleared, it is possible
to remove the remainder of the deposit inside the West Mouth-except for permanent in
1967,
complete the full excavation
situ exhibits. This
to be resumed in
of all the mouths of
Great
and all
caves believed-after exhaustive exploration by climbing, mapping, and helicopter-to be significant there at this time. A British
Broadcasting Corporation film unit will also be filming the round-up phase as a permanent
for commercial television and
educational purposes. 'rhe film
mm,
Niah
color,
on-site synchronised
is being made in
versions,
longer
hour)
version is for strictly educational and academic showings, financed by profit from the
shorter commercial version (25 minutes). Hopefully, the longer film will be widely available
for use Southeast
I gave short
on the
at Niah the Eleventh Pacific Science
in
Tokyo (Harrisson 1967), and I presented a longer report on the Niah work (from 1954 to
date) at the American Anthropological Association meeting at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in
November I969. The Pittsburgh report aroused considerable interest; will appear AP
XII. A
specific account of
early
tools,
by an extensive series exhibits, was given to the Pacific Science Congress at Tokyo in September, when the whole
question of palaeolithic tool typologies was raised (for example, the absence of anything
equivalent to the "Hoabinhian" West Borneo).
A number of other Niah reports
in press, including
account an important late
burial cave (with radiocarbon dates from USOB.C. to A.D. 1650) in upriver Niah, scheduled
for publication shortly in JMBRAS.

Other

in Central-West .SarallJak

Preliminary accounts of the helicopter reconnaissance flights far beyond Niah, made
possible through British Army cooperation late in 1965, were given inJMBRAS (Harrisson
1966b),
further
IS
It can
be said
the
there
of
were achieved. This an independent
not
tied in
interrelated data from Niah's long-term thinking and, therefore, slow-time publication in
full.
Kakus (Harrisson
: 192) were confirmed fuller
in the headwaters of
The
good,
cave far inland in Borneo with adequately
ground
We
yetto
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convincing pre-neolithic remains. Hopefully, we can pursue the search further at Batu
Punggul in 1967 (cf. Harrisson and Reaves 1966), but new political and communication difSa bah-Kalimantan border
final answers
ficulties are
probably may
further south in central
archaeologically
unexplored,
hold a good
the reconnaissance level
to make it
deal of
archaeology
circumstances.) The crying
is for new work
scale in Kalimantan, especially
limestone
caves. Indonesian archaeological techniques are of a high order; and with the ending of
military confrontations, we may hope for archaeological advance here.
The Sarang Caves in low hills near Tatau, about one hundred miles south of Niah, were
remarkable in holding the third set of cave paintings now known for Sarawak-each set
quite unlike the other two. The earthenware pottery and the stone "tools" that were found
in the Sarang Caves-the excavations are incomplete-are only barely related to artifacts
These local "specialfound at Niah,
hundred miles away over the coastal
in west Borneo have
documented
izations" of thc
work at Bau, about two hundrcd
of Sarang
proportions sincc
Caves two decades
artifacts present some real
archaeological
theory. For
adze, supposedly
area in the
but apLate Neolithic
absent as an effective tool
parently is not represented
any close, acceptably contemporary
equivalent
in a large part of the south-west.

Recovery Jobs and Lesser Sites in Sarawak
Close cooperation between the Public Works Department and other government bodies
has long ensured the Sarawak Museum of receiving advance notices of new works likely to
have archaeological implications. Normally, we "clear" sites for quarrying, road-making,
or other development
But the network of caves
the government recently
near Batu Kitang, 7 mi. from
explored
previously)
difficulties. However, with
Nyandoh
under the direction
and Che Sella
for the museum),
(I retired in September),
quarrying by
Some interesting early earthenware was recovered. But as is usual in this area behind
Kuching, no formal stone tools of "recognized types" were found even in a clearly stone-age
context-a phenomenon discussed long ago by Michael Tweedie and me in the first published
account of a Borneo excavation (Harrisson and Tweedie 1959) for the adjacent Bau district.
A more limited clearance task than that of the caves near Kuching but a very fruitful one
was a similar clearance prior to quarrying in the Bakong River caves near Miri, Fourth
Division. The project was undertaken by a museum unit supervised by a qualified archaeologist; fieldwork
September.
provided by the Sarawak Museum
continued
Mrs. Woodfield,
researches), built a small
their generous
construct some
hig burial wares from the
was nearing completion
above) in exact
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The Madai Caves, Palaeolithic Evidences
Continuing
program outlined
year's JivIBRAS notes
1966b:I93),
further joint
unit extended the previous cave reconnaissance of the Kinathrough the
Datu district
Madai caves.
and Segama Rivers further
Much of the hard work in a sociologically and politically "delicate" area was organized by
Barbara Harrisson during October to December 1966 on funds supplied by the Sabah
government as part of a continuing program of orderly search. Analysis of excavated material
of immediate interest can
discussed safely
continued through December, but
of a series stone artifacts
hitherto "sealed" part of a large
this stage: the
in the Madai
!()rmation.
The stone artifacts are associated with a few fossil food remains, separated from a pottery
and neolithic level by a sterile band. As at Niah, the stones, though patently brought in and
shaped by human agency, are very crudely formed; most are pieces of large pebbles in
"chopper tool"
shapes. The
relationship with the
tools from
of the
Since this
(discussed
and none
the formal
the second
of "palaeoliths" in a stratified habitational context
Borneo, or
anywhere in Malaysia, we hope to accelerate publication in this case (cf. "Baturong Caves,
etc.," below); plaster casts are being made for circulation and comment (our practice at the
museum), along with the usual accurate drawings and photographs.
Baturong

; Protohistorical Carvings

The Baturong limestone formation,
days hard
from Madai
above),
was fully explored in 1966. An especially interesting discovery here was the recovery of four
carved ironwood figures which have definite named places in the genealogies of the local
Idahan population, now Moslem, who keep family trees whose roots reach back into a pagan
mythology-approximately in the
the Royal
Kedah,but
more information about the
period.
we already
several ironwood coffins from the
Painted Cave and elsewhere at Niah
date back
thousand years
by radiocarbon dating, this local attribution presents no technical impossibility.
The Idahan genealogical material is rich. To explore it more fully, its chief scholar, Imam
Johan, and I were invited to a meeting with Brunei scholars over the 1966 Christmas holiday
one-to line
some sort of
Brunei, in an
fairly
for a remote
of northeast
with (a)
material from
of Brunei;
with the upland Kelabits and
who claim
ancestors were
also in part coastal predecessors of the pre-Moslem sultanate; and (c) with the Iban Sea
Dayaks whose elaborate tusut folklore strongly overlaps all of these (cf. below). It is slowly
proving possible to trace out common elements in written or unwritten "trees of life" from
widely separated
of Borneo and associate these, occasionally but
with
archaeological
material
which
sense in such associations-as in
present instanee Baturong.
More specifically, so far as Sabah is concerned, we are now getting to know quite a lot
about the prehistory of the state, hitherto a complete blank or absurdly misreported in the
opening parts of most historical and scholarly volumes purporting to present accurate
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histories of some striking respects from positions further south in Borneo, especially in the
later phases of the Stone Age and in the earliest period of metal's impact, In some ways Sa bah
appears to belong
culture pattern from
during the
of this peried
prehistory
Hopefully, we can sorl
Sabah Society
in a special
before the Sixteenth
and Sabah Museum
1967-1968, Meanwhile,
has once
more made funds
available beginning in April
present study,
can be extended in and on
the Kalimantan border.
BRUNEI

Museum Opens with Important New Collections
and Site Protection Measures
The promises
JMBRAS notes (Harrisson
All the collections
for Brunei over the past
properly set-up and staffed
there (a big launch
still in temporary
under an able, qualified
bin Pengiran
speeially selected as candidate
both parts
Brunei, and
both in Sarawak and
of the Museums' Association diploma). During 1966 I was called in by the curator to consult
with the Director of Public Works on the important question of the arterial road now being
built from Brunei Town to the projected "new port area" at Muara. This would have cut
through the extremely important old city, Kota Batu, whose archaeological potential has
already been richly demonstrated in earlier reconnaissance work (published in SMJ etc,).
All the land proved as "archaeologically positive" in the Kota Batu sector~which was overthrown by aggressive Spaniards in the sixteenth century-had already been acquired by
purchase as a
step I initiated in the
very high
steep hillside to bypass the
cost of diverting
with great
museum representations.
site is now
saved for coherent
development, under museum
end of the
year, the Brunei
enough to ask me to
consultant
post, part-time,
my wife Barbara. We
able to assist
in developing this promising project under Pengiran Shariffuddin. The next priority is to
build a real museum and related workshops (at Kota Batu).
SUMMARY

Stray Finds/or Borneo
,veIl combed by now. We cannot expect too much in anyone
year. The most
heirlooms and
the other hand,
the public to
The potential
been obtained

from private or casual
(cf. Harrisson 1966a:I75~I8I),
the museum field, and
odd, queer, or merely
Some very good bronzes
in Brunei during 1966,

be family
Sabah, on
to "train"
Museum.
have thus
specialize

RICHARD PEARSON*

Distinctive progress

,",O"'''~''U'''1

of the Ryukyus has

fronts

MUSEUMS

The new
located in Shuri near the
will be
opened shortly,
great deal more space for
both of
museum specimens and of materials on loan from other groups, such as the Ryukyu Cultural
Assets Protection Commission.
In addition to the museum, important small collections of artifacts are held by several local
high schools as well as the Naze City Office, the Miyako Ryukyu American Culture Center
in Hirara, and the Yaeyama Ryukyu American Culture Center in Ishigaki City.

FIELDWORK

George Kerr,
Academy of Arts, conducted
historic sites in
1962~1963; he contributed
trade ceraYaeyama during
mics, particularly
to the Ryukyu Museum
The sherds
were examined
during April 1963. The
for. further
study at the
Honolulu Academy of AIts,
catalogue of
photographs of Ryukyuan cultural and historical objects accompanied by short notes was
also prepared by Kerr; the catalogue remains at the Honolulu institution.
I, as research associate of the Honolulu Academy of Arts and recipient of funds from the
Augusta Hasard Fund of Yale University and the Canada Council, carried out test excavations in the Ryukyus for a doctoral dissertation in anthropology at Yale University-from
November 1962 to May 1963 and in September 1965. I also did fieldwork in eastern Taiwan
during June and
July 1965.
Erika Kaneko,
Metropolitan University, excavated
Boramoto-jima,
Miyako Island, during
Under the
Takamiya, of Okinawa University,
Commission has completed
• Assistant professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Hawaii.

EAR
SEIFU BUNKAZAI

Ryukyus

97

IINKAI

n.d.

Okinawa no BunkaZIJi [The cultural treasures of the Ryukyus].
A catalogue of the cultural properties of the Ryukyus, almost identical to the larger English
edition, Cultural Assets ofthe Ryukyus. It provides a brief description, location, and photograph for
each item. The system of designating valuable objects and affording them some sort of government
along Japanese
Includes nan]ra1 treasures-rare
and conprotection is
as artifacts.
Shu [A
album of
properties].
of the Ryukyus
Assets Protection Commission, in
and
English, with natural as well as cultural properties enumerated.
1965 Ryukyu Bunkazai Chosa Hokokusho [Report of the investigation of Ryukyu cultural objects],
pp. I-55. Naha: Ryukyu Seifu.
The first part of the first number of this series contains the report of the first season's excavation
at the site of Katsllxen, an important castle occupied in the
Historic period (ta.
1300-1500),
by Hiroe Takamiya. The site is situated
peak of limestone
300 ft. above
north shore
of Nakagusuku
"bundant artifacts,
of them indicating extensive trade
China, have
been found. Three kinds of locally made pottery, iron arrowheads, knife blades and SCI"ap, eoins,
roof tiles, shell pendants, jade beads, bone artifacts for weaving, stone amulets, axes, wedges, and
porcelain and stoneware bowls were recovered. Chekiang celadon bowls, dishes, tea bowls, flower
vases (or wine bottles), of the green, gray, and white varieties of celadon, blue and white sherds, and
Temmoku
been found.
exca vations will
a number of years. Settlement
remains of the
and outlying
have been
SEIFU HAKUBUTSUKAN

Ryukyu HakubutSlikan [The Ryukyu Museum]. Naha.
A handsomely produced catalogue of art objects from the Ryukyu Museum, prepared by Mr.
Seitoku Oshiro, that represents a distinct break from the format of Bunkazai Yoran or most other
government publications. Important paintings, ceramics, and sculpture are included.
SAKAMAKI, SHUNZO

Ryukyu: A bibliographical guide
studies.
University
Press (in
English).
A comprehensive, annotated guide
Ryukyuan,
Chinese, and
sources on
Ryukyu history, culture, and language. Indispensable as a research too!'
1964 Ryukyu and Southeast Asia, The Journal of Asian Studies XXIII, 3: 383-389 (in English).
A summary article concerning trade during the Chuzan kingdom of Okinawa, based on the
document, the Li-Iai-pao-an or Rekidai Hoan.
Ryukyuan
resources at the
rifHawaii, Ryukyuan Research Center Research Series,
No. I. Honolulu: Ryukyuan Research
University
of the University Hawaii,
A list of
holdings concerning
Ryukyus on
comprlsmg
4,000 titles. An
bibliography
guide to the most comprehensive
collection ofRyukyuan materials anywhere. Includes books, periodicals, articles, and manuscripts
in English, Japanese, Korean, and Chinese. Also included is the impressive list of microfilmed
historical materials collected by Mitsugu Sakihara from the Ryukyus in 196:z and 1963 for the
University of Hawaii.
ALLAN, ed.
Press (in English).
University of
Ryukyuan
are included
collection
Several
Meighan,
Kaneko, and
from the Tenth Pacific Science Congress.
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Micronesia: 1960-1964
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T

HE last Micronesian report was from Allan H. Smith, who covered news through
December 1961 (APv, I :79-87). This and the nextreport(AP XIII) are divided broadly 1960-1964 and I965-1969, with attention focused on those papers that "explicitly
present,
peripherally, findings views on Micronesian societies of earlier time-levels,"
as Smith defined his mandate (AP II, I: 69). Subsequent reports will be submitted annually
in which greater attention will be paid to relatively fewer papers than the number it is necessary to cover in this and the following report.
For the reader's
reference, am making slight departure from
usual
form. News and bibliographical materials will be discussed under threc headings with
subheads:
I. Sources and News
A.
and
Guides
B. Journals
C. Bibliographies
D. Information and Current Research
II. Areal Topics
A. General
B. Intra-areal
C. Inter-areal
D. Programs
E. Dating
III. Island Groups
A. West Carolines
B. Marianas
C.
Carolines
D. Marshalls
E. Gilberts
The discussion will
by parenthetical author and date
bibliography for each
II, or IlL
Let me extend a cordial invitation to all concerned with the culture history of Micronesia
to communicate your plans, publications, and thoughts on current developments. A brief

Research associate, Department of Anthropology, Bernice

Bishop Museum.
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is being
for a limited mailing to extract
information
painlessly as
possible for future reports, but any earlier communications will be most appreciated.

1.

LA.

OLIRCES AND

and Field

Trust Territory maps (excluding the Gilberts) originally compiled by E.H. Bryan, Jr.,

in 1946 for the U.S. Commercial Company were again issued by the U.S. Department of
Interior in an edition that is now out of print (Bryan 1961). In the postwar years, there is as
other public
although
Army Map
has maps
islands that
for research
on formal
A ninth
a familiar
be made
(Robson
has been
physical, economic, and political
aspects of the islands.

I.B. Journals
Two journals

bcgun since
report, but
intent has been
elsewhere:
if. (AP VI,
. 5) and
1964 if.
1-2: 4).
latter has
biological and anthropological
and now
publication
schedule is settled, it should provide a further outlet for regional studies in these spheres. The
publication New World Antiquity, 1954 if., indexed in the UNESCO series noted below,
should be approached with some caution. In two unsigned resumes on archaeology in
l'vlicronesia (1960,
; 1961,8,6:
75-76), the
set that
Japanese and
States
control, no
has been
allowed in
prehistory of
Micronesia since
or (in another
in the
seventy years, presumably since
F.W. Christian.

Linguistics,

I.e. Bibliographies
manuscript material the University I-Iawaii is the bibliography by
that, in
to supplement
I951 classic e.R.H. Taylor,
primarily
sciences,
and
materials
after 1948.
Items on Micronesia appear as numbers 769-II43. Two short lists expand the record of
Japanese research (Japanese Society of Ethnology I961, Japan Culture Institute 1961), and
the Pacific Scientific Information Center (PASIC) has compiled the published results of the
Coordinated
of Micronesian Anthropology
of the Scientific Investigations
Micronesia
Ig63a, 1964b).
Four other sources may be considered with regard
timeliness.
the most
useful are the quarterly compilations issued by the Library of the Royal Anthropological
Institute (RAIL 1963 if.) that has world coverage geographically and topically divided
and the yearly oceanic bibliography of the Societe des Oceanistes (1945 if.). The RAIL
schedule certainly outdistances that UNESCO (1958
and the Council
Old World
Archaeology (1958
Reports of research in progress
but publicafollow by
more years
references
dates of both
included.
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I.D. Information and Current Research
Bullt?tin issued by the University

Los Angeles
The Pacific
raculty there
(1964 ff.) serves
work and research interests
a format aland appears
year. Man in the Pacific
ready noted
has also issued (1963c,
and a revised
anthropologists. Changes and
are found in
Pacific. These materials are
production of
subsequent
PASIC, which in return for collecting and disseminating such data asks that reprints and
notices of individual plans be voluntarily contributed and initiated.

II.

AREAL TOPICS

II.A. General
appeared. The history by Carano
Two histories
"."u.II"",.£(1964) is more
of a capsuled
rewarding than
(1964) that provides
prehistory of
and Sanchez present a brief
resume than
of sources. The series
Guam drawn
Spoehr (1963)
provides an
the commercial and scientific
Germans in
Micronesia at the end of the nineteenth century that concentrates on the House of Godeffroy
and the career of J.S. Kubary.
Four popular travel journals provide a rewarding view of Micronesian personalities and
their problems during the time-span of this report. The early tour by the New York Times's
Trumbull (1959) throughout the area is complemented by the experiences of an associate
justice of the High Court of the U.S. Trust Territory and his wife (Toomin 1963) and by
the more limited adventures of the novelist Ullman (1963). In all three works, a few pages
are devoted
Nan Matol. The superficial
Borden (1961:
30-79, 152-1(0)
area, but in a rather breathless
the suntemples, forts,
Matol (1961: 70-']1), a south
more than a
II.B. Intra-Areal
For the record, let me cite my thesis (Chapman 1964), already mentioned in AP VIII,
1: 8 [and soon to be published by Social Science Research Institute as a number in the Asian
and Pacific Archaeology Series], which these Micronesia reports are intended to supplement.
While revision towards publication continues, copies are available as noted. Lessa (1962)
has made a valuable start in the immense task of collecting the sources for early descriptions
of Micronesian culture and analyzing them for content, accuracy, and usefulness in anthropological studies.
missionary, and commercial
should be
tackled on an
before legitimate accounts
contact can be
Spurred by
Tenth Pacific Science
Atoll Research
Bulletins, researchers
an increasing interest in
man in his
implications for culture history
discussions
of atoll subsistence and
, in the effects of, and upon, social structure encountered

Asian Perspectives,
isolated, small
. and
agricultural and material-culture
necessitated by varying ecological systems. A broad guide to such environments was drawn up by
Wiens (1962), and while human ecology was finally left to a concluding chapter, man's part
in the ecology crops up throughout the book that is devoted to a "dissection of the landscape
the physical
biological
the coral
. [towards]
understanding
stage on
his prospects. . (Wiens 1962'
Barrau's fine
subsistence
and
practices (I
and the lists
of vernacular names for flora and fauna (Goo and Banner 1963) are valuable references for
fieldwork. Mason's views (1962) on the values of an interdisciplinary approach to anthropology and geography are well-illustrated in the interesting conclusions by Alkire (1960)
found that
chOIce of crops
the distribution
the population
of more
low islands.
adjustment
were the natural conditions of high
out the powerful determinants
natural environment operating
on coral atolls, particularly in rainfall differential that affects the presence and success of
human and other biological populations. This point is raised also by Goodenough (1963a)
in his description of the changes on Onotoa, Gilbert Islands, that resulted from an opportunity
fact that the Gilhertese responded
in the way
import wood
canoes:
did shows that equilibrium of the precolonial economic
social system
maintained
features
to the culture
inherent in
org-anization,
limitation
of the natural environment... As soon as the environmental limitation could be circumvented,
existing values led to changes in practice and to the series of economic and social adjustments
outlined. "
Reasons for the abandonment of
prehistoric
(1964:
of protein Uv"~''"'U'"'1
contributed to
mortality and
eventual evacuation to more
climes.
McKnight (1964) provided a popular account of the variety and background ofhandicrafts
currently for sale in the Trust Territory and a short account of the contributions of Hijikata
in this regard while he was in Palau (1964: 38-39).
Inter-Areal

Awkward as
may be, "peopling" connotes more nearly
indefinite and
fragmentary nature of the settlement of Micronesia and the Pacific than does the use of
"origin" and "migration." Certainly, the indications of this movement appear in a fragmentary way, as we may note in examining a host of papers covering linguistics, blood grou ps,
and
material
and folklore.
(1962:
Palauan and Chamorro languages
northern
of IN
and notes
most writers
Nauru as
(Micronesian)
as well as Yap ("rather doubtfully"). CapeUlists the following as "true MC languages":
Tobi, Sonsorol, Ulithi, Truk, Ponape, Kusaie, Marshalls, and Gilberts. He further analyzes
in this survey the various theories of Austronesian movements (1962: 393-396). Points raised
et al. (1965), wherein Hamp
comments
report were discussed later by
the ceremonial languages,
the only
allusion to an
problem: ". .
cultures either
two separate
basically, extensive
has marked
off one well-defined style from everyday language" (Cowan et al. 1965: 221).
It is Dyen, however, who has provided the largest corpus for discussion. Assigning a
homeland of a linguistic family to an area in which the genetically most diverse members of
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family are to be
his studies of over half of the AN (Austronesian)
spoken
in Oceania led to a homeland around New Britain, the facing coast of New Guinea, and the
archipelagoes to the southeast (1962: 38,44), from whence a spread began before ("possibly
well before") 2500 B.C. (1962: 46). His data were privately published (Dyen 1963) and were
to a wider
by Murdock's (1964) analysis)
can now
followed with
ret,Arenrp to the data
more available
(Dyen 1965).
V"'"I-'''''U, Trukese, Wolean,
and Kusaiean
placed in
subfamily
Carolinian of the Austronesian linkage. While Yap and Nauru are placed with this linkage,
Palau an and Chamorro are separately tied in with the Malayopolynesian linkage (Dyen 1965:
33-35,39-41). Gilbertese has high percentage sharings with the Carolinian and the PolyneHeonesubfamilies that
an argument
placing the Carolinian subfamily
part of the ,I\rlalayopolynesian
(Oyen 1965' ) Murdock
under
of the Tri-Institutional
Program,
study was
with the hope that ethnologists and archaeologists would turn to fruitful areas of investigation that were implied by the results of his study (Dyen 1965: 14). It is here that our real
concern in this report should lie. From this Melanesian homeland, connections are implied
h •• r,nc.,,,, eastern Micronesia and the New I Ichrides, and
cast-tn-west movement clearly
starting
the Kusaie-Ponape-Marshalls-(iilbcrts area;
Carolinian
from Truk
west stem
the Ponapo
(Dyen 1965:
Further
suggestions concern "a westward migration of the Carolinian languages through Micronesia
and a northwestward migration from western Micronesia to Formosa" (Murdock 1964:
123, citing Dyen 1963: 83-84), while another movement, "probably from Palau and/or
: 54).
settled North
and also
and Southern Mindanao"
Concentrations of culture-history research
Micronesian implications arc
; for Palau an influences in the
New Hebrides,
Kusaie
neo, and North Celebes; and for Formosa.
Grace (Chang, Solheim, and Grace 1964: 367-368) concurs that "with the exception of
Palauan and Chamorro, ... all of the languages of Micronesia belong to a single group which
closest relations
languages
New Hebrides .. The languages Yap and
are generally
but I believe, nevertheless,
belong
Micronesian
... These relations indicate
movement
the New
Hebrides to Micronesia ... which must have taken place by the time of Christ, and probably
considerably before ... The most significant movements after approximately 1500 B.C.
probably led to the establishment of Malaya-Polynesian languages in Fiji, Polynesia, (most
of) Micronesia, and Madagascar. .. The author
that those [movements]
to Polynesia,
to most of Micronesia originated
the New
" J.L.
adds the
comments on glottochronological inferences for Truk
Ponape:
" ... The estimated date of split would be around 1080 B.C. It is my impression that these
two languages are more closely related to each other than to other major languages in eastern
Micronesia: Kusaiean, Marshallese, Gilbertese, and Nauru. A considerable time depth for
differentiation of the Micronesian
is suggested. (Chang, Solheim,
Grace
. 388). Goodenough (I963b) has
"evidence
indicate that
exof the
consonants
can be
in terms of
loss and
analogical extension of the new patterns resulting from such loss ... [and] need not be
regarded as a problem in reconstructing Proto-Malayo-Polynesian." The summary by the
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Grace, and
UC;~,CHJ") (1964)
views of
is too short
provide any
additional clarification.
The paper by Simmons (1962) was summarized from manuscript in AP v, I: 82. Micronesians from Rongelap in the Marshalls were found (Steinberg et a1. 196x) to have a high
and Gm,like
no Gm"-points shared with Africans tested, but
frequency of Gm a ,
samples
study of more populations are
before any
statements
concerning the
and racial distribution of
factors can
made." Corrections to Table 2 in this report appeared later (Steinberg 1966). Incidence of the sexlinked, incompletely dominant trait studied by Kidson and Gajdusek (1962) is high among
Thais and Filipinos, very low among Malays and Indonesians, and variable in groups of
Melanesians. Test
were also variabJe in Micronesia:
Angaur,
Koror,
percent; Ifalik,
and
percent.
conclude that
distribution of
trait among
peoples is considerable
interest,
studies of it
may-like blood group studies-provide evidence beanng on population movements and
origins in this region" (1962: 6r). A related study laudably reports that "ancestral relationships among different aboriginal populations of the Western Pacific are being examined.
If
ancestry of
defined in terms several common
markers,
comparison
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Parkinsonism-dementia
other neurologieal diseases. . .
facilitate the
of genetic
non-genetic
disease-producing factors (Plato, Cruz, and Kurland 1964). A broad examination of the
findings of physical anthropology in relation to Micronesian culture history, such as that
assayed by Simmons (1962) for Polynesians would be most welcome, but it would seem that
must first
broader samplings of traits and
Barrau (1960;
and Coenen
Barrau
and seeded
of breadfi"uit)
Artocarpus mariatmensis Trt:cul, found on Guam
some uninhabited islands in Palau. Its characteristic reddish hairiness at the veination of the leafis found
in a number of cultivated varieties throughout Micronesia, suggesting hybridization through
man's introduction of the wild variety from west to east. The widest varietal range of bread(over 50 varieties
locally
occurs 111
and Ponape.
broader
out that
hybridization) the gradual
more detailed examination (1960)
diffusion of genes
one population another, can
for the
vanatIOn
exhibited by the material from Micronesia, particularly the great number of varieties from the
eastern area: this pattern can be seen as "a somewhat random recombination of characters
of the two species, Artocarpus altitis and A. mariannensis" (1960: II 0). The forms interof leaf-cutting
amounts of
mediate between
are mainly distinguished by
leaf-pubescence.
these forms
"varieties"
by the locaJ
differing
mariannensis,
significantly
fruits.
responsible
transport
A. altilis, and their horticultural varieties across the Pacific from west to east, and Fosberg
concludes that the "absence [of A. mariannensis], and absence of hybrids involving its characters, in Polynesia may be taken as evidence of infrequency or lack of contacts between
the idea that Micronesia was
Micronesia and
These
likewise fail to
eastward
I).
association
suggested by
(1963) between
Marianas
areas of the
Philippines, Celebes, and Java on the basis of rice cultivation, found in irrigated and dry fields
by the first European voyagers to the Marianas. Yawata cites similarities in methods of
cultivation, types of rice, and in means of storage.
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general
for
Chang
Solheim, and
1964:
373,375) lists some of the characteristics of his Southeastern Tradition, close to and "susceptible to northern assimilation, which he views as the general homeland in China" for the early
segments of the Pacificinhabitants." Solheim (1963) gives a brieflist of traits connected with
Jomon times Japan to
adzes, and
gear which
Proto-Jomon
the
Carolines,
further areas of Melanesia and Eastern Oceania.
is expanded
make the
points
Solheim, and
1964:
4°1-403): a Middle Jomon source is suggested for the lenticular adze, coiling and ring-building pottery techniques, and circumpolar fishing gear that found their way over the routes just
mentioned; Marianas redware dates too early to tie in with similar Philippine red-slipped
impressed
but suits
Middle
times both in
and in
time; the
and the lenticular adze probably
Melaneliia
Microaround 1000 BL
earlier, and
assume
Admiralties
northern
New Guinea would have received the first penetrations of this pottery from the north. The
view is also offered (1964: 382, 384) that while Palau's coiling techniques are related to
eastern Indonesia and other high-percentage coiling areas, Yap's later paddle and anvil
(following
influences
came in
the Visayan
in the
with descendents of Sa-huynh-Kalanay pottery
around
500-1000.
impressed
on Philippine
Jomon
ware were
limefilled as was the pottery found in the Marianas is a most intriguing question for future solution.
The argument that shell adzes were made in the Pacific as an ada ptation to the inavailabili ty
of stone was shaken a bit by the excavation of a burial of the Early Neolithic period reported
Duyong Cave,
Philippines
Fox (1963 :6,
A charcoal
of 4360±
was established
this burial.
adzes of Tridacna
hinge
Philippines
made shell
knowwith this burial. "Neolithic man
ledge of the use of this medium could have been carried out into the Pacific World." Evangelista's Philippines regional report in AP VII, 1-2: 54 and Plate Ia documents the find.
In an examination of literature on megaliths, Fleming (1963) offers the suggestion of a
China to
Luzon to
Melanesia
Guinea; the
Guinea
received similar ll1iluences from
and China
Megaliths
seen as
of a series of
from
carried the
ancestral
fertility. "
Lessa's (1961) compilation and analysis offolktales from Ulithi Atoll was summarized by
Smith in AP IV (I -2: 95) prior to its publication, and we offer here only the correct reference
to

lID. Programs
Osborne (1962) urged that attention be paid to Philippines-Micronesian relationships
in the planning of future research, that Malaysian data be better related to helping solve the
problems of western Micronesian affiliations-particularly in the area of the Moluccas and
and indicated
in his view I
efforts towards
Ponape, and
should
be
to these requirements.
Spoehr's
overview of developments
aud
avenues of
to the
Micronesia
a few specific suggestions
(1966: 631-633): that migrations into Micronesia be worked out, that carefully prepared
reports of stratigraphically excavated sites be tackled, and that clarification of marine adaptations be worked on, particularly the influences from Southeast Asia and neolithic Japan.

Asian Perspectives,
paper directed Central American problems of
(Kaplan
provides
reference to sites on Ponape and in the Marianas. Kaplan stresses the possibility that small
groups mobilized at the sociopolitical level of chiefdoms might have been capable over time
of constructing most of the larger monumental structures. His point implies strong support
Spoehr's call
well-chosen, stratigraphically
sites:
substantial
evidence "clearly indicates that the monumental structures were built up
what seems
been a
of time,
no need to
that great
hordes ... were involved, at any given time, in their construction ... Unless we can be more
precise in our estimates of how these man-hours were distributed over time, any attempts to
derive the size or character of political units from the size or number of the structures in
is highly
(Kaplan: 401).
number of
may be set to
archaeological
in Micronesia, implied by
of Middle Jomon circlequestions
the papers
above:
impressed, red-slipped ware with Marianas and Philippines (were any lime-filled impressions
found other than at the Marianas?); stratigraphic proofs of the passage of coil and ring-built
pottery and the lenticular adze from the north [= Japan?] via western Micronesia before 1000
, relationships
these and other materials between western Micronesia and the Admiralties-North
area; courses
which
fishing
entered and
through Micronesia on to
; archaeological ties between
Micronesia
and the Banks-New Hebrides area in support of linguistic evidence; early clarification of
relationships of pottery found on Ponape by the Siidsee Expedition (1908-1910) and the
Japanese, and affirmation of pottery in archaeological contexts in eastern Micronesia.

Dating
Shutler (1962)
discussed in this
seven dates
Yap and two
the Marianas
from the point of view of consistency and methodology. With regard to Yap, however, the
analysis by Smith in his last report (AP v, I: 82-83) is far more detailed and should be placed
as a sort of errata sheet in all copies of the Giffords' Yap report. The world survey by J eJinek
is sufficiently described in the bibliography.

III.

ISLAND GROUPS

1I1.A. West Carolines
Materials included
eIMA
Investigation
Micronesian Anthropology]
1960) written
a different
number
appeared in abbreviated form
audience. Brief
is made of
money
and shrines
79-80).
McKnight (1960) has examined the place of bread fruit in Palau an culture. Legends indicate
some antiquity for the plant, though it was apparently never a primary staple. Its greater
importance was recognized, however, on low islands and islands to the south and southwest.
seeded
among the
recognized in
identified
altilis
.Ieminifera
fl)llowing Barrau·
mention
of A. marillmU:l1sis (see II.C.).
variety,
locally, is
common on
central high
but occurs in
great number throughout the limestone islands and on Kayangel, Peleliu, and Angaur.
Furthermore, it is a traditional crop on Sonsorol, Pulo Ana, Merir, and Tobi and is said to be
the most ancient of the varieties found in the Palaus. It is specifically pointed out as being
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more tolerant of salt (halophytic) than the other varieties. A specialty of Peleliu is a recipe
for the preservation of breadfruit that involves communal
. it is the
recipe known
applied to
locally which
a full year. The recipe,
two other fruits
presently-abandoned
limestone islands
between Korar
and expanded data
movement of
seeded, halophytic
breadfruit would be valuable.
McKnight
in another vein, on rock
pamtmgs
Melanesian than
paintings showed no immediate
commonly found on community houses, but they might have been a characteristic art style
brought in from Melanesia and the Philippines by clans ancestral to those now in Palau.
Changes in Palauan ceremonial custom (Micronesian Reporter 1963) have resulted from
steps taken by the Japanese and the present administration to reduce the amounts of food
produced for feasts, thereby reducing the size of reciprocal gifts of money by the man's clan
to his wife's clan. Four ceremonies for funerals and births that have been affected are described.
Pottery manufacture
appearance of surface sherds
by Hijikata
(1960) with reference
diaries. Spatula, shell, and
on vessels with
basal supports, no handles,
rim for hanging.
destroyed accidentally after
1962 paper in
also contains a brief resume
survey,
"historical column" of periods.
pottery types,
The comments on Palauan money by R.W. and M. Force (1963) constitute a slightly con~
densed version of the paper in JP S 68, 1,40-44, by the senior author only. This was summarized by Smith in AP IV, 1-2: 96-97.
Six articles by Inez de Beauclair bear some examination, as a number of topics are repeatedly touched upon. Her attention has focused on beads and crescentic tokens of value
on Yap and Palau (1963a; 1963d); on the relationship of Yap with Palau (1963a: 1,3-4;
I963b: 150-151), and with the Marianas (1962: 76; 1963a: Ij I963h: 152); on aspects ofa
megalithic culture
; 1963C: 71); on the
and stone
(1963c: 76);
structures on
magicians' practices and
and, finally among
relevance, the influence
70"73,77, 79, 81; 1963e).
north and east
Defngin (1961)
traditional tale of the first
(rai) from
Palau, shaped
emphasizes the value placed
Babelthuap and
from Guam over those pieces mined locally in Tomil, Yapa. He further describes (1962)
exchanges of money and valuables at weddings and dance contests performed by families
and by communities. Also dealing with Yap, Gilmar (1963) discusses seven types of watercraft, of which four are no longer in existence, and the effects of road development on the
villages of Yap.

III.B. Marianas
A popular
introduction to the questions
Marianas (Beaty
some of the more important
Thompson, and
trench excavated at Taga,
(Pellett and
corroborative evidence for
Red (early) and
pottery, with an additional
lime-filled ware. The decoration had been applied to Marianas Red material,

raised in the
Hornbostel,
by Pellett
of Marianas
impressed,
and the hope
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is expressed that other instances of this ware (most likely from the Philippines) will help
clarify relationships of neighboring island groups.
is adequately
Yawata's
Iornbostel's records at
were first presentappeared in APv (Yawata
Congress (AP v, I:
of the retention
already been summarized
the bibliography.
(1962) explored the social
language choice to
group
finding the order
Chamorro, English,
Central Caroline dialects, Japanese, German, and Philippine languages.

III.C. East Carolines
Having checked L.H. Gulick's missionary letters, Fischer (1964) finds evidence, contrary
to the opinion of Hambruch, that Nan Matol was abandoned before mission influence, not
owing to it. Political fission following the overthrow of the Sau Deleurs and depopulation
following
accounted for the abandonment
except a limited
number
were then gradually put
pressure. He sees
under a unified political
one thousand
from the rest of Po nape's
20-35,000 (1964: 52).
Reporter 1963) mentions the
excavation done by
Evans,
at Nan Matol in
team reported
tentative findings at the American Anthropological Association meetings that autumn, but
no publication has as yet resulted. Two popular and rather uneven summaries of the history
and appearance of Nan Matol (Brandt 1962, De Camp 1964) have been offered. Finally,
McKnight (1964) has written an interesting account of site maintenance at Nan Matol, supported by the Ponape legislature, a partial result of which is the fashioning of shell-disc
crowns and necklaces from leads provided only by the surface finds themselves.
CIMA's report 13 on the material culture of Truk (LeBar 196¢) has finally come into
illustrations. Portions
print with
coverage of its topic and
on house
were presented earlier
is unknown
on Truk,
on the appropriate (though
might be profitable: a
"mixing a particular kind
found on only a
49; 1963: 62). Basalt is
and polishing, but
suspended, free-swinging
trees is described,
however (I964b: 7, 9, II). LeBar (1964a) also presents the interesting results of following
Malinowski's dictum to collect statistical documentation by concrete evidence: over 50
types of goods, totaling 2600 for the 230 members of the Romonum community in 53 residential units, were recorded in 1947-1948 by quantity owned, place of origin, and name, age,
and sex of maker iflocally obtained. Changes over time are then examined, relative to materials, standard ofliving, and specializations.
to have signifInterested
"the
of those sociocultural
German colonial
reactions of Trukese
looks to three sets of antecedent
account for the
on Truk, rebellion on
social structure,
cultural
Clifton suggests
aeeulturative contacts with aliens.
was limited by small
by the power of
that the
with basic dependency and security orientations of Trukese charac-
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tel' Alternatively, the
placed
on rivalrous
and
tradition
of self-determination, achievement motivation, and equalitarian distribution of traditional
rewards.
Through an examination of the mnemonics associated with place names of Nukuoro Atoll
and
surrounding
Carroll
uncovered considerable evidence
these
represent accretions to the
the form
islands built
hand
of
Since
is not
thought of as
part
technical
resources available to the inhabitants of insular Oceania, this evidence is thought to be
significant." Presently unexploited, the land ownership of other islets reflects the possibility
that they "provided in certain seasons a more convenient base from which to collect and dry
year." The
of man-made
the
the
which were
other times
described
them up,
temporary
the exploitation made of
them, the establishment of
ownership based
who first
land
productive, and the implications of the study of place names to distinguish artificial from natural islets all have significance for the future of atoll archaeology.

IILD,

jj;f arshalls

dissertation
includes
on
grammar,
and
a
and gazetteer,
present as
and
as possible
names the
Marshallese people have in their oral tradition for the places in their habitat they deem worthy
of naming, and to indicate the relation of these names to other elements and the systems and
patterns of their language, and secondarily, to their culture" (1963: vii). The work has since
been under revision,
publication remains indefinite.
recognized
named sub-varieties of Artocarpus
var.
Mackenzie (1960)
var. semimfi:ra,
seeded breadfruit already
seedless
and 4 of A,
mentioned in connection with Mcknight's work in Palau. The seeded subvariety majwaan
is "grown and found on almost all the atolls in the Marshalls ... [and] is also the most resistant to brackish water and the hardiest grower" (1960: 3). Most of the varieties eaten are
","C,UH,~~. and this brief
concentrates methods of propagation, harvest,
(1963)
that selection pandanus was'
for thatch
fruit pulp for
almost
Gilbert, and certain Caroline islands ... and perhaps formerly the Tuamotus, [while]
Pandanus cultivars selected for leaf-characters occur not only in this area but in a much
wider area farther to the west, east, and south" (1963: 61). An indication of the cultural
over
Pandanus
size of the vocabulary referring
it: 123
Marshalls, and
200 in the
word groups with deof movement. Propagafinite referents useful tracing language differentiation
tion, nutritive values, and other uses are also discussed, and an appendix gives a cultivar
index and distribution of names by atoll. The paper has been revised from that presented
at the Tenth Pacific Science Congress, noted in AP v, 1: 81.
Marshallese wave
those serving
science models
are
Davenport
1964) and
in practical
with the
illustrativc
the wavc
one finds at increasing distances from land, as well as the wave action that may be noticed as
one approaches other islands. I have not examined the article by Davis (1964).
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IILE. Gilberts
meeting
in APv, .

the clan in the
to publication

(1963) of the Gilbertese
well-known document,
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M, Ha'atuatu site, Nukuhiva,
Marquesas Islands: a, exterior surfaces;
h, interior surfaces.
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X

YSTEMAT I C archaeological investigation

by the Bishop Museum in cooperation with
the University of Auckland, the Canterbury Museum, the University of Otago, and
the Fiji Museum has been in progress since 1962, with financial support furnished
the National Science Foundation of the United States, The first three-year Program of
1'"lun;>c,",n Archaeological Research
at the end
Fehruary 1965,
this
n',,,,-v,,:u period,
were lllldertaken in the
Islands,
Marquesas
Islands, American and Western Samoa, Rarotonga in the Cook Islands, Pitcairn Island,
Kambara Island in the Lau group, and on Tongatapu in the Tonga group. The preliminary
reports on the fieldwork have been completed by the investigators and mimeDgraphed fDr
limited distribution,
of the reports
been published
the New Zeala/ld Archaeoand the
of the Polynesian Society (see
1966, the
Science FOlllldatiDn granted
Museum
additiDnal
two years of cDntinued research. This time, the grant was an interdisciplinary research
project for archaeolDgy and linguistics in Polynesian culture history. The University Df
hawaii, the University of Auckland, the University of Otago, and Fiji Museum are part" of
in the program, At the special symposium, "Prehistoric Culture in
Congress
TDkyD in
the mDsl
results
the Eleventh Pacific
oflthese investigations
reported
discussed by
investigators. The sympDsium
papers are nDW in the process of being published by the Bishop Museum. The speakers and
their subjects are as follows:
Melanesia
Arehaeologicall-'rn,cn'"'l't" for Melanesia
GolsDn,
Archaeological Excavations in Southern Melanesia
Richard Shutler, Jr., and Mary Elizabeth Shutler, Hawaii
Recent Results from the Sigatoka Archaeological Program
Bruce Palmer, Fiji
Insular Sand
from the Southwest Pacific
William R.
and Richard
Jr., Hawaii
Micronesia
Guam Prehistory: A Preliminary Field Report

;; Anthropologist, Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu.
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Fred M. Reinman, U.S. Mainland
Nukuoro: Archaeology on a Polynesian Outlier in Micronesia
Janet
Zealand
Japanese
Micronesian Archaeology
Culture
Peter
Mainland
Polynesia
.Vf",u~t,(H,C' on Tongatapu
Jens
Samoan Fortifications and Monumental Architecture from Specific Examples
Stuart D. Scott, U.S. Mainland
West Polynesian Prehistory
Roger C. Green, New Zealand
Position of the Marquesas Islands in East Polynesian Prehistory
Yosihiko H. Sinoto, Hawaii
Archaeology of the Cook Islands
Zealand

nlv","!VH'''HI'''' as Revealed through
Kenneth P. Emory, Hawaii
Summary
Problems of Oceanic Archaeology
Alexander Spoehr, U.S. Mainland
Bishop Museum also received a grant from the National Science Foundation in June 1964
for "Archaeological Investigations in the Hawaiian Islands" for a period of two and onehalf years,
1966, several surveys were
of Hawaii, and
an extensive
started in the Kahikinui
of Maui.

FIELDWORK

Marquesas Islands
I carried out the third consecutive field trip by the Bishop Museum to the Marquesas
Islands assisted by Marimari Kellum between August and December 1965. The first part
of the fieldwork was spent prospecting sites on Tahuata and Hivaoa Islands in the southern
group, Although small, 2 promising shelter sites were found on the northern coast ofHivaoa
and will be excavated on the next field trip in the fall of I96-;. The major part of the fieldwork was undertaken at Hane Dune site, Uahuka Island, and was a continuation of the
excavation
and Kellum 1965; Sinoto
of the excavamanufacturing tools,
numerous fishhooks,
heads (Plate I), tatooing
artifacts from
The results of the
additional data that
sequence established
strengthened
were mapped and surveyed
of reconstructing
structures
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their sequence· and comparing the results with the coastal sequence. Test pits in the Hatuana
site, 6 km west
more than roo fishhooks and files, The hook types suggest
contemporary with the
Hane Dune
that the site was
site (about A.D.
The last three
at Ha'atuatua, Nukuhiva
extensive coastal
site had been
by Robert C. Suggs in
clarify the
nature of the
stratigraphy, test pits
nearly twenty
locations. The
revealed that there were at least 13 independent sites that ranged in their
cultural content from Suggs's Settlement to the Classic periods, despite the fact that Suggs's
postulated non-occupation of the area to the later periods (Suggs 1962: 63-64). Found on
the surface at Location M, 90 m south of Suggs's Location A (Plate II), were 3 small undecorated potsherds.
Society Islands
In March
of the Bishop Museum, nr,',c.-.p!,!,,,,,,
Some of the
Bishop Museum's local
indicated
comparable to the Maupiti
a possibility of
islets off the
east coast of
for these sites led Emory
pendant on the
This pendant was the
confirmed existence of
Raiatea as
group of the
had been expected. A short trip to excavate on Iriru islet was made by Emory and myself
in the end of 1966. A thorough research and test excavations revealed no evidence of burials
or occupation sites. They also mapped several marae, council platforms, and house sites at
the mouth of Ha'apapara Valley on the southeast coast of Raiatea.
Tuamotu Islands

An archaeological reconnaissance of sites and marae on Rangiroa atoll, western Tuamotu
Islands, was
of the French
1965. A detailed

restored by Jose Garanger
Overseas Scientific and
published (Garanger and

members
in 1964 and

Western Samoa

Archaeological
most fully undertaken
led by Roger
Green, of the University of Auckland. Stuart Scott, of the University of New York at Buffalo,
undertook a detailed investigation of a large mound and adjacent structures in the Palauli
district on Savaii Island. He excavated fortifications at Luatuanu'u and explored other sites
on Upolu. Scott returned to Savaii in the summer of 1966 to complete the survey and the
excavations of mounds, including star-shaped mounds. In September 1965, Janet Davidson,
of the University of Auckland and Auckland Institute and Museum, continued detailed
mapping
sites on Upolu. Two areas
one at Falesa
Village and the
Samoan Trust Estates
October 1966,
continue her survey
Aleipata District. Results
and test
excavations in
the basic information
of Samoan
sites in different
conditions and laid the basis
settlement patterns. The excavations were done by Green from December 1966 to March
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the southwest end of Ouvca,
collected
pottery from
mainland.
A similar survey was conducted on Mare in 1964, with the recording of a number of old
village sites, caves, rock-shelters, stone monuments, and some pottery, apparently from
the tIe de Pins.

Island
June and
1967, a
naval and
expedition,
Luc
F. Chevalier, made two trips to Walpole Island, which lies some distance northeast of New
Caledonia. They recovered some Melanesian and Polynesian artifacts in an apparent stratified situation, in which the Polynesian artifacts were below the Melanesian. The inferences
situation are
material along
shell and
axes and
recovered from
mining
in the 1920S
publication
F. Chevalier
me. This
expedition to
in the
Pacific Island Monthly (PIM: Dunn 1967).
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rapid progress of New Zealand archaeology reported by Owen Wilkes (AP VIII,
I, 103-106, and AP IX: 63-72) has continued, and techniques of field excavation,
recording, and laboratory analysis are becoming more sophisticated. The overall inour knowledge
New Zealand prehistory is
erratic beeause much of
is being done
individual groups of volunteers
the country, although
trends
archaeological
and concept
guided largely
the New
Zealand Archaeological Association and the provincial museums and universities.
HE

NEW
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thought is
given to
statistical analyses of artifact types and
varieties. Most previous investigations into Polynesian cultural succession have been based
on typology-whether a particular diagnostic artifact variety or feature was present in a
particular assemblage-and this approach has resulted in valuable work being done. In fact,
recently, our
knowledge of cultural succession
Zealand was
largely
typological
However,
increasing
result of
of both artifactual and faunal remains a statistical
are leading
detailed
interpretations.
A great deal is being written (and still more said) on the divers systems of cultural divisions
and the validity of the criteria on which they are based, yet little agreement has been reached
terminology divisions. One
principal reasons
this lack
appears
a cultural
worked
one particular
cannot be
another
the country.

Conference
The biennial conference of the New Zealand Archaeological Association was combined
anthropology
of the Eleventh New Zealand Science Congress
by
Society of
Zealand, held
Auckland in
1965.
presented
into one
groups:
(a) archaeological work in the southwest Pacific;
.. Archaeologist, Canterbury Museum, Christchurch, New Zealand.

Asian Perspectives,
(b) classic
culture and
contact;
(c) new archaeological techniques; or
(d) reports of recent New Zealand research.
Many of the papers have been, or shortly will be, published in the Association's Newsletter
. other publications.

Fieldwork
North Island
During the past year, six sites have been investigated in the Auckland area and some
have involved large-scale excavations. The Tairua Moa-hunter site (Smart and Green 1962)
Coromandel
(not to be confused with Tal
North
been reinand two
operations
threatened pa
by R.C
One of these
previously
investigated
Golson (1961)
obtained the
earliest radiocarbon date known for a defensive earthwork in New Zealand, and further dating
is planned by F.W. Shawcross. The other site was excavated by M. Nicholls and R. Oppenheim near Whangarei. During Easter, J.E. Terrell and Shawcross excavated a beach
on Ponu!
in the Hauraki
and
investigations
prehistoric
eCOl1()my and
were carried
\Vaikato Rivcr mouth, Green
out a
excavation
185 sq.
(approximately
sq. ft.) of a
complex of pits and terraces. Shawcross and N.M. Roe excavated a Moa-hunter (Archaic)
site at the foot of Mount Camel in the Houhora area. This is not only the northern-most
site associated with moa-hunting, but also the most northerly excavation to have been carried
New Zealand.
a surface
sq. m (over
ft.)
examined
largest area excavated on an
fur the material culture which
this is by
been found
its closeness
to the famous Wairau Bar site
1956). The
economy of the inhabitants was based on the sea, especially on fish, but also on sea mammals,
but, unquestionably, some moas were being hunted as well. However, the most important
discovery is the clear evidence for the nature of the settlement, which appears to have been
oval
each was a
cooking area
working and
up of several
unknown
preparation
form of timber-frame house, of
During the summer months of 1964-1965, an expedition from Otago University, led by
L.M. Groube, conducted excavations at Paeroa pa site on Moturua Island in the southern
Bay of Islands. This pa had been sacked in 1772 by French marines who made valuable
and the
of the
expedition
to obtain
descriptions of
needed confirmation of the French
of the PIt.
planted
threatened to
any evidence
the soil and necessitated immediate investigation (Groube 1964,
196sa). Reoccupation of the site since the French plan was made appeared to have left very
little of the original village undisturbed (Groube 1966), and attention was shifted to a hillslope area that showed evidence of agricultural activity. Here, excavation disclosed long
of artificial
soil (shingle
soil) demarcated deep drains and earlier buried
artHicial garden
presumed to be associated with
cultivation. Radiocarbon analysis
of charcoal in the
soil gave a
of A,D. 8oo±90,
the earliest
for human
occupation in New Zealand yet obtained-one comparable date is of charcoal from an oven
at Redcliffs, Christchurch, which is reported as A.D. 78o±6S, but it is doubtful that either
is reliable.
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In South Taranaki
other districts throughout the
field
of sites has
continued, and two Moa-hunter campsites, one of which contained the bones of six species
of moa, have been investigated. Specimens of oven stones were obtained for residual magnetstudies
J. Gellen.
Work on
the Wellington Archaeological
has
under way
six years and initial surveys are nearly completed (Daniels I96S). A Moa-hunter period site
near Foxton has been excavated, and some salvage work has been done on a disturbed site at
Paremata
yielded cultural remains dating back to very
times. planned program
excavation has now
started
the
aim
determining the occupation
sequence in the area. It is known that Moa-hunter and Classic elements were present, but their
precise relationship is not clear. A radiocarbon date of A.D. I436±48 for a Moa-hunter site
Paremata
obtained from a sample submitted the Institute of Nuc1car Science,
Hutt.

South Island
The Nelson group have resumed excavations
small fishing campsite
lower levels date to the Moa-hunter
but
not to
earliest
Like
similar sites in the South Island (ct. Trotter 1965b), the most important artifacts found are
fishooks, while other diagnostic material is rare (adzes form only I percent of the artifacts
from this site). Both one-and two-piece hooks made of moa bone are common. ].R. Eylcs is
quarries the district.
continuing
investigations of
Salvage work on sites threatened with destruction by curio hunters and public works comprised most of the field activities in Canterbury and North Otago, and excavation has been
undertaken on four separate sites, all of which had Moa-hunter associations. With the creaof an artificial lake imminent in
Waitaki
for
production,lorganized,
for the Canterbury Museum, a site survey of the 5,000 acres to be inundated. Three sites were
recorded in the bed of the proposed lake, two of which were already largely destroyed. The
third was a Moa-hunter camping and cooking area, and a test area of IT sq. m (120 sq. ft.)
excavated. The numerous bones three
of moa
the rough artifacts obtained
confirmed earlier reports of the scale ofinland moa-hunting in the Waitaki Valley (Duff 1956:
271-272). Investigations were completed at Moa-hunter sites at Bromley, Christchurch,
and Hampden, North Otago, and are continuing at Moa-Bone Point Cave in Christchurch.
number of important radiocarbon
have been obtained
T.A. Rafter, of the Institute
of Nuclear Seiences, Lower Hutt, from moa
samples collected
the Canterbury
Museum. Rafter has established a reliable method of dating the collagen in the bone, disregarding the carbonate that may be affected by air contamination, and he has obtained confirming dates from
of other contemporaneous
both
occupied
use
barbed two-piece fishhooks and the survival of
prehuman deposits. The
species of moa and other extinct birds in the fourteenth- to the sixteenth-century period
is now well established in North Otago (see Trotter 1965b,c). Recently obtained dates for
significance will be discussed in
archaeological sites include those listed below;
pu blications:
Heaphy River, West Coast, Moa-hunter camp
Ototara Glen, North Otago, MCla-hunter camp
Tai
North
Moa-hunter camp
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A.D.
A.D.
A.D.

ISI8±70
1422±32
I447±32

Asian Pel'Jpectives,
Waimataital,
Otago, Moa-hunter camp
Katiki Point, North Otago, Classic pa site

13 24±3 0
A.D. 1739±S6

D. Simmons, of the Otago Museum, took a party of anthropology students to a site at
Papanui Beach, Otago Peninsula, where two shallow occupational layers were excavated.
sites in
Artifactual and
evidence from
lower layer
typical of late
while the
deposit contained Polynesian
faunal evidence that probably
dates to the early nineteenth century A.D. A small excavation was also made at the Shag River
site in North Otago to obtain material for radiocarbon analysis; the date supplied for the earliest occupation of the site is A.D. I I05±56.
In the summer of 1963-1964, Simmons led an expedition sponsored by the New Zealand
record the fast
lIistoric Places
and the Otago Museum to the Chatham Islands
disappearing
and to
an archaeological survey. Dates
now been
released for two archaeological deposits investigated; one at the extreme northwest tip of the
island that yielded artifacts oflate Moriori type has been dated ca. A.D. 1700, while the other
dates the abandonment of a cave near the lagoon as ca. A.D. 1689. This site contained 5 ft.
of deposit that included the bones of extinct birds.

Recording Scheme
The number of sites recorded under the New Zealand Archaeological Association site
recording scheme is steadily increasing, though there has been more activity in some areas
than in others. In co-operation with the National Historic Places Trust, the Association is
attempting to obtain permanent protection for important sites against destruction by vandalfrom public
private works.
total number archaeological
recorded in
district is as

1964
North Auckland (new area in 1965)
Auckland
Rotorua-Bay Plenty
Island
East Coast,
Waikato
Taranaki
Wanganui
Inland Patea
Hawkes Bay
Wellington
Marlborough
Canterbury
Otago

527
124
7
77
32 7

57

1965
342
668

7

107
440
57

14
21 3

440
9°
14
57
314

200

II

21 9
47

1966
369
698
23°

273
49

444

II6
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Salvage Archaeology
Papers and discussion at the extended general meeting of the New Zealand Archaeological

OTTE

:

New

I3 I

'~,"","U". 'H held at
Dominion Museum, Wellington,
June 1966,
devoted
to salvage archaeology and site protection. Throughout New Zealand, archaeological sites
are being endangered and, in some cases, destroyed by a number of causes-the main ones
are:
(b) national hydroelectric
, (c) road
natural causes-particularly
and river
Generally it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain archaeological data from sites
being dug by curio hunters and unskilled excavators, and in most cases there is little existing legislation that can be employed to prevent such loss. It is usually possible to record
and conduct
or rescue
on sites
to be destrovcd rendered
maccessible by
and private development works
Guming
provmg
is liaison
the bodies
individuals
and the arehaeologists.
Where natural causes are concerned, salvage work is often possible, and more complete
coverage of recorded sites is desirable for this purpose.

Site Recording Scheme
central file
of the New Zealand Archaeological
during
on the
disapreports that
nnmber of sites
pointing. With the exception of one or two districts, the impetus which developed over the
last few years appears to have been lost. The total number of archaeological sites recorded in
each district has already been presented in this report.

Fieldwork
Island
During the May university vacation, L.M. Grou be continued his work in the Bay ofIslands.
Problems in interpreting structural remains at Paeroa village have directed his attention to
"Te Kuri's Village," which is well located on early French maps, in the hope of finding
undisturbed house
(Groube
09-II I). I
the May excavations apvillage site,
further exploratory work will be
along
I I acres
Analysis of bone material from the Hohora Moa-hunter site (mentioned earlier in this
report) has been time consuming and it will be some months before the work is completed,
but the results should be rewarding. Already it has been possible to draw preliminary conabout the
importancc
sea mammals, and shellfish
economy
group.
Ngaroto,
mi. south Hamilton, the
the Waikato Archaeological
Group has shown that an island of about one and a quarter acres has been artifically constructed, similar to the crannogs of Ireland or the packwerkbauten of Switzerland. The great
numbers of thin floors uncovered show almost continual occupation from the Classic Maori
into European-contact times.
of the
Underwater
are ma submerged village in Lake
been built
peninsula
of stakes (still
up to I3
along two
(presumisland and has
ably for defensive purposes) and steep rocky cliffs elsewhere. The enclosed area is about
230 ft. by 50 ft., and the water level would have to be lowered some 30 ft. for it to be dry land
(Johnson and Calcott 1967).
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A Government grant has enabled T. Hosking, in cooperation with New Zealand Historic
Places Trust representative R.A. Batley, to carry out a full-time investigation of Maori and
early European
affected by the Tongariro
scheme. The
work comprises
mapping of sites, salvage
reinterment of
some human
The
Society has continued
comprising a midden with
containing a
attached to a larger
small scoop
defined. This unit appears
structure, perhaps 12 ft. by 6 ft., containing a hearth and scattered artifacts.

South Island
Work has been continued at Cable Bay by the Nelson Historical Society's Archaeological
Group; There are four occupational layers in the site being investigated, three Moa-hunter
and one Classic. The lower levels contain bones of three species of moa (Dinornis, Anomalopteryx, and
have been radiocarbon
. In May, the
Nelson team
in a cave in Triangle
Another Moa-hunter site
single occupation layer with
at Tahunanui;
bones
been radiocarbon dated
hy the CanterIn January
again in November, I
bury Museum Archaeological Society at Omihi near Kaikoura. Thirty-five 5 ft. squares
were excavated at this Classic period site, and some 4500 artifacts, mostly flakes of flint,
were recovered. An important feature of the site was the number of pits that had been dug at
the time of occupation. Some were 3 ft. across and more than 2 ft. deep, while others were
only a few inches in each dimension. Their purpose has not yet been determined.
During the year, the Canterbury Society has been excavating at a Classic village site near
Woodend. The exact nature of this site has not yet been determined, although there has
methods.
been considerahle
manufacture of nephrite
Much work
recording and mapping
of bones
analysis for determining
a very unreliable method
ditions.
eontemporaneity generally show
in the amount
of fluorine
ground water. A number
for Canterbury
and North Otago sites have been determined by the Institute of Nuclear Physics, Lower
Hutt. Some of the more important dates are as follows (the first three sites were mentioned
earlier) :
Ototara Glen, North Otago, Moa-hunter camp
Tai Rua, North Otago, Moa-hunter camp
Woolshed Flat, Waitaki Valley, Moa-hunter camp
Otago, Moa-hunter camp
Hampden
Otago
expedition
a number

eoncerned largely with the
near the head of Lake
site is also continuing.

A.D.
A.D.
A.D.

I483±70
I465±32; A.D. 1407±32
1457±70
exploitation. An
and mapped
of twenty paved
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HE small number of young and active archaeologists working in Australia are intensely
the
and clasinterested establishing sound methodological criteria
sification of stone implements and for the analysis of stratified assemblages so that
Europe. These archaeologists are
they may break away from the time-honored systems
loath to name their assemblages and prefer to compare the traits in eaeh layer of their sites;
they want to discard the side, side and end, double side, end, etc., subdivision of scrapers,
dimeusions, weight, length, and
and lump them all togeth{;r, comparing groups them
angle of trimmed edge and platform. They are examining the reasons for culture changeevolutionary, diffusional, euvironrn{;ntal,
human-in
they
investigating the
ecological setting and the geographical variations of assemblages throughout the continent.
Some of these methodological criteria can be determined through more expeditious publication of the results of field work; one cause for delay, of course, is the uncertainty of interpreting the finds of this pioneering and stimulating period of Australian prehistory.
this review, shall comment on the main archaeological developments that have been
published in the last two and one-half years. I concluded (I964a), as a result of the excavation
of
sites in the Capertee Valley of eastern New South Wal e.<; , that the Capertian and
Bondaian phases of my Eastern Regional Sequence illustrate the history of stone working in
this area from an early period (7360-3600 B.P.) of primary flakes, saws, and uniface pebble
choppers
later period (360°9°0 B.P.) of elegant bondi points, microlithic implements,
hafted specialized and unspecialized tool types, and ground-edge axes. I linked the Capertian
with the Gambieran flint industry (Tindale's Tartangan in the
of South Australia, distinguished the trimmed nose and a few long-edged side scrapers as Tasmanoid affinities in the Capcrtian, and drew attentiou to the importance of diffused traits in
Bondaian
phase. A complementary paper by Walker (lg64), is the first soil analysis in Australia of archaeological sites and the soil bodies defined above support the Capertian and Bondaian
phases. McBryde's (lg64!l; Ig6sa,b) findings
Seclands, Wombah, Bendemeer, and
Whiteman's Creek on the north coast of New South Wales, Megaw's (1965, 1g66a, b) findings
at Curracurrang, and other unpublished sites confirm the validity of the Capertian and
Bondaian phases, but as yet only one further Eloueran phase assemblage has been found, at
Curracurrang by Megaw, who thinks the Eloueran phase needs further definition. Megaw
(1966b) excavated fishhook files for the first time at Gymea Bay, New South Wales, and
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I
stated that the available evidence about the bone points, muduks, supports the theory that
as spear barbs and points-some nose ornaments-hut
does not
were
confirm the claim that they were fish-gorges or toggles.
Mulvaney and Joyce (1965), in describing the Kenniff and The Tombs excavations in
eastern ~leensland, pnJPosed solutions
some
the Australian problems. the authors
di vided the assemblages into a long non-hafted period of I 1,000 years of hand-held scrapers,
in which the weight and size of wasted material showed variations of possible cultural signifand hafted
in
upper
of deposit from 4,000 years ago to modern
in which geometric microliths, pirri uniface points, e!ouera, adze Hakes, bOlldi points, tufa
chisels, a burin, millstones, and edge-ground axe flakes occur with large arapia blocks, juan
and hlade and slice implements. Mulvaney and
subdivided the hafted
into microlithic hafted and late hafted because the microliths disappeared abruptly; they
cited the Katherine, Kintore, and Ingaladdi sites in the Northern Territory, Laura in Cape
Seelands, Curracurrang, Capertee, and Noola in New South Wales to support their
hafted and non-hafted divisions. Cultural labeling was eschewed in favor of assessing man's
exploitation of, and his ecological adaptations to, his environment in the light of technological
hu:tors. A
feature the KennilT and
Tombs sites
correlation of
non-occupation for 5,000 years with a similar long period of aridity. Mulvaney and Joyce
stressed the importance of local manifestations in the com position of the implement range of
both eras both at Kenniff and
Tombs and elsewhere A.ustralia, and
withdrew a
former claim for Tasmanian affinities in the non-hafted assemblages.
The attempt to avoid naming assemblages is a worthy one and the two major divisionshafted and non-haftcd- will, if substantiated in the future,
of baSIC importance in Australian prehistory. But the very variety of assemblages in each of these moieties, as it were, will
necessitate local terms or site names to distinguish them, and where more than one site (as
contain similar assemblages, difficulties of
will
Kenniff and The
My own explanation for the varying proportions of similar widespread ranges of implement
types in the hafted and non-hafted periods, particularly in the former, is differential diffucontinent of Australia: there were no serious barriers to
sion in time and space on the
diffusion except for the Great Dividing Range in the east, and there was an intricate network of
local and trunk trade routes. I believe the mixing of implement traits in marginal areas in the
the Inland Regional Sequenee supports this claim.
hafted periods of the Eastern Sequence
Megaw (I966a), in a preliminary review, stated that his Curracurrang excavation revealed
a tripartite division comparable to my Capertian-Bondaian-Eloueran sequence, and he
the fishhook
to the range of
of this sequence, he
Tindale's
attempt to include the Bondaian phase within his Mudukian, finding support for the former
phase in the Seelands, Wombah, and Whiteman's Creek sites that McBryde excavated in
therefore, support
northern New South Wales. Excavations in eastern New South
the validity of the Eastern Regional Sequence and, in my view, the hypothesis that sites like
Kenniff are marginal with a predominant basis ofTula Inland Sequence implements mixed
eastern New South Wales sites
with Eastern Sequence types; the same time,
solid support for Mulvaney's non-hafted and hafted divivisions of Australian prehistoric industries.
Four reviews of Australian prehistory were published in
1964-1966 period by Golson
(1964), Mulvaney (1964a), Micha (I965), and me (I965a, 1966f). Widely recognized in the
reviews are the Eastern and Tula Inland Regional sequences and, possibly, a third northern
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although Golson helieves that
sharp division between the
on the
hand, and the Bondaian-Eloueran, on the other, needs further study to ascertain whether the
break was as abrupt as it appears to be from the present evidence. Similarly, the Kartan and
Gambieran phases
more detailed research establish their distinguishing features
provenance. The
is
as a cultural term
from the
site. It appears to me, therefore, that with the dropping of the Tartangan and the Mudukian
phases, the phases of the Tula Inland Sequence are thus tending to become Gambieran,
Pirrian, and Murundian. Golson emphasized the
to study implemenHype frequencies
all sites
to judge cultures in
of total characteristics or assemblages, not
absence or presence of one or two implement types. Golson's reanalysis of the material from
the Oenpelli sites excavated in 1948 by Setzler and me revealed the existence of two assembJages-point and eloueraand nol
as we reported. Golsoo, too, reiterated the
importance the geometrical microliths in Australian sequences and the
to ascertain
their precise distribution on the continent; they are absent in northern Australia. All prehistorians recognize the difficulty in explaining the ambiguity and inconsistencies in the
occurrence
uniface
tools, hacked blades, and microIiths in the Eastern and Tula
Sequences,
to my
the
factor differential diffusion and
time involved
in tribal acceptance and development of implement types. Micha's (1965) paper revealed
that European anthropologists are at last becoming aware of the prehistoric cultural situation
of the
number of problems
to be resolved. Mieha drew attention
Australia
the unexpectedly
appearance
the
at
to
important
played by the culture heroes in spreading new ideas in aboriginal culture, and to the support
that radiocarbon dates are giving to the estimated length of time Capell and O'Grady believe
was necessary for Australian languages to develop and diverge so greatly. Mulvaney (Jf)64a)
I (1965ft, 966/) restated the
views on Australian prehistory,
postulated that an early, a middle, and a late stone age existed on the continent.
Several unusual discoveries were made in excavations. Mulvaney, Lawton, and Twidale
(1964) revealed a 2-in. band of flood deposit between 1220±94 B.C and 1000+91 B.C., some
23.5 ft. above river level Fromm's Landing No. site on the lower Murray River of
Australia. It is the highest level for this river yet recorded and obviously indicates a period
of heavy rainfall. The site yielded a Thylacine tooth and is notable for the absence of pirri
uniface points. Megaw (I966b) reported stake holes for the first time in an excavation in
Australia
Gymea
site. At
found considerable disruption
deposit caused by the excavation of a large portion of it by the aboriginal occupants in an
effort to improve the site for habitation.
Metrical analysis has become the principal method of evaluating stratified cultural assemblages, and
date
has
the matrix-analysis method for axes; Mulvaney
(1965) used a metrical
of "scrapers" and waste flakes from Kenniffand The Tombs;
and Glover (I965), a factor analysis of Bondaian implements from Curracurrang. A satisfactory method of metrical analysis, based upon the same set of criteria and applied to all
Australian assemblages, would yield
interesting comparative results,
the methods
use are
diverse
It is essential for
characteristics of Australian implement
types to be or not to be substantiated by such a method, but whether metrical methods can
establish a system of classification has yet to be proved. Glover, in a University of Sydnev
factor
method classifY
implements
thesis (1965), crnployed
result, he confirmed
elouera
from Megaw's Curracurrang site;

Asian Perspectives,
distinct type.
he rejected
traditional classification of
microliths
according to shape (bondi point, crescents, trapezoids, triangles) in favor of the term backed
blades, he suggested no substitute for this useful terminology in such widespread use.
Matthews (1966) concluded from metrical analysis that Kangaroo Island pebble tools differ
Yamba and
(New South
and Sai
(Thailand)
all variables
examined, and
three differ weights. The
Island
Wakefield River
Australia)
are similar weight and are
three samples
that have comparable mean weights. Matthews thinks the differences are probably the result
of function or method of use. The Yamba and Seelands samples have a similar cutting angle
and length-breadth ratio, and the Yamba, Seelands, and Sai Yok samples have comparable
is that the
pebble tools
Kangaroo
thickness. Matthews believes the
See1ands and
are not
or Sai Yok;
implements
more closely
either is with
Yok, and the
Seelands and Sai Yok assem blages are further related by truncated tools and similar configurations of the junction of the upper and lower face. Matthews concluded that caution should
be exercised in any attempt to see historical relationships between these three samples of
tools because
are removed
their natural
sources of material and the
and
are not known,
environment of
Two very
papers
Tindale
and Thomson
in which
firsthand observations on the manufacture and hafting of stone implements and their use in
making wooden weapons were described. Tindale witnessed the making of tjimari knives
at Mount Davies, South Australia, and of kandi tjuna chisels and kandi mirnu knives with gum
kandi tjUlltZ
were selectat Mount
Rawlinson
Western Australia,
the Nakako tribesmen from
in gum on
and edgetrimmed after
(not before, with the tuta
Constant lise
retrimming,
he stated, produced the burren slug; thus, a cultural and geographical differentiation was
established between the Western Desert tribes and the Central Australian tribes whose tula
chisel produces a different slug. Both slug types, however, occur on western New South Wales
Q!Ieensland
proved that
could not have
derived from
appears
wider and
important connotation in eastern Australia from
Murray River
York, and
its origin within the industries of this region needs detailed study. Tindale described tooth
trimming of knives and Kimberley biface points, and edge-trimming with a stick or boomerang by the Ngadadjara in the Warburton Ranges.
Thomson
described
manufacture
weapons with
two-handed
,'hl"'u',pr,, and hand
heavy scrapers, hafted chisels,
trimming to
observed
Tindale. The
trimmed
after
and he said
that it is a different implement to the central Australian hafted chisel (tula). His observations
of stone-implement manufacture were made in the Western Desert and, with Tindale's,
constitute vitally important firsthand observations on our knowledge of aboriginal techniadze for
uniface
North (1964)
(1964)
the ternl
pick for
straight-end working edge,
a distinctive pointed implement made on coroids and blocks and tjunggani for the roller-type
muller-both collected on the Pitjandjara tableland in northwestern South Australia; there,
Johnson defined the Tollu industry on old campsites associated with terra rossa soils and
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kunkarized dunes and
campsites
recent dunes)
campsites range
from
Pleistocene to recent.
Macintosh (I 96Sb) reviewed current opinions on aboriginal man in Australia: his relationships with Southeast Asian finds, the trihybrid theory, his likeness to Homo solensis, and his
routes across
passages.
placed the
skull
Talgai,
; he rejected Tindale's claim
Tartangan
is Tasand Homo
and commented
the indeterminable racial affinity of the Aitape frontal bones and
others make it a dangerous item for speculative theorizing about aboriginal migration. Recent
investigations by Gill and Macintosh will, it is anticipated, produce a radiocarbon date for
Talgai, morphologically still the most primitive of fossil Australian crania. The differences,
according Maeintosh, between fossil and modern
in Australia
great.
valuable and
complete assessment of material
physical
of the
if not
were
Macintosh
Barker
stated that the
of less stature than the Australians, and the authors vizualize the cranium as a hybridized
version of deviating types derived from a common racial stem and anticipate that if early
crania are excavated in Tasmania, they will not be precisely similar to present-day Tasmanians
of the Tasmanians is well
or Australians. Macintosh and Barker
that the skull
established-there
general agreement on observed similarities and differencesand
is now unreasonable to doubt
they walked
Tasmania from Australia on
a land corridor that existed 12,000 years ago from northeast Tasmania to Wilson's Promonotory in Victoria.
Jones (1964, 1965a) carried out two seasons of fieldwork in Tasmania with the aim of isoindustries
of investigating
ecological and
adapwithin the island. Rich yields of
and bone
obtained; the
discoveries
human
through
deep
deposit at West Point and of the first stone arrangement (196Sb) in Tasmania-a row 270 ft.
long of 138 flat stones arranged as a pathway on a midden, with a second one below it, at the
Bay of Fires. He discovered also that two rock-shelter deposits at Rocky Cape are correlated
~""""h-~ in sea
collections skeletal material Australian
and
types of crania·Australian, Intermediate, and Ainoid-and
he discovered an artificial enlargement of the foramen magnum in both Ainu and Australian
skulls.
Some interesting evidence about the dingo has been presented. Meggitt (196S), in sumthe evidence
use of the
by the
concluded
Down's
of mutual exploitation developed between mesolithic hunters
that a
and
dogs becomes plausible in that
relationship
between
aborigines
and the dingo. According to Meggitt, this animal was not very useful to the aborigines; the
tame one was not an effective hunting dog except in ecologically specialized regions where
particular kinds of game were present. The hunters allowed dingoes to hunt down game,
hunters
the scraps
the dingoes.
teeth were excavated by
age of just
dingo
(I96Sa) in
Capertee
was discovered
Fromm's
No.6 by
Lawton,
Twidale
(1964) with an age of 3,000 years; and unspecified remains were found in Levels 6 and 8 at
Mount Burr, South Australia, by Campbell and Hossfeld with an age of 7,000-8,000 yearsthe oldest stratified remains associated with human (Gambieran?) implements yet recovered.

Arian Penpectiver,
immense
of photographic and scale
of rock art
done in all
of the major areas on the continent. The Western Australian Museum is making a detailed
photographic survey of the Kimberley Wandjina and allied cave paintings, obtaining interpretations where possible; for the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Robert Edwards
carrying out
Land and
Territory
. Trezise
produced a
recordings
York paintings; Mountford and
Edwards have
sites in the rain-forest region northeastern
; and Sim
is carrying out a program of recording of the little-known but numerous sites in the SydneyHawkesbury area of New South Wales. From radiocarbon samples, Macintosh (1965)
established the age of a group of ritual paintings in this area at about A.D. 1400 and nearby
A.D.
while
obtained
A.D. 930-1000
paintings at
linear art of
Bendemeer, New
Wales.
noted a strong difference between
tableland area
the stencilled
the north
New South
The recording of rock engravings has not been so intensive: B.J. Wright( 1964) has described
some sites in a survey that he has made of northwestern Australian sites; Edwards (1964a,b;
1965a,b) and Mountford and Edwards (1964) recorded several sites in the Flinders Ranges,
(1965) found
the Sydney-Hawkesbury area
over 90 perAustralia;
of the one
now been
; and McBryde (I964h,c) dispredominant.
covered sites in northeastern New
Wales in
tally grooves
Mountford (1965a) classified northwestern Australian engravings on weathered rock surfaces
as poundings and those in the south-central Australian region as peckings; this regional dichotomy will probably not be substantiated, as the former series is merely a regional variation,
Crawford
questioned
pecked or hammerdressed
technique as
that he
four phases
Australia that
in 1962
superpOSltlrm
one style
but
evidence
distinguish
from South Australian and western New South Wales sites supporting pecked over linear
phases is now abundant. The most difficult problem is to relate the Carvarvon, Qyeensland, style to the western and southern sequences. Mountford's and Edward's claim
the Flinders
that an
and crocodile figures engraved
South
sites was
me (1964/;)
grounds
claimed for
three figures inconsistent with
history and
engravings in Australia, that they are in three strongly contrasting styles that are consistent
with the above four phases in rock engravings, that fish have been painted and engraved
a long way from the sea in other parts of Australia, and the so-called marine turtle is a longnecked freshwater tortoise.
Although the
of rock-shelters excavated in
places have
pigments,
and roofs
correlations
made, as yet, between the styles pamtmgs on
and the cultural assemblages. The three-phase stone industry sequence and the four-phase
cave art sequence in eastern New South Wales offer possibilities of correlation in the future.
A correlation of similar motifs in rock engravings and paintings occurs in the Sydney-Hawkesbury area and
areas in
no overall
has yet been
of similarities
differences.
(1964) contended that the
approach
approach
study of the
array of this
the continent
the addition
meanings of
motifs whenever they can be obtained.
The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies is compiling a catalogue of museum holdings
throughout the world of Australian aboriginal artifacts of all kinds, and preliminary results
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(McCarthy
indicate that Great Britain,
the United States,
New Zealand
museums contain important collections, while in Africa, Central America, South America,
and Asia, the collections are very limited.
Australian
one-day conference prehistorians during
General Meeting of
in
May
discussed the nomenclature of
stitute of Aboriginal
Implements and cultures and the need for a standard nomenclature of rock art in Australia.
Papers given by various contributors are to be incorporated in a handbook on Australian
archaeological field methods. At
in August 1965, Section F held symposium
Lampert, N.B.
progress in Australian archaeology
papers by McBrydc,
R.M. Jones, and ].V.S. Megaw. A second symposium on the Tasmanian aborigines included
papers by W.F. Ellis, N.J.B. Plomley, G. Reber, and R.M. Jones that are to be published
the O!,Jecn Victoria Museum.
Archaeology and
Anthropology in
has
issued
new
University of Sydney to provide an avenue of publication for the growing number of papers
and reports in archaeology and physical anthropology. Similarly, the Australian Institute of
Aboriginal Studies provides for the publication of monographic studies in its Occasional

Papers.
RADIOCARBON DATES

(B. P.)

Northern
SITE AND DESCRIPTION

LABORATORY

Ingalladi (Mulvaney)

GXO 103
GXO 104

(15- 19) 37·0-- 48 .0
39) 85·0- 91l·0

Kenn!ff(Mulvaney)

GaK 522

15- 17 (37·5- 42.5)
24- 28 (60.0-- 70.0)
!h5)
33
46 (107.5- 11 5.0)
48- 51 (120.0-127.5)
52- 54 (13°.0-135.0)
54- 57 (135,0- 1 42 .5)
64 (155.0 "160.0)
68 (167.5-QO.O)
70- 80 (175·0-200.0)
8g- 92 (222.5-230.0)
I07-II1 (267.5-277-5)
120-126 (3°0,0-3 15.0)
126-129 (3 15,0-3 22 .5)
22- 25 (55.0- 62·5)
38- 42 (95.0-1°5.0)
8I- 84 (202,S-2IO.0)

DEPTH
INCHES* CENTIMETERS*

LAYER

DATE

1545± 75
62551::

Queensland
NPL

32
65
523
NPL 66
GaK 524
GaK 525
646

67

The Tombs (Mulvaney)

NPL 33
NPL 68
GaK 526
645
527
NPL 30
NPL 31
NPL 64

Measuremel1t in parentheses supplied

editor

1600±IOO
2550± go
3830 :1:
4 130 ±
5020 ± 90
5370 ±14°
46so±roo
I0280±r80
12610±
12900±I70
16130±14°
132oo±300
9650 ±
93 0o±:wO
34°0 ± 97
3600 ± 93
94Io ±roo
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South Australia
SITE AND DESCRIPTION

LABOR·nORY

DEPTH
INCHES"

Cape Marlin (Tindale)
Tartangan C.

NZ

L4.YER

DATI:

CENTIMETERS"

69

8800± 120

Frtmlm's Landing No.6 (Mulvaney)

NPL
NPL

8 (micropoints)
Layer I I
16 (mukuk
and microliths)

29

NPL
Fromm's Landing NO.9 (Mulvaney)
GaK 63

One of the earliest
occupation layers

345 0 1:::

Cape Northumberlalld (Tindale)
Murundian phase

GaK

336

B evjiaqua C liUs
(Campbell and
Hossfeld)
A. Charcoal from upper
terra rosa
C. Shells from upper
terra rosa
D. Charcoal from black
terra rosa
sand
F. Shells from black
sand over terra rosa
Mount Burr (Campbell
and Hossfeld)

OaK 397
OaK 423
GaK 39 8
GaK 42 2
GaK 424
OaK 42S
GaK
GaK 428
OaK 427
GaK

820±

320 ± 90
380± 90
1020± 40
70 30 ± 40
745 0 ±270
86oo±30 0

l2 (12.5- 30.0)
24 (30.0- 60.0)
C.24- 48 (60.0-l20.0)
D. Below sandy horizon
E. Below sandy horizon
F. 132-144 (330.0~360.0)

B.

12-

Western .Australia
Koonalda (Gallus)

Floor B, Trench III,
Assemblage 5
Layer
yd.
(2·7 m)

GaK 510
GaK 5II

3700±270
18200±s50

Western New South Wales
Lake Menindee (Tindale)
Hearth above implements GaK
and extinct animal bones

18800±800

Mootwillgee (McCarthy)
Late Tula Inland
Sequence

II

Mount Grellfell (McC,arthy)
Site 2, Late Tula Inland
Sequence

49

8- 19 (20.0- 47.5)

350:1: 250

28S±

7-

" Measurement in parentheses supplied by editor

8 (17.5- 20.0)

200±

NIce RT Y:
SIn; AND DESCRIPTION

DEPTH

LABORATORY

INCHES"

Wuttagoona (McCarthy)
Late Tula Inland Sequence
Yandama (McBryde)
Fireplace? Late Tula
Inland Sequence

145
LAYER

DATE

CENTiMETEllS*

V 50

310 ± 75

GaK 378

Modern 250

Eastern New South Wales
Blaxland's Flat (McBryde)
Bark bundle burials
GaK 463
GaK 464
Bark bundle burials

l(X)O± 60
I2]O± 50

Bendemeer (McBryde)
Blade tools

GaK 56!)

4-5

(10.0-

Blade tools

GaK 57 0

7

(17·5)

Bondaian tools

GaK 57 l

9

(22·5)

Whiteman's Creek (McBryde)
GaK
Site
L VIa Uniface pebble,
frJK
flake and blade tools
GaK
See/cmris (McBryde)
V
V

373
26
25

Site (II)
'" Measurement in

740 ± 40
53S± 40

6-9
12

(15·0(30.0)

18
30
18-24

(45. 0)
(75·5)
(45.0- 60.0)

V 39
V 40
V 41

(7·5)
3
27- 30 (67·5- 75·5)
5-6
(12·5-

V 42

IS

Zone d, Layer
Trench 2, Zone c,
Layer II
Laycr IlIA
Zone e3, Layer IlIA
Trench 2, Layer V
Trench 1, Zone c,
I.ayer 1

1870±140
351± 60
870± 80
1210±
28S0±
4040 ±
6445±

30
50
65
7S

Layer 1
Zone d, Layer I
Trench I, Zone
Layer I
Trench I, Zone a,
Layer III
Trench I, ZOllO C,
Layer IIA
Trench 2, Zone d,

1285± 90

GXO 108
GaK 374

Layer IIA
Layer IIA 2

I860±I80
2S80±I50

GaK 375
GaK 37 6
GaK 566

Layer VIII
Layer VIII
Square g, Layer HA,

2670±160
2870±I30
1530± 90

Layer IIA, Spit 3

2930±IOO

Jacky's Creek (N1cBryde)

Wombah (McBryde)
Site I
Site I, hond; points and
uniface pebbles
Site
Site I

4 10 ± 40

3 IO ±IOO
r640±I20

37 1
372 }

GaK 370
V II
V 24
V 29

Chamhigne (McBryde)

Trench I, ZOlle a,
Layer 1
Trench I, Zone a,
Layer I
Trench I, Zone c,
II

V 43

6-9

(15·0-

V 44

6

(15. 0)

17-18

GaK 565
parenthese~

(37·5)

supplied by editor

(42·5- 45,0)

1350 ± 75
I640± 80
l]IO± 70
I465± 75
122

5± 70

Asi(trl

I
SITE AND DESCRIPTION
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LABORATORY

DEPTH

LAYER

DATE

INCHES· CENTllV!ETERS·

(II)
Site (II)
Site (II)

Cajlertee (McCarthy)
Upper Bondaian phase
Junction of Bondaian and
Capcrtian phases
of Capertian phase
Nooia (TindaJe)
Base of Capertian phase
Cymea Bay (Mcgaw)
Skeleton 2 with middle
and upper Eastern
Regional Sequence tools

GaK
GaK 567
GaK 568
V
V

33
34

8-10 (20.0- 25.0)
41-43 (102'5-107.5)

v

Layer !lA, Spit z
Layer IIA, Spit 3
Layer VIII

2960 ±
3040±I20
3230 ±100

Layer I
Layer VII

3 623± 69

286S± 57

Layer VIII-IX

GaK 334

II6oo±400

GaK

I220± 50

Cu"acu"ang (Megaw)

Eastern Regional
Sequence (applies to
all dates)

GaK
GaK
GaK
I
GaK
GaK
GaK
GaK

462

9

481
Il35

27
30

3Q3 b

3Q

394b
482

27
43

(22·5)
(22·5)
(67·5)
(75·0)
(97·5)
(67·5)

(67·S)
(107.5)

CM/Isa
15Mb
Io-lSb
IoB/L
IoL
51.a
SLb
ISL

Slullharbour (Tindale)
GaK 337
Eastern Regional
Sequence
Manning (Macintosh)
I, Ritual Paintings
Site 2, Paintings

Modern L200
Modern 230
ISBo±I3 0
ZISO±180
2S00±400
3880±
3000±I20
74so ±180

Modern 140 B.P.

A.D.
A.D.

1750-1800

Victoria
Port Campbell (Gill)
Geometrical rnicroliths
East Buchan (Gallus)
Base of Layer II

GaK 512

Keilor (Gill)
Clrbonaceous lens below
Cranium I
Carbonaceous lens 6 ft.
m) above NZ 201

NZ

l8ooo±soo

NZ

366

ISOOO±ISOO

Tasmania (Reber)
Arm

Unknown

DCllnes Point
Kelly's Point
(TImny Island)
Flat-Topped Bluff
Marrawah

GXO 419

208o±roo
523S±280

I 316

6oso±3S0

I

lsoo±rso
26oo±I20

GXO 420

.. Measurement in parentheses supplied by editor
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DEPTH

INCHES'"

LAYER

DATE

CENTIMETERS·

I 322
I 323
I 324
GXO 265
GXO 266
• Measurement in parentheses supplied by editor
Marrawah
Carlton River entrance
Derwent River
Huon Point
Rocky Cape (South cave)

1·350 ±15°
8700 ±200
52 50 ±IIO
186o±IIO
8120± 16S

The oldest radiocarbon dates recorded
Australia to date
either west of
Great
Dividing Range, as at Koonalda, Lake Menindee, and in South Australian sites in the western
valleys of the range, as at Kemlijf and The Tombs) or in areas such as Keilor and other
Victorian sites. This trend (McCarthy 1966) indicates that
migrated across
plains
of the interior where there were no real barriers to his advance, instead of moving steadily
down the east coast; the oldest east coast dates are from Curracurrang and Seelands. The
assem blages from coastal sites also tend to suggest that man penetrated
great
from
the west at different points and, as a result, preserved archaic stone industries in various coastal
areas.
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